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ABSTRACT
Thisthirdquarterlyprogressreport(QPR-3) describesthetechnical
progressachievedon theSpaceSystems and Computer Programming Services
Contract,NAS 5-10022,duringtheperiodJanuary1,1967,throughMarch 31,
1967. Work was performed on 21 separatetasksduringthequarterintheareas
ofsatelliteattitudedeterminationand steering,orbitdetermination,maneuver
command, telemetrydataprocessingand reductionand operationssupport.In
additionwork was performed on two tasksinthebusinessmanagement controls
area.
Significanttechnicalaccomplishmentsduringthequarterincludesupport
giventothelaunchand subsequentmissionofthreesatellites(1)TIROS
OperationsSatellite-B,(2)OrbitingSolarObservatory-C,and (3)Applications
TechnologySatellite-A.Attitudedeterminationand controlwas providedfor
thefirsttwo satellites.For thethird,a computer program systemwas provided
forprocessingPFM telemetrydata. There were technicalproblems associated
withtheOSO-C supportinthatdiscrepanciesintheattituderesultsand the
predictionofattitudehave occurred.At thetime thisreportwas publishedthese
problems have not been resolved. Support for the other two satellites was
provided without incident.
Phase I of the attitude system redesign plan for the System/360 was
.i
completed (Phase I involved modification of 7094 programs to conform to rules
providing minimum conversion effort). Phase II was carried from 50 to 63percent completion.
I In-orbitsupportofotherthanroutinenaturewas providedforseveral
satellites(1)AtmosphericExplorer-B,and (2)ApplicationsTechnology
• Satellite-B.For AE-B attitudedeterminationwas affectedby largevariations
ILL
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in setellite spin rate and large scatter in instrument output. A significant
analytical effort was required to keep track of attitude under these conditions.
Several maneuvers were planned and carried out to adjust the orbit of the ATS-B
satellite. A detailed analysis of the determination of attitude from picture data
was performed to check attitude results.
A significant amount of definitive orbit work was performed on the ATS-B,
GEOS, and POGO satellites. The ATS-B orbits were brought up to date on
January 27, 1967. In the operational orbit area a standardized reporting system
was evolved for the complete orbit data generation process employed and was
placed in use.
The System/360 version of the GREMEX (Goddard Research Management
Exercise) program was completed and delivered to NASA. Also the System/360
PAGE program for preparing project reporting charts was completed and
delivered.
The conversion of the PERTAPE I program to System/360 was completed
and the program tested.
The following recommendations and conclusions were made as a result of
the work performed during the quarter.
A number of recommendations are made on the basis of the analysis of the
support provided the December launch of ATS-B. They are detailed under
Task 3. The most important of these recommendations deal with station coverage,
limitations on firing at first apogee of the transfer orbit, and proper utilization
of data (Task 3).
The constraint to maintain the axis of the Atmospheric Explorer-B satellite
along the spin axis should Le relaxed to permit the sun sensor to continue to
view the sun. Also, the requirements for sun-only solution to attitude should be
investigated because of poor magnetometer data (Task 6).
Thorough testing of the five-wire analog-to-digital system in conjunction
with processing of the output should be 3erformed prior to the TOS-C launch
(Task 9).
iv
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Experimenters and their programming staffs should start working toward
standardization of formats and methods. This move would make a generalized
system much simpler ._md less costly (Task 16).
The computer program APMTR2 instead of APMTR should be used to
determine conditions necessary for achieving an acceptable orbit for the Radio
Astronomy Explorer Satellite (Task 19).
The experimenter's conference should be held at least four to six months
prior to launch to allow time for data format and processing requests (Task 21).
Quality control personnel and programmers should work together daily as
a team during the first monLh after launch to provide suitable interpretation of
quality control parameters (Task 21).
The Definitive Orbit Determination System delivery date and scope of the
Model i system should be reevaluated in view of increased systems scope and
the lack of definitized system requirements (Task 25).
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Section I
= INTRODUCTION
This report describes the technical progress achieved by the Scientific
Satellite Systems Department, International Business Machines Corporation,
on the Space Systems Analysis ar.d Ccmputer Programming Services Contrac.*,
NAS 5-10022, during the third quarter of the contract. The quarter includes
i the months of January through March 1967. The contract is cf the task-order
type involving on-site/off-site programming and analysis tasks in support of
satellite orbit determination, satellite attitude determination, satellite scientific
data processing and reduction, computer programming languages ar.d executive
systems and business data processing. The tasks includetheoreticalanalysis
!
studies and development, design, writing, testing, and documentation of computer
program systems in suppoI: of scientific, communications, meteorological and
related satellite projects at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).
During the third quarter of the contract period three new tasks werei
1 assigned by Goddard Space Flight Center.
1. Task 25 - Develop a definitive orbit determination program system
I to run on the IBM System/360.
2. Task 26 - Develop an attitude determination and prediction system
for support of the ESRO II Satellite.
i 3. Task 29 - Modify and convert the IBM 7010 PFM Telemetry Data
{ Processing System to the UNIVAC 1108.
i Task 10/23, GREMEX, and Task 22, PAGE, were completed during the quarter.
A brief summary of the work accomplished under each task is presented in
the following paragraphs. In general, the assigned tasks involve satellite attitudedetermination and control, orbit determination, telemetry data processing,
command generation, and maneuver control. Some business management systems
|
1
!
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i ,-ogramming is also included. Each summary gives a brief definition of the
task to s_(,w the problem being addressed.
Techni_ .. reports delivered during the quarter are listed in Table 1.
Table 1
DOCUMENTS DELIVERED
Program Documentation of NIMBUS January 1967
Ephemeris Programs
Early Orbit and AttitudeDetermination Plan January 1967
and Prelaunch Analysis for the SatelliteTOS-B
ESSA-4 Early Orbit and AttitudeDetermination January 1967
Launch Day Report
Users Guide to PERTAPE II January 1967 --
Sync Finding Techniques January 1967
Biosatellite-AMission Summary January 1967
Prelaunch Analysis and AttitudeDetermination February 1967
System Descriptionfor the SatellitcOSO-E1
Final Specificationfor Processing of ATS-A EME February 1967
PFM Telemetry Data Tapes (firstrevision)
Analysis and Summary of ATS-B Apogee Motor February 1967
Ignition,Maneuvers and AttitudeDetermination
(draftform)
AttitudeDetermination System for the AE-B March 1967
Satellite(program documenta#.ion)
Prelauneh Analysis and AttitudeControl System March 1967
Descriptionfor the SatelliteOSO-E1
OSO-E1 Early Orbit and AttitudeDetermination March 1967
Launch Day Report
Operating Instructionsfor OSO-E1 Attitude March 1967
Determination System
Final Specification for Processing of ATS-A March 1967
EME PFM Telemetry Data Tapes (second
revision)
2
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Task 1 - Biosatellite
Purpose: Complete the development of the BIOS Recovery Command Control
System Program.
Summary: A study was made to determine methods of improving the efficiency
of the BIOS-A launch version of the Recovery Control programs. As a result of
the study, the criteria for selecting the time of retrofire has been relaxed and
the integration steps during and after retrofire have been increased in some
cases. These changes are being implemented and should improve the response
time during the mission. Also, a method to reduce the near capacity core
required by the three call-down routines has been successfully implemented and
tested in two programs. The design of the System/360 version of the Recovery
Control programs has been completed and conversion is well underway.
Task 2 - Documentation
Purpose: Provide technical services involving coordination of all technical
reports, such as program documentation, and provide technical writing support.
Also, study, develop and implement automatic techniques for program documen-
tation.
.dmmary: Thirteen documents were completed and delivered to NASA. These
documents include two volumes of program documentation, two prelaunch analysis
reports, two launch day reports, one specification and two analytical reports.
The camera copy (page impressions) for one of the volumes was made using an
automatic (computer supported) documentation system. This system is being
used to prepare the flowcharts for another documentation volume which will be
delivered durh_g the next quarter.
Tasl. 3 - Applications Technology Satellite-B
j! Purpose: Develop computer software systems and analytical capability for
support of the ATS-B mission in areas of spacecraft attitude determination and
steering, and spacecraft maneuver and control.
t
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Summary: A report summarizing an analysis of HI major maneuvers of the
ATS-B satellite following injection into the near synchronous orbit was prepared
and delivered. This report describes the problems encountered during command
of the December portion of the mission and details some recommendations for
future missions. Formulation of an ATS-B attitude-determination technique
involving least-squares fitting of ATS-acquired picture data was prepared and
is currently being programmed. A preliminary error analysis of this technique
and of in-orbit low thrust maneuvers for ATS were also undertaken during this
quarter.
Task 5 - AttitudeSystem Design
Purpose: Convertpresentoperationalcomputer programs usedtosupportsuch
projectsas TOS/ESSA, NIMBUS. AE-B, OSO, and OGO tooperationupon the
IBM System/360.
Summary: Phase IoftheAttitudeSystem Designtaskas outlinedinthereport
"Task DescriptionofInitialSystem/360 ConversionEffort"dated19 October1966
has been completed. Phase I involvedthoseSystem/360 compatiblechangesthat
itwas possibletoaccomplishon theIBM 7094,and a generalsurveyofOperatIng
System/360facilitiesand capabilitiestodeterminetheireffecton theconversion
effort.
Phase If,theactualconversiontooperaticnon theSystem/360 Model 65,is
wellunderway and isscheduledforcompletionnextquarter.The conversion
efforthas concentratedon programs intheTOS/ESSA AttitudeDetermination
System,Prelaunchand UtilityPrograms (PUP) and theMulti-ApplicationSub-
routines(MAS). The tame below summarizes thestatusoftheconversioneffort.
No. of
Routines Percent
Total no. of programs and
subroutines being converted 36 100
Programs completed Phase I 36 100
Programs completed Phase II 23 64
4
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Task 6 - Atmospheric Explorer-B
Purpose: Provide analysis, programmi:_g and operations support for post-launch
satellite attitude determination, spacecraft control and command, and final
attitude evaluation.
Summary: A study was made of the attitude data processing for the case of the
AE-B spacecraft spinning in the opposite direction. Changes were made to the
computer program system to account for this effect. In addition, a subroutine
TIMSPN was programmed to compute the spin rate from midscan times with a
correction made for the orbital angular velocity. Also, recent difficulties
encountered in obtaining consistent AE-B attitude solutions from magnetometer
and sun data have prompted an examination of the quality of the magnetometer
data currently being processed.
Task 7 - NIMBUS O[.)erations
Purpose: Provide analysis and operations for post launch orbit, attitude and
picture prediction.
Summary: The operational support for the NIMBUS project is on schedule.
i
+ This support included supplying World Map and Station Acquisit:on Data on ai
weekly and monthly basis, and on a definitive basis as requested.
Task 8 - Orbiting Solar Observatory
I Purpose: Design and implement computer program systems for determination+
and prediction of attitude and attitude commands arm provide operational support
for attitude control.
Summary: The OSO-E1 launch and subsequent mission were supported in the
area of attitude determination and prediction. _everal new methods of deter-
mining spin rate and attitude were developed to provide backup.
5
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Task 9 - TOS/ESSA
Purpose: Provide analysis, programming and operations support for prelaunch
miss:Lon studies, launch window computations, satellite attitude determination,
spacecraft control, and postlaunch analysis for the TOS/ESSA and TIROS series
of satellites.
Surcmary: Excellent performance by the analysis, programming, and operational
personnel involved in this task contributed to the succcs_ful attitude support of
ESSA-4, launched 26 January 1967. A falsc bit in the Digital Sun Aspect Indicator
da_:a from the spacecraft was detected promptly by the satellite attitude operations
group. Operational coverage of TIROS IX was resumed as ESSA-4 was turned
over to the Environmental Sciences Services Administration after its two week
checkout. A total of 629 messages from five satellites were processed through
the ADS (Attitude Determination System).
Task 10/23 - Goddard Research Engineering Management Exercise
Purpose: Provide computer services in support of the GREMEX computer
program. Convert the program to operate on the IBM 360/65 computer.
Summary: Conversion of the IBM 7094 GREMEX system to the System/360
was completed. Decks, listings,and documentation draftswere delivered to
NASA on 2 February 1967.
Task 11/20 - DefinitiveOrbit Determination Analysis
Purpose: Develop operationaland analyticalcapabilityfor definitiveorbit
determination.
Summary: Emphasis centered on POGO and ATS-1 during the majority of this
quarter as highestprioritywas given these satellites.Two-hundred POGO
arcs were completed through the differential correction and error analysis
stages. Orbital ephemeris data from 21 November 1965 to 1 March 1966 ,¢as
delivered to the experimenter. ResponsiMlity for ATS-1 orbit determination
was assumed and work was brought up to date by 1 February 1967. Since then,
)
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results have been generated and delivered weekly. Two-hundred and seventy
GEOS arcs were converged using all data types, completing this phase through
1 August 1966.
Task 13 - Launch Window
Purpose: Determine those intervals of time within which the IMP F satellite
can be launched such that all constraints on the orbit and attitude of the satellite
will be satisfied.
Summary: Preliminary results of the launch window study inaicated several
unsatisfactory conditionJ. A decision was reached by the IMP Project Office
to conduct an exhaustive launch window study for IMP F for the restricted
period from 17 May to 31 May 1967. For this purpose the Launch Window
Program has been utilized to determine initial approximations of one year life-
time lines for nominal and plus 3 sigma injection parameters.
Task 14 - Orbit Operations
Purpose: Provide operational support in areas of orbit determination and orbit
predictions.
Summary: Regular operational support, on a weekly basis, was provided for
38 satellites in the generation of weekly predicts and orbital tapes. Each week
83 regular runs were required and in the completion of all other requirements,
an average of 700 computer runs were made each month. Nominal, prelaunch
data was generated for 15 satellites, as requested, and three launches were
actively supported. Special emphasis was placed on the generation of refined
data in March and through week-end projects this work was brought nearly up
to date. A new status reporting scheme was developed.
Task 15 - Scientific Data Analysis/General
Purpose: Design and develop computer programs for processing and analyzing
scientific data from S-3, IMP and OGO class satellites.
7
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Summary: The Encyclopedia Update and Logbook Update programs were expanded
in scope to include processing of S3-A data, as well as $3 data. A requesl for
modification of the $3 Encyclopedia data microfilm tapes was received and
implemented during two weeks prior to scheduled delivery to Stromberg-Carlson.
The EPE-D Data Processing System, delivered for production last quarter,
was modified to reduce the number of computer runs, the ,mmber of tapes
required, and to economize on microfilm tape regeneration necessitated by
intermittent output tape drive malfunctions. The EPE-D Attitude Determinat:on
study addressed the problem of recovery of attitude after the spacecraft passes
through perigee where it tumbles.
The EGO-A Ency program was modified to eliminate the need for a 1410
computer pass over the experimenter decom tapes for blocking.
Two POGO-II programs were completed. One of these produces a highly
condensed System/360 compatible attitude-orbit tape.
A three program system was completed for Dr. Balasubrahmanyan to plot
combined data from IMP-A, IMP-B, IMP-C, and OGO-A _,s. time on a three
hour basis. The SUMOGO program conversion to System/360 was completed
and changes initiated to conserve computer core storage, optimize running time,
and simplify program logic for readibiiity and ease of modification.
The Gerber Plot Package documentation was delivered and the deck placed
on the IBSYS library tape on the DCS computer. This eliminates the need for
programmers to handle the large subroutine card deck.
The Konradi plot program was completed. This will be used to produce
102 orbital plots of electron and proton flux as well as geomagnetic and solar-
magnetospheric latitude, magnetic local time and the Z(RE) attitude.
Production of this program included design of special pre-formatted plot paper
to cover 28 hours of data in four even-hour section_.
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Task 16 - Scientific Data Analysis/360
Purpose: Design, develop, and put into operation a generalized System/360 data
processing system to handle scientific data for tbe IMP-F and G, and the OGO-E
and F satellites.
Summary: The scope of GSDAS was significantly expanded in that the system is
now to be designed to satisfy potential users in all branches of the Laboratory
for Space Sciences as well as the National Space Science Data Center. Imple-
mentation will bc on both System//360 and the IBM 7094. Emphasis was placed
on the redesign of system concepts and features to meet the expanded service
requirements.
The specifications for the IMP-F Cosm'c Ray Data Processing System were
written and presented to the experimenter. Coding of the read subroutine for
Dr. William's IMP-F Data Processing System was completed.
Task 19 - PERTAPE
Purpose: Modify and improve the GSFC PERTAPE computer program.
Summary: Program testing of APMTR2 (RAE Apogee Motor Program) was
completed. Analysis, coding, and unit testing of LNRORB (Lunar Orbit Program)
was completed. The conversion of PERTAPE I to System/360 was completed,
t and final listings, decks, and documentation were cielivered to the Theory and
Analysis Office.
Task 21 - ATS Data Reduction
Purpose: Design and develop computer program systems for processing of PFM
telemetry data for the ATS-A and ATS-B projects.
Summary: Analysis, coding, unit testing, and system testing was completed on
all programs in the ATS-A Data Reduction System, and all programs are
operational for launch. Programming support was provided for the prelaunch
checkouts of the A/D Line and EME package.
1
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Post launch support for ATS-B was continued. A "User's Guide" for the
ATS-B Data Reduction System was published. Work was concluded on this task
except for program maintenance.
Task 22 - PAGE
Purpose: Produce a computer program for use on the IBM 360/65 which extracts
data from the NASA PERT C Program and prepares a plot tape for generating
milestone charts on the SC 402C display.
Summary: The conversion of the IBM 1410 PAGE program to System/360 was
completed. Program decks and listings an_ documentation drafts were delivered
to NASA in March 1967.
Task 24 - SDA Documentation
Purpose: P" ovide composition, illustration, and printing production for docu-
mentation of all work performed during the perh_d 1 July 1966 to 30 June 1967
in support of Tasks 15 and 16.
Summary: One document was delivered to NASA. Preliminary outlines and
delivery schedules were prepared to show the organization, content, and
delivery of the SDA program documentation. The task of preparing the
individual progr; m writeups for printing was started.
Task 25 - Definitive Orbit Determination System
Purpose: To specify a definitive orbit determination computer progra;, system
which will operate on the IBM 360 computer, and to perform systems integration,
unittesting,and systems testing.
Summary: The DODS task got underway on 13 February 1967 a_.lallmilestones
were adjustedfor thisstartdate. Activityduring the quarter was primarily to
_,.ssistGSFC in development of system requirements and formulationof the
System Operating Requirements, a prerequisitefor any systems design activity
by IBM. Paralleleffortwas begun on items not particularlysensitiveto system
I 10
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requirements,sucha_.documentationand programming standards,design
changeprocedures,basicmath scientificsupportsubroutines,OS/360 systems
environmentconstraints,and preliminarystudyofthescopeofdatasetsand
some oftheorbitdeterminationmath processors. However, itwas notpossible
tobeginspecificoncretesystemsdesignactivityduringthisquarter,as
originallys_heduled.
Task 26 - ESRO II Attitude System
Purpose: Develop and program an attitude determination system to back up the
system being written by the ESRO group and to provide operations support at
launch and for two weeks afterwards.
Summary: An attitude determination system was designed, coded, debugged,
unit and system tested for the ESRO II spacecraft, rhis system is now ready
and operational for launch. It includes (1) a main program, ESRO, to process
the data and determine the attitude, (2) an attttude prediction program, ESRAPP,
which will also track the automatic magnctorquer, and (3) a manual method for
back up by which data will be extracted from a printout of the data tape and
punched on cards for input to the main program, ESRO.
Task 29 - ATS-B Conversion
Purpose: Redesign and reprogram all programs written for the current IBM
7010 ATS-B Data Reduction System to run on the UNIVAC 1108.
i Summary: This is a new task which was approved in March..Analysis of
PHASE0, COMVER, Sequence Count Print, and the Buffer Tape Print Programs
was initiated.
11
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Task i
BIOS
DISCUSSION
After the 14 December 1966 launch and successful three-day support of the
first Biosatellite mission, a study was undertaken to determine methods of :'
increasing the overall efficiency of the Recovery Control System. The following
areas were investigated:
a. Addition of further useful output on each page of the call-down catalogs,
such as the yaw error angles output at the time the sun angles are com-
puted and the orbit numbers provided for each command pass
b. The effect of the size of the retrofire and post-retrofire integration
steps on the accuracy of impact determination
c. Improvement of the response times for the various call-down catalog
routines by relaxing the cri;eria for selecting the time of retrofire
d. Methods to reduce the nea:-capacity core required by the three call-
down catalog routines
The study to determine metho4s _f imvroving Recovery Control System effi-
ciency and reduce the number of core locations used has been completed and
about 75 percent of the changes have been implemented. The results of the
analysis are desclibed in the following paragraphs.
The addition of further output on the call-down catalogs has been abandoned.
This was a result of an agreement with Mr. Robert Jackson, of Ames Research
Center, that the catalog output format should not be changed between BIOS-A and
BIOS-B missions.
Analysis of the effect of the size of the integration steps (both during and
after retrofire) on the final computed landing point indicated that an increase in
13
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the integration steps can be made in most instances without losing accuracy. In
choosing new values, the trajectories run have been divided into three classes:
Class A--trajectories whose impact point is output as the recovery location
by programs NOMERL, IMMED, and FD(TIM
Class B--dispersion calculation trajectories
Class C--trajectories used in cemputing the average values during Phases 1
and 2 of IMMED.
In Classes A and B the nominal values used for BIOS-A were 0.0625 second
during retrofire and 8.5 seconds thereafter; for Class C the nominal values were
0.125 second during retrofire and 20 seconds thereafter. For Class A trajec-
tories the 0.0625-second retrofire integration step will be maintained, but a
30-second step down to 400,000 feet and 15-second-step thereafter will be used.
Using these values, the impact point differs by 0.001 degree in latitude and by
0.003 degree in longitude from the nominal. Class B will use 0.125 second
during retrofire and 30 seconds thereafter. This gives differences of 0.06
degree and 0.10 degree in latitude and longitude, respectively. Class C will use
0.5 second and 30 seconds, resulting in differences of 0.1 degree and 0.3 degree.
Class A and B changes have been successfully implemented and tested in
NOMERL on the nominal orbit. The resulting error in impact was within the
error described above. Further testi,_g will be done on NOMERL on an eccentric
orbit as well as in IMMED and FIXTIM. In IMMED, average values have been
computed using the proposed Class C integration steps which compare with the
nominal BIOS-A values as follows:
Magnetometer Bias Constants OWSP Constants
Station (Milliamps) (Seconds)
Nominal Proposed Nora inal Proposed
FTMYRS -1. 196 -1. 156 3039.9 3104.6
QUITOE 3. 077 3. 116 2953.6 2949.1
LIMAPU 4. 175 4. 175 3006.0 3006.0
SNTAGO 3. 195 3. 195 2872.3 2867.5
JOBURG -1. 117 -1. 117 1256.9 1253.5
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The greatest variations between the nominal and proposed magnetometer
bias constants and OWSP constants are, respectively, one step and 65 seconds.
Since the constants are average ,'alues these differences are not significant.
Although further testing will be done on a total burn eccentric orbit, it appears
the proposed integration steps for Class C may be used.
In conclusion, these changes should help to improve the response time for
the call-down catalogs because much of the program running time is used in
integrating through trajectories.
The greatest improvement in response time for the various call-down catalog
routines will come by relaxing the criteria for selecting the time of retrofire.
Mr. Robert Jackson of Ames Research Center has stated that hitting the point of
closest approach to Hickam Field (165 degrees west meridian in the case of
IMMED) is not as important as accurately determining the recovery point asso-
ciated with a given retrofire. Thus, in NOMERL, _'IXTIM, and IMMED (Phase 1),
with an accurate guess of the initial retrofire, _nly one trajectory (which should
land within one-half degree of the point of closest approach) need be run instead
of the several formerly needed. In IMMED, Phases 2 and 3, this philosophy
cannot be used because a yaw error angle exists at retrofire. Some pleliminary
thought has been devoted to finding a method for correcting the initial retrofire
guess for yaw error angle, but thus far no satisfactory algorithm has been found.
These changes have not been implemented in the call-down catalogs, but a test
program has been written to check the subroutine which will compute accurately
the initial retrofire. When this change is coupled with the increase in integration
steps, the recovery programs could run up to 50 percent faster.
In the three call-down programs core has been reducea by removing the sub-
routines which compute the initial down-range table and the station acquisition
from the call-down catalog 0rograms. Both these routines are in STACON
(which uses relatively little core). The initial down-range table and the station
acquisitions are then input to the catalog programs via tape, thus saving core
I in those routines where it is needed. These changes have been coded in all the
recovery programs and have been successfully tested in STACON and NOMERL.
15
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System/366 Conversion
The recovery control programs have undergone some redesign in conversion
to System/360. Since all these programs perform essentially the same initial-
ization and read the sai_,e input parameter cards, an initialization routine has
been written for this function. This routine will call any one or all of the main
programs as determined by an input parameter. Thus, all the recovery control
programs wili be in core at the same time. This is possible due to the larger
core memory of the System/360. The STACON option has worked, and the
NOMERL option is being ctcbugged. The subroutines which compute the impact
point and the trajectory are being tested separately to facilitate the debugging
process.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The conversion of the present BIOS Recovery Control System programs to
System/360 will be completed. Also, the final implementation and testing of "_
the changes to increase program efficiency will be finished. Documentation of
the 7094 version of the Recovery Control programs will be updated to reflect
the present system and the System/360 version will be written. Finally,
preparations will be made to support the BIOS-B launch and around-the-clock
coverage will be provided for the three day mission.
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Task 2
DOC UM E NTA TION
DISCUSSION
Thirteen documents were processed and delivered to NASA during the
quarter. For these documents, technical writing support was provided in the
form of editing, compiling, coordinating final typing, artwork, and assembling
the final reproducible copy. Review copies of all documents were made
available to the authors, and their comments and corrections were incorporated
into the final manuscripts. Deliveries were made in the form of camera ready
copy; however, proof copies were also delivered for each document.
Prelaunch analysis reports and launch day reports for the satellites TOS-B
ard OSO-E1 were completed and delivered to NASA. In addition, two volumes
of program documentation, the "AE-B Attitude Determination System" and the
"NIMBUS Ephemeris Programs," were delivered. Due to technical commitments
by the authors, the program documentation volumes for the OSO-E1 and ATS-B
satellites wer_ not completed as anticipated.
The flowcharts of the entire ATS-B documentation volume were computer-
generated by the Goddard Au_cdoc system. The system proved highly successful,
providing approximately one week _urn-around time between the time of rough
t draft submission and completion of final printout.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
A prelaunch analysis report and a launch day report for the satellite TOS-C
will be prepared and delivered. In additJnn, three program documentation
volumes (ATS-B, OSO-E1, and PERTAPE 1I) and the following publications are
[
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also scheduled for delivery:
1. Final Specification for a Generalized Data Analysis System
2. ATS-B Users Guide
Work will begin on the following:
1. Program documentation (System/360 version) of Biosatellite Recovery
Control System
2. ATS-B Programming Specification for UNIVAC 1108
3. ATS-A Final Documentation
Further investigations of Lhc computer-generated flowcharting techniques
will be made, and the system will be used where feasible.
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Task 3
ATS-B MANEUVER CONTROL
DISCUSSION
Launch Analysis Summary
An analysis of the successful December 1966 launch of spacecraft ATS-B
(now ATS-1) was prepared and delivered to NASA (Ref 1). The analysis presents
the res':lts of apogee motor ignition, in-orbit maneuvers, and attitude deter-
mination for ATS-B, over the period 7 December 1966 to 15 January 1967.
Decisions leading up to second apogee insertion into a near-synchronous drift
orbit are reviewed as is the possibility of insertion at first apogee (this is of
interest since first apogee ignitir, may be employed for later ATS spacecraft).
Eleven in-orbit maneuvers utilizing the spacecraft hydrogen peroxide system
(three for spin axis erection and eight for placing the spacecrait on-station) are
describ¢d and a detailed description is given of ATS real-time attitude deter-
mination procedures.
Finally, the analysis details several conclusions and recommendations
based on the experience gained during the December launch. The following
paragraphs briefly amplify each of the above ATS-B launch analysis results
(details are available in Ref 1).
Apogee Motor Ignition
The transfer orbit and spacecraft attitude achieved by ATS-B in its launch
yielded close to nominal values, as shown by the data summarized in Table 2*.
*Table 2 orbital elements are the usual GSFC osculating set: semi-major axis (a),
eccentricity (e), inclination angle (i), mean anomaly (M), argument of perigee (w),
ascending node right ascension (£); all quantities are dimensionlesL with angles
in radians and a in earth radii units (eru).
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This table compares the nominal transfer orbit elements against several sets of
actual transfer orbit elements (determined by post-injection tracking measure-
ments}; nominal spin axis attitude, in terms of right ascension (_SA and declina-
tion 5SA, and second apogee crossing times are also compared to corresponding
actual values. (Nominal spin axis attitude is that required to give a post-apogee
maneuver drift rate of 7 deg/day, while actual attitude is as inferred from an
analysis of pre- and post-maneuver orbital data. ) Consistent and near-nominal
orbit estimates are seen to result after transfer orbit estimate 2 (only a two-
second difference in computed ignition time--second apogee crossing time--is
noted between orbits 2 __n.d4). To illustrate the degree of error in early orbit
estimates--and the importance of delaying orbit maneuvers until reliable orbit
estimates are available--Table 2 also gives the computed times of first apogee
crossing for orbits 1 and 4. A nine-minute difference between these times is
noted; such errors in ignition time can result in drift orbit inclination angle
errors of about 0.6 degrees (Ref 2, pp. 61-64).
The data presented in Table 2 also shows that reliable orbit state estimates
were available during the first ascent leg of the transfer orbit. Earliest transfer
orbit estimates, available 3-1/4 hours after injection, were deemed unacceptable.
However, orL.it estimate 2, which was available about four hours after injection,
differs only slightly from the firmer (and final) transfer orbit estimate 4, avail-
able 15-1/4 hours after injection. This means (since first apogee crossing
nominally occurs about 5-1/2 hours after injection) that useful orbital state data
was available before first apogee crossing.
The possibility of apogee motor ignition at first apogee crossing is of interest
for future mission planning. Determination of the requirements for such a
maneuver (i.e., ignition time and required spin axis attitude)--and the resulting
GO/NO-GO decision for spacecraft reorientation prior to apogee motor ignition--
demands accurate knowledge of both the orbital and attitude states of the space-
craft. Thus, ignition at first apogee depends upon the availability of firm orbital
and attitude estimates.
As indicated above, acceptable orbital stage data was available about 1-1/2
hours in advance of first apogee crossing. Although a two-hour period before
21
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ignitionwas originallyestimated as necessary for preparation of stationcom-
mand data (inthe event of a reorientationmaneuver), experience acquired
during the launch showed thisestimate to be excessive; the 1-1/2 hour interval
suppliedby orbitestimate 2 was adequate. For the December 1966 launch, then,
apogee motor ignitionat firstapogee was not limitedby orbitdetermination
considerations.
In Reference I, itisnoted thatthe qualityof attitudedata over the first
three hours of the ATS-B transfer orbitwas such as to return at,accepLable4
attitudesolution. However, two additionalfactorsare present which influence
the possibilityof firstapogee ignition,based on thisattituA- determination.
The firstrelatesto data handlingand processing times. The attitudesolution
obtainedusi,g the firstthree hours of transferorbitdata was not actuallyin
hand untilabout four hours afterinjection,beca'aseof time delays from actual
measurement to transmission (20minutes), from teletypereceptionthrough
completion of editing(15minutes), and from program run submission unti!
returned solution(20minutes). In real-time, then, the firsttransfer orbit
attitudesolutionwas not known until0730, GMT, on 12/7/66--only about 1/2
hour prior to firstapogee. T}.isis considered an insufficientintervalfo,"
preparation and execution of reorientationmaneuver commands (had they been
required).
The second factorpertainsto stationvisibilityand command capability.
For the ATS-B transferorbit,spacecraftelevationfrom ATS ground station
Toowoomba at time of firstapogee crossing was only about 4.3 degrees. The
abilityto achieve firstapogee ignitionis therefore influencedto whatever extent
such low elevationangles affectstationcommand capability.On the other hand,
althoughATS ground stationKashima had the spacecraftwell in view at first
apogee crossing (12degrees elevationangle)and beyond, thisstationlacks
command capability.
a
In summary, for the nominal ATS transferorbit, ignitionat firstapogee
is limitedprimarily by attitudedeterminationand stationcommand considera-
tions, inparticular:
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• associated with data handling after accumulation of sufficientDelays
measurements in real-time to permit confident attitude determination.
! • Low elevation visibility of spacecraft from command station Toowcomba.i
Spacecraft orbit determination is not a limiting factor. Finally, assuming com-
i mand capability from Toowoomba is not lout at low elevation, first apogee igni-
tion appears possible only in the event that a prior reorientation maneuver is
not required.
- _o_ As the spacecraft entered the ascending portion of the transfer orbit for the
2- second time, current orbit estimates indicated that the next equatorial crossing
(which corresponded essentially to second apogee passage) was to occ r to
18 h 46 m 39 s, GMT. With this as an apogee motor ignition time, current attitude
i estimates indicated that a potential velocity savings of about 185 fps was possible
if a reorientation mapeuver was effected prior to ignition at second apogee. Such
a maneuver normally requires a time consuming verification (and possible touch-
up) procedure before commitment to fire. With second apogee fast approaching,
i this would have necessitated deferring ignition to a later apogee. Since ignitionJ
at third apogee involved an excessive increase in drift time to station, ig-nition
. delay past second apogee implied ignition at fourth apogee--and thus exposure of
i
1 the apogee motor to its space environment for an additional 20+ hours. This
increase in exposure time was felt to outweigh the potential velocity savings.
i The ATS Project Office thus decided to the 7eorientaticnforego maneuver and
fire, with the current spacecraft attitude, at second apogee. Accordingly, the
spacecraft was commanded to fire its apogee motor at 18h 46 m 19 s, GMT--20
seconds earlier than predicted equator crossing time (about one-half the
nominal apogee motor burn time). This resulted in an actual ignition of 18 h
46 m 20.5 s, GMT.
The near-equatorial orbit achieved by ignition at second apogee yielded
results which pl oved to be closer to desired values than predicted, so that the
decision riot to perform a reorientation maneuver and to fire at second apogee
proved sound. Predicted and achieved values of some important quaJatities
associated with the apogee ignition maneuver are summarized in Table 3.
i'
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Table 3. Summary of Significant Apogee
Ignition Maneuver Quantities
Error
Quantity Predicted Value Achieved Value (Achieved-Predicted)
Apogee Motor Velocity
Inc, AV B, fps 6145 6157 !2
Apogee Motor Burn
Time, Tb, sec 43 43 q 0
Spin Axis Rt. Ascension_
eSA' deg 181.4 181.9 0.5
Spin Axis Declination,
5SA, deg 24.4 25.3 0.9
Resulting Drift-Rate, [.,
deg/orb (+ W) 10.7 7.5 -3.2
Resulring Incl ina'ion
Angle, i, deg 0.75 0.23 -0.52 L
Note: ig,.ition time = 18h46m20.5s, GMT
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Maneuvers
Spin axis erection and transfer of the spacecraft to its on-station location
required eleven maneuvers. Three of the maneuvers were required for attitude
control ,-rod eight for orbit control. Each of these maneuvers iv dcscribed in
detail in Reference 1. Table 4 shows the initial spacecL'aft characteristics which
: were used for the calculations detailed in the reference; Table 5 gives a con-
densed summary of all maneuvers.
Table 4. Initial Spacecraft Characteristics used
'i for Maneuver Calculations
, i
" Initial Weight (after apogee motor fire) 774.27 Ibs
Initial Peroxide System Weights
System A 44 Ibs
System B 82.73 Ibs
Moment of Inertia-lroll
Inltlal 82.25 slug ft 2
Final (with all H20 2 expended) 67.54 slug ft 2#
!
The orbit control maneuvers proved successful in that the spacecraft
arrived at its designated on-station location with the desired drift rate and a
-. relatively low eccentricity. However, eight maneuvers were required to achieve
'_, these ends. The main reason for this large number was the uncertainty which
existed with the peroxide systems after the B system axial jet malfunctioned
°: (see Ref 1). The second was the difficulty of getting agreement between pre-
dicted and actual orbits when small corrections were attempted.
i The exact cause of the difficulty is not known at this time. There is aI
"'_ natural tendency to blame the peroxide system for the problem since the number
,_ of pulses used for some of these maneuvers was relatively small (a small!
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number of pulses is supposed to increase peroxide e_gine inaccuracies). Also,
the accuracy of the directionof the impulses is open to question since no simple
verificationmethod is available. However, m_gnitude determinations based
upon orbitalperiod measurements were withineightpercent of predicted, and
the attitudemaneuvers indicatethatno large directionerrors were present.
Another possibilityfor the source oftrouble is the orbititself.Firm
assurances of aceurat_ elements are required f(,rcases of small eccentricity
and inclination.This is important because itwas always assumed thatmaneuvers
were being performed a_ an apse, yet inevery case there was some indicationof
a radialcomponent which shiftedthe perigee rand/oralteredthe eccentricityless
than desired.
A thirdpossibilityis the manner inwhich the maneuvers are planned. The
program which computes the directionofthe pulses (i.e.,the jet-start-angle)
is based upon an impulsive thrustapproximation. In practice, thismay not be
the situationsince some of the correctionsrequired up to 15 minutes for cor_-
pletion,during which time the velocityvector rotatedapproximately 4 degrees.
The above, coupled with any comparable errors in the peroxide system, could
explainthe difficultiesexperienced in correlatingmeasured and predicted
results.
Spacecraftattitudewas changed three times by means of Maneuvers 1, 2
and 11 and resulted in a final spin axis dec'lination of -89.3 degrees. While this
may seem acceptable, an examination of Maneuvers 2 and 11 shows relative
f
t errors of between 20 and 30 percent w:th respect to the desired magnitude of
change. Maneuver 1 is not considered in this evaluation because of the uncer-
tainty caused by movement in the wrong cLirection and malfunctioning of the B
system axial jet (it is a credit to the spm,ecraft that the spin axis arrived as
close to the south celestial pole as it did _dter the occurrence of these two
events).
Maneuver 2 was performed with an _ncalibrated peroxide system; this
partly explains :he large relative error in the result. For Maneuver 2 this
error was based upon a desired motion of 1"_degrees against a miss distance
l
P
t
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of ? 5 degrees. In addition, Maneuver 2 had to contend with noisy POLANG data.
Such data made it difficult to determine reasonable attitude for the touch-up
maneuver.
Maneuver 11 was one of small mag_litude (2.5 degrees) but the miss distance
was 0.7 degrees. Since nn touch-,_p was performed, Mercator chart or POLANG
errors did not contribute to the miss. However, for maneuvers of this size it is
felt that the uncertainty of the initia] position (2.1 degree) plus incorrect calibra-
tion was the primary cause of the large relative error.
As a result of these eleven maneuvers, some indication was obtained of the
performance of t, our peroxide engines. In-orbit calibration of the radial jets
was based upon determining the ratio between actual and predicted orbital period
changes. The period was chosen for calibration purposes for two reasons: f:rst,
orbital period can be accurately measured and, second, small period changes
are linear functions of small changes in velocity vector magnitudes. No other
calibrations were made (e. g., velocity increment direction was not checked
since no detection means were available at the time of the maneuver; the only
applicable computer program gave unreliable results for velocity increments
less than 50 fps).
The performance of the operational axial jets is based upon graphical meas-
urements obtained from Maneuver 2 and is assumed to carry over to the second
time it was used (Maneuver 11). A summary of the performance evaluation of
each engine is given in Table 6.
Table 6. Hydrogen Peroxide Engine Performance
S,ystemA Engine Operating Limits(percent of nominal)
Axial + 10 {
Radial not ,measured
System13
Axia I - 83
Radial +8
,n
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Attitude Determ ination
Reference 1 summarizes ATS-B attitude history during the transfer orbit
and after erection to the orbit normal, as determined from various mixes of
station-acquired data by the attitude determination program ATTDET. Overall
quality of data by type and station, as received during the mission, is discussed
in terms of both short-term smoothness and long-term variation when compared
with predicted behavior. A series of postflight program test runs which combine
the data in different ways for purposes of error evaluation is also described.
These tests are mainly confined to the transfer orbit phase, and assume as a
standard of comparison or "true" attitude an independent solution based on pre-
and post-apogee fire orbits. Although results to date are not sufficient to estab-
: lish exact error levels for the data from each station, some approximate error
bounds were determined and are reported in the cited reference.
Table 7 summarizes the attitude history determined by ATTDET (in terms
of spin axis right ascension, _, and declination, 5) during the ATS-B transfer
and drift orbit phases, up to the time of "final" attitude erection to orbit normal.
The data mix by type and station is included for each run with the approximate
GMT span of the POLANG* data. Stations are identified by number (in paren-
theses) according to the following key:
1. Toowoomba 2. Rosman
2. Mojave 4. Kashima
Sun data is specified as to origin by ACO (onboard Angle Counter Output) or SC
i (ground synchronous controller).
Some comments on the runs reported in Table 7 include the following:
• The several bad Toowoomba POLANG points contained in Runs 1 and 2
were graphically detected. It was subsequently determined that removal
of these points in Run 1 would have resulted in a solution of about
+ _ = 182.9, 5 = 27.0 degrees.
I *POLANG (for polarization angle) is defined as the dihedral angle between the
plane containing the station-to-spacecraft line-of-sight and station zenith
vectors and the plane containing the line-of-sight and spin axis vectors (see
Figure L-2 of Reference 1).
t.
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Table 7. AttitudeHistory from Transfer Orbit to Final Er_ctic)n
Run # a_(deg) 6 (deg) Sun Data POLANG Data Remarks
1 184.0 28.7 (1) ACO (i) 12,/7/66:0335--0407 Transfer orbit-early
Toowoomba dala only.
2 183.1 25.3 (1) SC (1) 12/7:0335-0620 Transfer orbit-Toowoomba and
Kashima data.
(4) 12/7:0457-0608
3 182.7 24.6 -- _ Similar to #2 but with several
bad Toowoomba POLANG
points removed.
4 181.4 24.4 (1) ACO (1) 12/7:0620-0741 Transfer orbit-Toowoomba,
Rosman,and Kashima data.
(2) 12..,/7:1429-1449 This solution adopted for
second apogee motor fire
(4) 12/7:0457-0837 computations.
5 181.4 24.8 -- _ Similar to #4 but with Kashima
data deleted.
6 180.6 23.3 (2) ACO (2) 12,/7 2030- Drifting orbit after apogee
12,/8:1151 motor fire and prior te
erection maneuver. First
(3) ACO (3) 12/7:2132-2333 erection maneuver based on
this _olutlon.
7 3.2 -76.9 (2) ACO (2) 12/'8: 2021- Dr;fling orbit after first
12/9:0002 e, ection maneuver. Second
erection maneuver based on
(3) ACO (3) 12/8: 2021- this solution.
12/9:0915
8 11.2 -87.8 (2) ACO (2) 12,/10: 1630- Drifting orbit after second
12/12:1430 erection-dlstilled POLANG
data-Rosman data manual.
(3) ACO, (3) 12/11: 2201-
SC 12/12:1100
9 10.7 -88.4 (I) ACO (1),(2),(3) 12/'12-12/14 Drifting orbit after 12/12
slow down-distilled PGLANG
(3) ACO dat_.
10 9.3 -_7.3 (i) SC (1) 12../'20:0030-1530 Drifting orbit-distilled
POLAI'4G from all four
(3) ACO (2) 12/'21: 1735- stations-last run before final
12/22:1630 erection 12/22.
(3)_2/2o:o81o-
12/22:1203
(,4) 12/20: 0130-
12/22:0435
3O
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' • In Solution 4, initial Rosman data received on approach to second apogee
was considered to reasonably confirm Run 3 estimates based on
Toowoomba and Kashima data. ]'hissolutionwas therefore adopted
I as inputfor second apogee motor firecalculations.
• The purpose of Run 5 was to investigatepossibleexistenceof Kashima
POLANG bias, by comparison of resultswith Run 4. Since only a
I nainor difference of 0.4 degrees in the 6 solution was observed, thetest was considered negative.
• The attitude change in Run (i is a probable result of perturbations en-countered during apogee motor fire.
• The distilled data referred to in Rune 8-10 wa,:, obtained by replacing
POLANG of ten values over a ten-second interval by a
every message
single averaged value at tile midp_,int time.
• For the finalerectionmaneuver_ a composite attitudeestimate of
, _ = 10.0, 6 = 87.5 degrees as ,' ,'uced from Runs _-10 was employed.
Table 8 summarizes ATTDET attituue so_ution,_ ,:,rained during the post-
erection on-station mission phase (throagh ll January 16;;7). In general,
POLANG data from all stations following final erection on 22 December 1966
has tended to be erratic compared with data received prior to that time. The
solutions reported in Table 8 are therefore based quite heavily on sun data (and
in particular on its time variation over each solution interval). Only ACO type
su,, data were available for these runs.
i
Table 8. Posterection Attitude Runs
Run# a(deg) 6(de9) ACOData POLANG Data Data Interval
11 14.3 -88.9 MOJ ROS, MOJ, KAS 12/23 - 12/26
12 6.4 -88.2 ROS . ROO, ROS,MOJ 12/27- 12/30
_, 13 0.0 -89.3 MOJ ROS, MOJ 1//4 - 1/5
&=
14 18.0 -89.2 MOJ -- 1/3 - 1/8
15 5.1 -89.0 MOJ ROS, MC)J 1/3 - 1/8
16 8.0 -89.3 MOJ ROS, MOJ, KAS 1/3 - 1/10
I 17 7.5 -89.3 MOJ TOO, ROS, MOJ, KAS 1/3 - 1/11
I
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The fluctuations in a noted in the table result from high sensitivity of a to
data errors near the 90-degree declination point (where a becom¢_ indeterminate).
From the above runs, a combined solution of a -- 8.0, 6 = -89.3 degrees was
adopted for the posterection attitude as of _1 January 1967.
The quality and consistence of POLANG data has shown considerable varia-
tion during various phases of the mission. As a general statement applicable to
all stations, the smoothest POLANG data was received during the transfer orbit.
Error fluctuations of varying magnitudes then appeared during the drift orbit up
to the time of final erection. Following on-station erection, POLANG has been
received sporadically, and is often so uncertain as to be unuseable.
Sun data of beth ACO and SC types have been regularly obtained throughout
the mission, with ACO points usually dominating in number. Although these
measurements are in theory identical, ACO data are received only to the nearest
0.1 degree, so that accurate values are available only when the angle is noted to
change incrementally by 0.1 degree. Yet even at such reference points, the SC
values (which as recorded are supposed to be accurate to 0.01 degree) have con-
sistently differed from the ACO readings. This difference has been in the range
0.2 to 0.5 degree during the entile mission. Although some tests indicate the
ACO data is the more reliable, other tests indicate only small differences in
attitude solutions employing ACO or SC data separately.
Since arrival of the spacecraft on-station, a number of postflight evaluations
have been performed in an attempt to establish firmer quantitative levels for atti-
tude data accuracy during the mission. The major part of this work has been
directed toward detecting possib!e POLANG biases for each station. Such biases
can exist because of calibration and/or Faraday rotation errors, and for reason-
ably short data intervals can be considered approximately constant.
To implement the above, a test sequence (detailed in Ref 1) was carried out
using distilled and edited data acquired during the ATS-B transfer orbit. Atten-
tion was confined to this phase of the mission because an independent attitude
solution was available and because of the comparative smootlmess of POLANG
data for this period (this constitutes a favormble condition for possible bias
detection). Results of these tests are given in Table 9.
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Table 9. Bias Detection During Transfer Orbit
!
POLANG
Run Data _(deg) 5(deg) Bias (deg)}
1 ACO + Rosman and Toowoomba POLANG 181.7 24.8 Not estimated
i 2 ACO + Rosman and Toowoomba POLANG 181.5 24.5 -0.7 (Toowoomba)
3 ACO = Rosman and Mojave POLANG 181.6 24.5 Not estimated
4 ACO + Rosman and Kashima 181.7 24.5 -0.1 (Mojave)
5 ACO + Rosman and Kashima POLANG 181.3 24.3 Not estimated
6 ACO + Rosman and Kashlma POLANG 181.4 24.5 +0.5 (Kashima)
Assuming Rosman to be unbiased during this phase, a creditable bias esti-
mate for another station is one which, when included in the solution, results in
spin axis a, 6 again equal to the Rosman-alone attitude. In this sense the
Toowoombn and Kashima bias estimates of Table 9 are seen to be consistent,
since the a, 6 _olutions with bias estimates return close to the Rosman-only
values of 181.4, 24.5. Moreover, the solutions of runs 2 and 6 of Table 9 have
been closely duplicated (within 0.1 degree) by Toowoomba-only and Kashima-only
] runs to which fixed POLANG bias values of -0.7 and +0.5 degree, respectively,
1 were added. Nevertheless, the bias estimates obtained are not at this time con-
sidered entirely conclm ive, since with bias not estimated (Runs 1 and 5), thef
. attitude solutions were already in fair agreement with the Rosman reference.
The bias test for Mojave is also not conclusive; but if present, the bias is
i probably insignificant.
L
The above type of test was pursued further by examining a situation which
occurred around December 20 through December 22 during the ]rift orbit. From
the study of certain auxiliary runs (not containing Kashima data) made just prior
to Run 10 of Table 7 (which includes Kashima data), and comparison of these
runs with Run i0, some Kashima bias was suspected. Assuming the other three
stationsto be unbiased at thistime, the second and third runs of Table 10 were
i made in an attempt to isolate any Kashima bias.
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Table 10. Kashima Bias Detection During Drifting Orbit
POLA NG bias
Data a(deg) 6(deg) (deg) I
ira_
Run 10, Table 7 (all stations) 9.3 -87.3 Not estimated
Run 10, with Kashima data deleted 2.7 -87.0 Not estimated
Run 10, with Kashima data deleted 2.6 -87.0 2.3 (Kashima)
It is seen here that a nearly identical attitude solution results from either
deletion of Kashima data, or inclusion of these data together with Kashima bias
estimate. Thus, the evidence is strong that a Kashima bias of around 2.3
degrees existed during the drift orbit, if indeed the other three stations were
then unbiased. (Further testing is required to substantiate this assumption.)
Also, a change in Kashima bias from what may have existed during the transfer
orbit (Table 9) is not per se contradictory, since both calibration and Faraday
rotation correction errors may change with time.
With regard to sun data, two types of tests have been conducted to assess
accuracy levels. First, an after the fact attempt was made to determine the
transfer orbit attitude from sun data alone. Results from ATTDET were nega-
tive using either ACO or SC data alone or in comb!nation--the program simply
failed to converge. This is attributed to the re'atively short time span (about
16 hours) of the data, over which sun angle geometry undergoes only a very
small change. Second, various runs with combined POLANG and sun data have
been made to determine which type of sun data is more accurate, since experi-
ence to date indicates a typical 0.4 degree bias-like difference between the two
values. As mentioned above, it was found that the transfer orbit attitude solution
was insignificantly affected by the use of SC rather than ACO data. Another
potentially useful period for comparison is during the on-station orbit. ACO
data has been regularly received over this phase, Pad because of the long time
spans involved (days rather than hours), it has in fact been possible to obtain
attitude solutions in close agreement with Runs 14-17 of Table 8 by the use of
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ACO data alone. Unfortunately, SC data has been received only irregularly
during the on-station orbit, thus precluding additional comparative solations.
t ATS Attitude From Soum_ Camera Pictures
The Soumi camera pictures can be used to determine the ATS-B spin axis
attitude. This was demonstrated to reason2ble accuracy by D. Fordyce of the
NASA A_IS Project Office. This effort has been continued and at present the
technique is being automated for increased accuracy. A qualitative description ..
of the method, including an error analysis is given in the following paragraphs;
exact details will appear in the program documentation.
Soumi Camera Picture
The Soumi camera aboard ATS-1 has _'tical field of view of approximately
7.6 degrees. This vertical field is scanned .j .017 lines with the horizontal
sweep provided by spacecraft spin. Since the vertical field is less than the angle
subtended by the earth at synchronous altitude, chords appear on the resulting
photograph. If the camera center line exactly pierces the center of the earth,
the upper and lower chords are of equal length; if the camera center line does
not pierce the earth center, the two chords are of unequal length. Also, if this
center !ine moves periodically with respect to the earth center this motion is
reflocted in the earth center to chord line distance. Since the _pin axis is
fixed in inertial space, any periodic displacement is caused by the spacecraft
orbital motion. Figure 1 shows these effects.
To determine attitude, spin axis tilt from the orbit normal is first found.
This tilt corresponds to the maximum magnitude of the (periodic) function which
describes the change in the distance from earth center to chord line. Spin axis
position in inertial space is then obtained by coordinate rotation from an orbital m
plane frame to the inertial frame. The point in the orbit where this is performed
is governed by the time when the distance from earth center to chord is maxi-
mum. These points are expanded upon in what follows.
t The first item investigated was whether the picture as determined from the
camera is a portion of a circle. To do this it is only necessary to show that the
distance from picture center to earth limit is constant. Figure 2 shows theP
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geometry involved. The angle _ corresponds to the vertical scan angle; this
angle.varies linearly in 2017 steps from the top to the bottom chord. The angle
fl corresponds to the horizontal sweep; since the spacecraft spin rate is constant,
this angle varies linearly from the left to the right limb. From this it can be
obviously concluded that the picture has rectangular coordinates in angle meas-
urement (degrees or radians).
The point where the line of sight is tangent to the earth (assumed spherical)
is shown at point T, In the thcee dimensional geometry of Figure 2, spacecraft-
centered spherical coordinates are designated by (a, /3, _ ), where a i_ the dis-
tance from spacecraft to tangent point and (_ and fl are as described above. Note
that since each horizontal line is obtained at a constant o_ angle, points on the
limb have greater latitudes than those at the center. This is because the camera
scans a three-dimensional figure and not its two-dimensional projection.
At the point of tangency, T, a right triangle is formed. This triangle will
be the same for every point of tangency {assuming a spherical earth) so that the
direction cosine of T, with respect to the line to the earth center (X-axis), will •
be a constant angle O where
Using the above and the direction cosine definition one obtains
co_ _ cos fl = cos 0 = constant
Now since (_ and fl are relatively small _he left side can be expanded as
2
_-_) = cos O_ L_ ) (i -(I 2
or
2 +f12 =2 (1-cos O) + _-_2
37
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Re - Radius of Earth
:' ,craft - r - Distance from Spacecraft to Earth's Center
a - Distance from Spacecraft to Point of Tangency
T - Point of Tangency
- Vertical SCanAngle of Camera
/3 - Horizontal SweepAngle of Camera
Z - A_s Parallel to Spin Axis
Figure 2. Spacecraft Camera Viewing Geometry
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The above shows that if _ is neglected, the earth image should indeed2 2_2
photograph as a circle To demonstrate that _ can be neglected, repre-
" 2 2^2
sentative values can be substituted into the above. Since _ is a maximum2
when a =fl , this point will be investigated. First assume that O = 8.7 degrees
and cos(_ cosfl cos 2 2fl2 = 0.00006688.
- _ = 0.98849, giving c_ = 0.10734 and 2
If the radius is considered as the square root of the right hand side of the equa-
tion then
R = [2 (1-cosO) + 2_-_] l/2
Substituting values gives
R = (0.0230 + 0.00006688) 1'/2
0.00006688 1/2
= 0.0230 (1 + .0230 )
_- 0.0230 (1 + 0.00145), radians
The above shows that the picture deviates from a circle when o_ = _ by appro- _-
mately one part in seven hundred, or less than 0.2 percent. If the pictures h ¢e
a radius of four inches and can be measured to 0.01 inch (as an outside limit) the
deviation will then be 0.006 inch at (_ = fl ; this is well below the measurement
accuracy arid should not be detecte_.
A possible area for further study is the effect of the oblate earth on the
above. However, the earth's ellipticity is 0.0034 which is the same order of
magnitude as the above; the error will thus be approximately the same and will
occur at the pole and not at _ =fl. The conclusion, therefore, is that the circular
picture assumption is well justified.
Distortion
i Using the assumption that the camera picture should appear as a circle, any
observed distortion can then be attributed to picture processing. In "the following|
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paragraphs it will be assumed that when picture data are disp!ayed on a CRT
the horizontal and vert! .al sweeps each have slightly different gains. If these
amplifiers are linear the circle should then be distorted into an e!li:)se and it is
this fact which will be used in processing the measurements taken from the
picture.
The measurement desired from each picture is the distance from the center
to the lower chord. This chord is in the southern hemisphere and is henceforth
called the Southern Frame Limit (SFL). This distance must then be related to
some angular measure or scale factor. The angular measure in each case will
be the half-angle subtended by the earth's equator at the spacecraft. Because
of the eccentricity of the orbit this will vary for each picture. However, since
the orbit is well ki, own, predicted values of this distance are easily obtainable
and will be included in all calculations. The scale factor is therefore (see
Figure 2)
@ = sin -1 (_:_) , degrees
where
R = earth equatorial radius
e
r = distance from earth's center to spacecraft
ro obtain the angular distance from earth center to SFL, the ratio of this
distance to the associated major or minor axis of the ellipse is first determined
(see Figure 3). This ratio is then multiplied by the above scale factor to obtain
the desired quantity. This procedure eliminates any linear distortion and also
includes the effects of _ eccentric orbit in the scale factor.
Picture Shape Determination
To determine picture shape characteristics, each picture is scanned by a
measuring device (the Concord S-5 LINE machine) which determines the Cartesian
coordinates of the visible limb of the earth. By noting the. coordiuates of the limb-
S
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Center Earth's Limb
i uthern Frome Limit
S
d - Distance from Center to Southern Frame Limit
R - Semi-Axis of Conic in Direction of d
Dotted: Not seen in Picture
1 Figure 3. Measurements to be Made on
Soumi Camera Picture
t
i
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SFL intersection, the data are then processed in a least squares sense to deter-
mine the coefficients of the general conic equation:
Ax 2 +By 2 +Cxy +Dx + Ey + 1 = 0
The condition equations are linear in the constants A, B, C, D and E. After
these constants are determined, the necessary translation and rotation can ther,
be effected to cast the ellipse equation in standard form
2 2
x_+y__ 1.
a 2 b 2
The SFL distance is then assnciated with one of the above ellipse axes, depending
upon how the coordinate systems are defined (see Figure 3).
Attitude De_. ruination
The relationship between spin axis, orbit normal, and orbit position are
shown in Figure 4. The angle 77 is the angle between the spin axis and position
vectors. In the orbit plane coordinates shown the scalar product is
m
cos 7) = cos (90 -A) cos (v- _bI)
where
A = spin axis tiltfrom orbitnormal
v = true anomaly measured from a convenientreference (notperigee)
(_1= arbitraryphase angle
If 7)is changed to (90 - •) and the leftside expanded the tiltbecomes
• =A cos (v- ¢1 )
Since the pictures supply the distance from earth ce.: .er to SFL, a constant
must .be added to each side of the above to give
• +D = D+A sin (v-f).
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Spin Axis
90-A
v-0
Orbit Plane
Figure 4. Relalionship b_hceen Orbil Normal.
Spin Axis and O_,bil Position
The phase angle @ now includes the 90 degrees required for a computations':--
convenient cosine to siae change. The quantity on the left side of the above
equation is measured as (see Figure 3}
! d
y - _+D =_0
f
I If the right side of the same equation is expanded
i d0 = D +B sinv +C cos v!
where
i B = Acos
C = -A sill
, ) The measurements can then be fitted to the above by least squares and the
qua,,tities A and _b are thus determined. The value of A gives spin axis tilt
t from the orbit normal direction.
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To obtain the inertial attitude, a rotation must be performed from the orbit
plant frame to the inertial frame. When v-_ equals 90 degrees, the spin axis
projection on the o_-bit plane is coincident with the position vector; it is also
directed positively with respect to the position vector. Figure 5 shows this
configuration. If a coordinate system is defined such that X is along the position
vector, Z along the orbit normal, and Y orthogonal to X and Y (right-handed) the
coordinates of the spin axis in this system are then
S = 0
-cos A
As the orbitis known the value ofthe true anor--Ivcan be found. The necessary
rotationsfor placingthe spin axis in the inertia',frame are thus defined;from
thisobviouslyfollowthe desired spin axis rigEtascentionand declination.
Z
Z
Y
X
Ilite
X
Figure 5. Relationship between Orbit Plane and Inertial Coordinates
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Error Analysis
Spin taxistiltfrom the orbitnormal is essentiallydetermined by measuring
two distances on each photograph and multiplyingthe ra*ioof these distances by
an appropriatescale factor. This procedure forms the basis for an error
analysisand, expressed as an equation, becomes
d
y = }o
where
d = distance from picture to SFL
R = distance from picture center to earth limb in direction of d E:
II_
O = scale factorin radians = sin-I _..___e
r
R e = earth'sequatorialradius
r = distancefrom spacecraftto earth center
It is assumed in what follows that all individual error sources are inde-
pendent so that
2 = R _ 2 d Re 2
C-y " ad + "_ 2 + d 2
r a R R " _R e
Id Re] 2 2t + "r-2 ar
To form an estimate of the error in y, realistic assumptions wi)1 be made for
the various quantities Jr, the above brackets and for the associated variances. _
These assumptions are, for the bracketed quantities,
Re 3441 nm
- - 0.15124
r 22752 nm
1
_ = 1
1 _ 1
400 --: 0. 0025
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Some comments are in order for the last two of these. Since the greatest error
occurs when the SF L approaches the. limb, a worst cast situation is given whea
this ratio is unity. It is also assumed that distances can be measured to 0.01 inch
and, since the photographs have an earth radius of approximately 4 inches, the
magnitude of R _s 400. Using these values, the above equation becomes
a = 4.29(; x 10 .8 + 14. 296 × 10 .8
Y i. ad _R
+ + re
If the errors in d and R are equal (a valid assumption) the equation becomes
2 = (28.592 2 + 0.19318 _ R + 0.0044187 a2) 10 -8(ry ffd re
The variances are now assumed to be given by
2 1)2
a d = ( =I
2 2 25 n2(_R = (5) = •nm
e
2 2 m2
= (I) = Inm
r
The variance in d is based upon the measurement resolution of the device which
_cans the picture (0.01 inch). The variance of Re, the radius of the earth, is
relatively large and chosen as such because of cloud height uncertainty. The. vari-
ance in r, the spac _cr_ft distance, is large but since it has such a small effect it
is so chosen for ¢ Jmputational convenience. The total variance is then, finally,
_Y2 = { 28.592 + 4. 8295 + 0.00_4187 } 10 -8 _-,_'_'_
= 33.4259 x 10 -8
_.nd the standard deviation is
a = 5.7815 x 10 -4 radians
Y
= 0.03313 degrees
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The use of least squares to determine a final tilt value tends to fulther
reduce the above by a factor of three. This gives a final estimated error or
approximately 0.01 degree.
To determine how the above error reflects in spin axis declination, the
coordinate transformation effects must be examined (see Figure 5). Since the
spin axis z inertial coordinate is related to the declination by
sin5 = z
this relationisused for the analysis. Thus,
cos 5A6 = A z
O£
2- 5 = az
The inertialz coordinateis obtained (Figure 5) as
%
z = sin A sin w sin i - cos A cos i
= A sin o:sin i - cos A cos i
Taking _ue differentialand assuming 09 = 90 degrees
AZ = siniAA + sin Acos iAA
Also, since i is close to zero
Az = (i + A)AA
In the above, the assumption is made that the error in inclination angle I is
negligible compared to that in tilt angle A. The total variance for the declination
- : i +A 2 2
- 3_5
Note that in the situation used above, w = 90 degrees so that
i+A=_-6 •l
m 47
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and
a_ = a 2A
The same will apply for w = (_, so that tht _ tilt error a; pears in the declination
on a one-to-one basis.
The error in right ascension is also affected by inaccuracies in the time of
_he maximum SFL distance. This caused Jy the error in the phase angle _b.
To examine the right ascension error the following expression is used
tan _ = Y
X
so that
A_ = xAy-yAx cos2_
2 ._
x
To estimate the magnitudes of tsx and Ay the coordinate rotation must again be
examined. In the following it " assumed that cos i_ 1 and sin i _ i so that
Elr :if -x = cos (w+P) - sin (w4_) i sin sin vcosy Lsin (w+_2) cos (_,J+_2)- i cos [.cos vcos Aj
The angle v is that caused by an error ,n the phase angle or time. If this error
is of the order of 15 minutes or one degree then cosy _ 1 and sinv_ v and
the errors become
/
Ax = AAcos (w+£) + vAsin (w+£)AA - iAsin£AA
Ay = AAsin (w+_) - vAcos(w+£)AA + iAcos£AA
m
• Since vA and iX are small quantities the errors in x and y can be repre-
sented in t worst case as
AX =AA u
Ay = AA
Sivce
22 x
COS _ = 2 2
x +y
48
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1
f The variance of the right ascension becomes
2 2
2 y 2 x 2
- + G
t a(_ (x2+y2) 2 _x (x2+y2) 2 y
Using the approximation for a 2 and a 2 the above becomes
2 2
2 aA aA
2+y2 2 5 r-
0O_ X co _ "
or
_A
(Jr
. tr cos 5
t
Using 5 = 89° and eA = 0.01 degree
t
0.01
acz 0.01745 0. 573 degrees
Low Thrust Maneuver Analysis
To more accurately predict the effect of a low thrust maneuver on the ATS-B
orbit, as well as to provide a backup technique for inferring the maneuver
velocity change AV from knowledge of pre- and post-maneuver orbital elements,
i a preliminary analysis was made to determine the (nonimpulsive) orbit changes
which result from a low thrust maneuver over a short time interval. It is to be
! -expected that results should not differ appreciable from an impulsive AV
approximation, and this indeed is one conclusion of the study. It is also shown
here, however, that because of an almost complete decoupling between thrusting
and orbital motion which exists at synchronous altitude, the position change
which accompanies a finite time maneuver can be very simply taken into account.
I The tollowing paragraphs summarize the analysis performed and make the
following assumptions:
1. The satellite orbit is circular at synchronous altitude.
2. Earth oblateness is neglected.|
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3. The thrust acceleration _ (thrust permit mass) in constant in magnitude
and inertial direction throughout the maneuver time t.
In practice, the thrust is actually applied by ,_ _equencc of n small radial jet
impulses at a fixed jet-start angle relative to the sun direction. Each impulse
consists of a jet-on time corresponding to one-eighth of a spin revolution, and
gives rise to a small effecti-e velocity increment 5 aligned with the thrust
direction at the midpohA of the jet-on time. Therefore, each-_ occurs in the
same inertial direction. The equivaleut continuous constant thrust acceleration
_- is taken to be that which would produce, over the maneuver time t, the same
total velocity increment n6 as n impulses over this time. Thus
n-_ = 1-
-_t = nS; -_ = _- _6 (1)
where P is the satellite spin period (so that the maneuver time t corresponding
to n impulses is t =nP).
Linearization
The effect of the above small constant thrust acceleration -_ on a synchronous
circular orbit can be well approximated by a linearization about the unperturbed
(nonthrusting) orbital position vector _. Letting _ represent the unperturbed
(thrusting) orbital position and
A-'_ = y-_ (2)
the (small) vector position difference, the differential equations of _ and
motion are given by
"- _z -
x - 113 x (3)
- _ y +'_ (4)Y i 13
Where /_ is earth gravitation constant. Replacing _ by _ + _'_ in Equation (4),
5O
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and subtracting (3), there is obtained the differential equation of _'_ motion.
1_13 ._13 (_ Ì\_ (5)
Now using the law of cosines ozld retaining only l_near terms in !_'x I,
( 2)-3/2 (, 2 ,2 _--_)-3/2Ix+_1-3 -_ i_+_r/ -- _ +I_ +2_.
-_I_1-3 (1 3_._-'_\
' I_I ) (6)
Substituting (6) into (5) and retaining only linear terms in I_'_l, the linear
differential equation of AX motion is found to be
"" P. ( 3_. _. | + __
Ax - I_13\_'7 I_I2 ::,I (7)
First Approximation
It is of interest at this point to compare the relative magnitudes of the two
terms on the right side of Equation (7). The jet thrust, averaged over one
impulse on-time (one-eighth of a spin revolution), is typically about three
pounds (considered to act along the on-time midpoint direction). Taking space-
craft weight as about 750 pounds = 23.3 slugs gives a velocity increment per
impulse of magnitude
3 P
5- 23.3 x _, ft/sec (8)
and from (1) a constant thrust acceleration of magnitude
_ 3 1
e 23.3 x _ = 1.6 x 10-2 ft/sec 2 (9)
On the other hand, the first term on the right of (7) can never exceed
PI'----_ ]_"x + 3_"x I (I0)
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in magnitude. From the type of maneuvers performed in actual operations, it
is known that the initial post-maneuver displacement I_1 from the corre-
sponding unperturbed orbital position is never greater than about two nm. For
this IA--xl and ._ynchronous radius I_], expression (10) is evaluated to be
2.6 X 10-4 ft/sec 2, which is unly about 1.6 percent of the e contribution (9).
Thus, to a good first approximation, Equation (7) becomes
Ax = -_ (11)
Equation (11) has immediate solutions for perturbed position and velocity -_ectors
at the end of maneuver time t:
(-
t _ -
= -_--e (12)
..2.."
Ax = te (13)
where t = 0 refers to maneuver start time, and where these solutions are par-
ticularized to the initial conditions Ax = Ax = 0 (the perturbed orbit state
initially coincides with that of the unperturbed orbit).
Since the form (11) neglects a small contributing acceleration term, it
follows that solutions (12-13) may be expected to be accurate only over some
limited range of t. It is in fact shown below that for maneuver times of interest,
the neglected acceleration does not contribute appreciable to the first approxi-
mation solutions (12-13).
Equations (12-13) state that to find the orbital state at the end time t of the
maneuver, one merely adds to the unperturbed position and velocity vectors (at
..2--"
that time) certain corrections Ax, Ax, which lie entirely along the constant
direction of the applied thrust acceleration -_. This procedure is shown pic-
torially on an enlarged scale in Figure 6 for -_ aligned with the initial tangential
and radial directions of the unperturbed orbit. The simplicity of (12-13) arises
from the essential "de-coupling" of thrusting and orbital motion which exists at
the large synchronous radius.
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To relate (12-13) to an impulsive maneuver approximation, it is seen that
I
the velocity change AX is exactly equivalent to the AV accruing from constant
thrust acceleration _ ov,_r the maneuver time t, where this AV is considered
to be instantly applied at time t on the unperturbed orbit• However, the pre-
and post-maneuver orbits do not agree in position at t: a displacement Ax
given by (12} exists. In practice (see examples below} this displacement is
fairly small, and so to this extent the approximation of an impulsive maneuver
applied at time t is a reasonable one. But the simplici_ of the nonimpulsive
expressions (12-13}, which is also preserved in refinements of these given
below, suggests that the position displacement may just as well always be
included in maneuver prediction and evaluation work•
b_cond Approximation
A more exact solution of (7} which includes the small effect of the first
term can be developed by a power series expansion for Ax which retains the
first contributing term beyond t2. Thus, a solution is assumed of the form
= _o + t_, + t2_2 + t3_ 3 + t4_4 + (14)
- = A_ (0)= 0 and al = Ax (0)= 0, sincethe perturbed orbitwhere in fact a°
coincidesin positionand velocitywith the unperturbed orbitat the startof the
maneuver. The unperturbed orbit _ is also assumed to adequatelyrepresented
over the maneuver time by the firstfew terms of a power series,
• t2..
- =- + t_ + + (15)X XO O _ XC " " "
where the vector coefficientsin thisseries are known. The magnitude Ix l is
of course constantfor the assumed circularunperturbed orbit. After substitu-
tionof (14)and (15),(7)becomes
2_2 + 6t_3 + 12t2_4 +"'' =--_---(t2_2 +t3a'3 +t4a'4 + .)ixl • .
( ) ]+ 3#ix]5 2 g2" + t3 We. Xo+a3.Xo +" " "I I
- + + _ (16)Xo o Xo " • "
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Perturbed Orbit (Thrusting_,
£
t=t
I Sync.OrbS, t=_,_"_ 2_' '.
I (Nonthrusting) / _ / _,, :"=x +_x/
I / _Y_.. t:o:S,ar,_an_uve_
/ //y=_+_x t--t:,n_a°ou_er
J /J -_ = Constant ThrustAcceleration,
, Along Initial Tangent Direction
_Centre Earth _ - t-_, _'_ - t2-_2
a) Tangential Thrust
-_ _
t:t " '
t=0 y:x+Ax
I
|
x'0 y :x + AX
X
-_ : ConstantThrust Acceleration,
Along Initial Radial Direction
t2
2
:ntre
b) Radial Thrust
Figure 6. Orbital State Changes Resulting from Low Thrust Maneuvers
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Equating coefficients of like powers of t up to t2 in (16), there results
J
- =7--
2a2 ' 2 2
6a 3 = 0
_ . + 3/2 .--_2 go; a4 241g1312a4 lgl3 a2 lgl 5 "
815 o (17)
With these coefficients substituted in (14), the perturbed position and velocity
vectors take the approximate form
t2 ix]A'x ='_e # t 4 o-241713 i_ol2 x o (18)
Ax = t'e - /_ t 3 _- ]2 o go (19)
The first terms of which are seen to be in agreement with (12-13).
E
The solutions (18-19), or the more approximate forms (12-13), are useful
in two ways:
• " _x1. To predict the post-maneuver orbital state _" = _ + A'-'x , p" = • +
resulting from application of a known (magnitude and direction) thrust
acceleration "_ over maneuver time t.
2. To evaluate, from knowledge of pre- and post-maneuver orbital states
at time t, the thrust acceleration vector "g which caused the orbital
change. This can be accomplished by solving either (18) or (19) (or
(12) or (13)) for "_ . According to whether the post-maneuver orbital
position or velocity is more accurately known, the choice would fall to
(18)or (19),respectively. Alternately,both equations can be solved
for "_ and the resultscompared, averaged, etc.
I Examples
To illustrate application (1) above and give some indication of the maximum
size of the numbers involved, consider the orbital state change fromresulting
[
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of magnitude (9),alignedwith the initialtangentialdirectionof the synchronous
orbit(Figure 6), and appliedfor an on-time of t = 20 min = 1200 sec. This is
about the maximum maneuver time encountered inpractice. For this case,
_" _o = 0, so thatthe second term inthe brackets of (18)and (19)vanishes.
The positionand velocityincrements then lieentirelyalong the initialtangential
directionof _-,and are evaluated inmagnitude as
Ax = 11,500 ft-7.4,ft
A{¢ = 19.2 ft/sec -0.024,ft/sec (20)
Itcan be seen from these numbers thatthe firstterms of (18)and (19)over-
whelmingly dominate the finalsolution.
As a second example, suppose _-to be appliedalong the initialoutward
radialdirectionof the synchroncus orbit. In thiscase (_'._o) = _-I_I , and
I%1_
w U B
x--° - __ _ . The bracketed terms in (18)and (19)thus reduce to
- 3_ = -2_", and the positionand velocityincrements lieentirelyalong the
initialradialdirectionof _. For .,hemagni_dde (-9)of _',the perturbationsare
found to be
Ax = ii,500 ft + 14.8,ft
A{¢ = 19.2 ft/sec + 0.048,ft/sec (21)
where again the firstterms are by far the major contributors.
DiscontinuousThrust Consequences
A final point of interest concerns the error incurred in the preceding
analysis by the assumption that the thrust acceleration _" is constant in magni-
tude. For this purpose it is convenient to deal with the first approximation m
solutions (12-13), since as shown above they are valid approximations for the
maneuver times of interest. It is recalled that the actual thrust time history
consists of a sequence of n short impulses, each of which occupies an interval
of time P/8 (P = spin period), with separation interval between successive
pulses of 7P/8. Each impulse gives rise to a velocity increment 3. It is new
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assumed that this thrust history is well approximated by a sequence of equal
"true impulsive" velocity increments 6 , each occupying zero time of itself and
separated from the succeeding member of the sequence by a full spin period P.
With th,:s additional assumption, it is clear that no error in total velucity incre-
ment Ax is incurred by the use of (13), with the constant thrust acceleration
level "_ defined as in (1), since
Ax = n6 = n = t_- #,'2 _
which agrees exactly with (13). r
The actual relative position displacement Ax (taken as uncoupled from
orbital motion) due to a sequence of n impulsive velocity increments 6 separated
in time by a spin period P is
A---x= 6(nP)+ 6 [(n-l)PJ +... + 6(2P) + 6(P) (23)
That is, the effectof the first6 extends over n spin periods, . . . , and the
effect of the nth 6 extends over one spin period. Equation (23) simplifies to
[ 1] n&x = n +(n-l) + . . . +2 + P6 = g(l+n) P_,
-n2p52 ( l+l)n (24)
But from (1) and the relation t = nP, where t is total maneuver time corre-
sponding to n impulses, it follows that
n2p6 = nt6 = t 2_- (25)
so that (24) becomes
Ax- 2 + _ (26)
spin period for ATS-B of about 100 rpm (so thhP't = 0.6 sec), the velocity incre-
ment per impulse is about 1/100 ft/sec. Typtcal maneuvers are never les_ than
!
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about 1 ft/sectotal AV, so that n is never les,,than i00. Thus, in (26)the
factor {I +_)is always close to unity,andtheform (t2)is :'ecovered. Itis
concluded that::heassumption of continuous thrustaccelerationspecifiedby (I)
introd;_cesnegligibleerror intothe firstapproximation solutions(12-12).
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on analysis results detailed in ,Reference 1, the following concl, mions b
and recommendations regarding the successful December ATS launch are
submitted.
Conclus ions
• For the nominal ATS transfer orbit, ignition at first apogee is limited
primarily by attitude determination and station coverage considera-
tions; spacecraft orbi+_ determination is not a limiting factor.
• With current attitude data transmission and processing procedures,
first apogee ignition is possible only when a prior reorientation maneu-
ver is not required and only if Toowoomba command capability is not
lost at the low elevation angles existing at first apogee.
• For the December launch, apogee motor ignition at second apogee w_s
fully successful and yielded results which proved to be closer to
desired :/alues than predicted. The importance of attitude verification
before apogee motor ignition was emphasized by the results of subse- q
quent spacecraft attitude maneuvers.
• Program ATTDET successfully determined spin axis attitude during
the transfer orbit and reorientation maneuver phase, using combined
POLANG and sun data. Following final erection, attitude solutions
have been largely based on Ace sun data. Weights (error standard
deviations) of 1.0 and 0.15 degrees for POLANG and sun data, respec-
tively, have been generally employed throughout the mission.
• From comparison with transfer orbit attitude based on an independent
solution, and from analysis ef ATTDET solutions employing different
station/uata mixes, it is estimated that the accuracy of attitude deter-
ruination throughout the mission has been on the order of 0.5 to 1.0
dei_Tees (great circle arc). Improvement depends on reduction of
POLANG measurement errors, determination of possiblePOLANG
biases {by station),and resolutionof differencesinthe two types of
sun data available.
• I_OLANG data h.om allstationswas smoothest during the transfer orbit,
with qualitydecliningafterthe firstet'ectlonmanetwer; only irregular
i
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readings have been received since final erection. Random error was
usually on the order of 0.5 to 1.0 degrees, increasing at times to about
2.0 degrees. Evidently incorrect readings between 3 and 10 degrees
different from expected or trend values have been occasionally received
from all stations. Manual editing based on prediction curves has been
successfully applied to detect and remove such points.
• Sun data from ACO and SC sources has continually differed by 0.2 to 0.5
degrees throughout the mission, with no conclusive evidence to date on
which is the more accurate. SC data has been available only intermit-
tently since spacecraft arrival on-station. Determination of sun data
errors will permit more meaningful assignment of data weights in the
ATTDET program.
• ACO sun data as received at the computer is specified only to the nearest
0.1 degree, with significance equivalent to SC data being available only
when an incremental 0.1 degree change is observed in the readings.
• POLANG bias cannot be reliably estimated from single-station data
alone, but must be inferred from differences between attitude solutions
obtained using data from a known-unbiased station alone, and data from
that same station plus another (possibly biased) station.
• Preliminary postflight analysis indicates :-_osman and Mojave were
probably unbiased during the t, nsfer orbit, with Toowoomba and
Kashima bias estimated as approximately -0.7 and +0.5 degrees,
respectively. Additional testing is needed to more firmly establish
these levels as well as individual station biases at other times during
the mission.
• POLANG bias from a given station may change at different times during
the mission, because of changing calibration and/or Faraday rotation
correction errors.
• Sun data alone was incapable of fixing attitude during the transfer orbit,
owing to the relatively short time interval invoh,ed. Since arrival on-
station, attitude obtained from ACO data a].-,ne over periods of 4 to 8
days has closely agreed with solutions incorporating available POLANG
data.
• A method has been developed to deterrnine ATS-I spin axis from on-
board Soumi camera pictures. An er -c,r anal]sis based upon conserv-
ative assumptions indicates that spin axis declination can be determined
to within 0.01 degrees. Right ascension accuracy depends upon decli-
nation and becomes indeterminate when 5 = 90 degrees; for 6 = 89
degrees, however, right ascension should be determinable to within
0.6 degrees.
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Recommendations*
• If ignition at first apogee is a firm requirement for future ATS missions,
it is recommended that an apogee motor ignition command capability be
assigned to the Kashima station. Alternatively, a short duration ignition
timer (which may }_e actuated by Toowoomba shortly before first apogee)
may be incorporated into the spacecraft. Means to expedite th_ trans-
mission and processing of early attitude data are also required to ensure
ignition at first apogee.
• The bias estimation mode of program ATTDEr should be sparingly
employed, and then only when data from two stations are available, with
substantial prior assurance (from the data history) that one station is
unbiased. This serves to fix a reference level for the data, against
which any bias from the other station can be estimated.
• Whenever high-level PC)LANG noise is present, manual editing is
recommended, as e.g., by comparison of predicted time history trends
based on previous attitude estimates. Compression of ten-point POLANG
messages into single averaged points ("distilled" data) is also recom-
mended as a means of significantly redt, cing POLANG data vc'-,me to
ATTDET without appreciably affecting the solution estimates.
• Investigation should be undertaken to determine the causes of high random
noise, isolated large-bias readings, and altogether unuseable blocks of
points which have been encountered in POLANG data at various times
through the mission.
• Because of oscillatory behavior sometimes experienced in the reweighting
mode of ATTDET, it is recommended that the solution after first con-
vergence oi the iterative loop (reweighted mode solution disregarded) be
regarded as the preferred attitude estimate, especially if data weights
are based on previously determined RMS's of residuals.
• Additional solution testing should be undertaken with an aim toward
evaluating the relative accuracy of sun data as given by the ACO and
synchronous controller readings. If the question can be successfully
resolved, only the preferred value (when both are available) should
henceforth be employed in program runs.
• For on-station attitude near the south pole and a near-synchronous orbit,
POLANG should vary sinusoidally at orbital rate and with amplitu_,e pro-
portional to declination increment away from 5 = -90 degrees. Accord-
ingly, attitude determination would be enhanced if POLANG data from at
least one statLon could be gathered at regular intervals over a complete
24-hour orbital period.
*Some of these recommendations also appear in QPR-2 (Ref 2) and are repeated
here to complete the summary of Reference 1.
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• Comparison tests of ATTDET solutions obtained using single-station
data during various phases of the mission should be continued in order
to isolate possible PCLANG biases, as well as to determine solution
sensitivities to calibration and Faraday rotation correction errors.
• To improve spacecraft attitude control procedures the following items,
revealed during real-time performance of reorientation maneuvers,
should be investigated for feasibility prior to the next ATS launch:
1. Methods to automatically generate the reorientation plot used for
real-time monitoring of attitude maneuvers.
2. Methods to reduce the time dependence of the reorientation plots
used in real-time monitoring.
3. Application of other attitude sensors for attitude determination at
synchronous altitude, with a view towards flying an attitude deter-
mination package on a future ATS.
4. Study of noise in real-time POLANG data with a view toward
improving the reorientation touch-up procedure and determining
the sources of this noise.
5. Use of an accurate monitor chart during attitude changes so as to
eliminate these charts as an error source.
Results of the ATS-B velocity correction maneuvers indicated several areas
where additional procedures or techniques would help in formulating the required
decisions:
• At present, spacecraft position is determined by using a mathematical
model of its orbital dynamics, i.e., via some orbit prediction method.
The accuracy of such models depends upon the inclusion of all important
forces, the accuracy of the various constants involved, the integration
method employed, etc. To supplement the present method, it is sug-
gested that a method to deterh_ine spacecraft position by means of range
measurements be developed. This geometrical method of fixing space-
craft position entails solving for the intersection of (at least) three known
spheres. A sensitivity or error analysis should also be performed to
determine if such a method can yield reasonable position tolerances.
The objective is to provide an independent check or comparison against
predicted orbital position when the spacecraft is on-station and drifting
very slowly.
• At present there is no accurate means of estimating the direction in
which velocity corrections are actually generated, except when the cor-
rections exceed 50 fps in magnitude. It is recommended that some effort
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be directed to the use of the orbital element impulsc equntions to resolve
this question. This could be in the form of a simple summation where
the effects of each pulse (considered as an impulse) are considered
individually on each orbital element or by some more elaborate numer-
ical integration method. The pulse definitions and directions of appli-
cation would then be adjusted so that the initial elements would hope-
fully agree with the final elements. The results could also be used for
more realistic maneuver planning.
• To enhance the ability to measure in-orbit velocity corrections and cali-
brate the peroxide systems it is recommended that a study be made to
determine if on-board accelerometers can be utilized to provide addi-
tional information.
• The present pressure measurements are sensitive to 1.5 psia. When
small corrections are made, it is impossible to use pressure as a
monitor of system performance. It is suggested that a study be made
to see if a more sensitive pressure sensor can be used.
• The present peroxide system calibration curves allow for a maximum
velocity correction of 15 fps at full pressure. It is recommended that
these curves be extended before the next laun,,h so as to include
maneuvers of up to 50 fps.
• At present some of the peroxide system parameters (e. g., rise times}
are given for only one pressure. Since the actual pressure rapidly
departs from this value, it is suggested that several intermediate
values be given. This is motivated by the need for as accurate an
engine calibration as possible for the required "fine-grain" on-station
m aneuve rs.
• More accurate or useful information would be desirable when the number
of pulses drops below 50. It is expected tha_ some maneuvers will be
called for in both the area of reorientation and velocity correctiun where
the pulse requirement will be below 50.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
During the next reportinginterval,the picture-attitudemethod described
herein willbe programmed and testedwith picturesfrom 7 January 1967 . This
data was chosen because an independentgroup working with the Weather Bureau
has determined the spin axis declinationatthistime. Once the program is
tested,attitudewillbe found on a continu:ngbasis to see ifany noticeable
changes are occurring.
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Task 5
ATTITUDE SYSTEM DESIGN
DISCUSSION
Phase I of the Attitude System Design task plan, "Task Description of Initial
System/360 Conversion Effort" has been completed for three major program
systems, TOS/ESSA Attitude Determination System, Prelaunch and Utilities
Programs, and Multi-Application Subroutines. Phase II which involves the
actual conversion of the program to run on the System/360, was started. At the
end of Phase II each program being converted should produce output on the
System/360 in agreement with bench marks established on the 7094.
The three major provram systems contain 36 separate programs or gener-
- alized subroutines that are included in the conversion effort. This is one addi-
tional program from the last reporting interval with the addition of the program
to merge ORB1 tapes. The following describes the status of the System/360
conver s ion:
No. of Programs Percent
Total number of programs and
subroutines being converted 36 100
_ Programs completed, Phase I 36 i00
Programs completed, Phase II 23 64
The TOS/ESSA AttitudeDetermination System presented a major conversion
problem in the development of a method for reading a raw digitaldata tape. A
testprogram was writtenusing the EXCP macro instructionto read the tape
The raw dlgltaidata tape has no record gaps and there isnot enough room in
memory to read in the whole tape at one time. Therefore, itmust be read using
i a multi-buffer technique. As a buffer becomes full, it is written on an inter-
mediate tape, thus freeing the buffer for more data.
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Only two input buffers were used during the first attempts to read the tape.
Since all input/outpu_ operations are privileged, the problem program must call
Operating System/360 to have these operauons performed. Once the system has
control it performs an input/output request and any other housekeeping chores
for that task or other tasks that it deems necessary. This makes timing of the
time lapse impossible during the interval when the system has control. With only
two buffers it was discovered that there was a data loss due to this timing prob-
lem. The solution was to modify the test program to read into four input buffers.
This program will now read a gapless raw digital data tape and generate an output
tape in record format.
A System/360 version of PREPRO, the program to read a raw digital d,_ta
tape, has been written to incorporate the logic from the test program (i. e., to
generate an intermediate tape with a standard record format that can then be
processed normally). This program is being debugged. PREPRO edits and
reformats the data from the raw digital data tape for other programs in the
system.
The other major programs in the TOS/ESSA Attitude Determination are all
in Phase II of the conversion effort. Results from the System/360 version of
ALS/ARS are nearly in agreement with the bench marks established on the 7094.
Further test runs are being made to reduce the differences in the output and to
ensure proper operation of the program in all cases. The preliminary, necessary
tape conversions to provide input to DATPRO, JIFFY and STADEE have been
completed and debugging runs have started. Two of the TOS/ESSA programs,
JCAL and ASP-MGAP, are completed through Phase II.
The second major program system being converted consists of the Prelaunch
and Utility Programs (PUP) program system. Most of these programs have been
converted to System/360 operation and agreement with bench marks v,as achieved.
: These programs WMSAD, WMSUM, GAMWIN, QUIKEL and CORFOE are being
!
subjected to additional tests to ensure that the programs have been properly con-
| verted. One additional program, O1MERG, has been added to the conversion]
effort for PUP. This program, which was a 7094 assembly language program,
is being completely rewritten for the System/360.
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The third major programming area being converted is Multi-Application Sub-
routines {MA_). All of the generalized subroutines in the MAS program system
have been converted to System/360 operation. TAPRE, the subroutine used to
read the ORB1 tape is still undergoing tests to evaluate the slight discrepancies
encountered in 7094 comparison runs.
The programs already converted to the System/360 are being run in parallel
with 7094 operation runs to allow a thorough checkout of the programs and provide
a basis for operational acceptance of these programs. To facilitate the opera-
tional checkout of these programs and to eliminate deck handling, a system tape
containing the programs was generated.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPCRTING INTERVAL
Phase II of the task plan will be completed and a thorough checkout will be
made of the programs on the System/360. After each individual program has
been converted and tested the complete program systems will be ru:_ as a unit to
ensure compatibility and to eliminate other communication problems. It will also
be necessary to replace the operational support areas (such as tape libraries) that
currently exist on the 7094.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Phase l of ttle conversion effort has been completed and Phase II, the actual
conversion of programs to operate on the System/360, is underway. Recent dis-
cussions on the Attitude System Design task have revealed that delivering a group
of converted programs is not sufficient to establish operations on the System/360.
In addition to testing the individual programs and program systems, it will be
necessary to establish the support apparatus such as tape libraries, system tapes,
etc., to run operationally. As a result, it will be necessary to move the comple-
tion date on Phase II conversion to an earlier date to allow time for the operational
support apparatus to be established.
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Task 6
AE-B
DISCUSSION
Daily Attitude
Attitude results from real-time raw digital aspect tapes continued to be
processed on a daily basis. To maintain mission attitude, operational support
was provided to the project office: two spin-downs, one spin-up sequence, and
three steering commands. Spin rate determination using optical and sun slit data
indicate the spacecraft spin rate decayed from 6.5 rpm on orbit 3125 to 0.0 rpm
on orbit 3137, and then an increase to 8.0 rpm on orbit 3147. This decrease to
zero 9rid subsequent increase indicates the spacecraft is now spinning in the
opposite direction. The latest phimax (maximum roll angle) results are approxi-
mately 37 degrees from negative orbit normal and the spin rate is 37 rpm and
increasing.
Definitive Attitude
Final definitive cards and graphs for orbits 600-1980 have been delivered to
the AE-B _Project Office, completing definitive work through 1 November 1966.
Definitive attitude and standard deviations for these orbits are as follows:
Orbits Standard Deviation
600 - 696 1.13
697 - 975 6.22
976 - 1123 3.44
1124 - 1234 6.95
1235 - 1619 1.71
1620 - 1992 1.85
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The high standard deviations in orbits 697 through 1234 were caused by a
scatter in the magnetometer data which resulted when the gamma angle was out-
side of the DSAI limits. In addition, a minimal amount of optical data was avail-
able due to terminator interference.
Analysis and Programming
Several programming improvements and changes were made to the AE-B
I system. These modifications resulted from analyses performed tc_ correct the D
problems that occurred in determining the attitude of the AE-B spacecraft. The _
problems encountered and the resulting analyses and programming changes are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Spin-Down to Zero Rpm
During a spin-down on 6 January a radical decrease from 25 rpm to 12 rpm
within a six-hour period was noticed in the spin period. The AE-B Control
Center was advised of this and indicated that they also, oticed the jump and
attributed it to gas leaking from the spacecraft. Subsequently, the spacecraft
spuu down to 0.0 rpm (about orbit 3137) and then spun up to approximately 8 rpm
at orbit 3147. This last increase was assumed to be in the negative direction,
which led to a study on the effects on the AE-B processing of a spacecraft
spinning in the opposite direction. First, the following programs were studied:
• AEPROC--changes were made to har_dle a negative spin rate and the
m_tified program is currently operational.
• AEB-MGAP--this program was tested for an opposite spin (i.e, nega-
tive spin rate) with no spin torque. It correctly computed the spin
rate decay, tending toward a spin rate of zero. It also predicted a
spin axis drift in the opposite direction to that computed for the positive
spin rate. The command search option was tested and commands were
, generated to drive the spin axis toward the orbit normal.
Three problem3 were anticipated as a result of the negative spin rate:
1. The MGAP test revealed that under a negative spin, the spin axis will
diverge from the orbit normal much more rapidly than under a positive '
spin. This effect is due to the fact that the negatively charged perma-
nent magnet (designed to cause the spin axis to track the orbit normal
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at a rate of about 2 degrees a day} will develop an opposite torque when
the spin direction is reversed. The spin axis will then move approxi-
mately 2 degrees a day in the opposite direction from the orbit normal,
thus moving away from orbit normal at approximately 4 degrees a day.
A correction to the spin axis at least once every two days, and possibly
more often, will be required to maintain the axis within 5 degrees of
orbit normal.
2. The status of a negatively _pinning satellite locked into a torque mode
tending toward negative spin can be compared to a positively spinning
satellite locked into spin-up mode. Because AEB-MGAP will predict
only for a simple dec_y state with no applied torque, a sht,_t-term decay
constant must be hand-ccmputed periodically. This consta,:, is input to
MGAP until the spin rate approaches a steady state where the decay
torque is equal to the applied torque.
3. MGAP does not predict attitude for a nutating satellite. It has not been
possible to predict the _mount of nutation which will occur when the
satellite spin rate approaches zero. As the satellite spins up in the
negative direction the amount of nutation should decrease. However,
if the nutation is initially large, MGAP predictions will be unreliable
while the satellite spin rate is slow.
Loss of DSAI Readings
During the spin-down mentioned above, spin rate determination was ham-
pered because the DSAI could not see the sun. Since sun slit indications are used
to automatically compute spin rates, it was necessary to compute spin rate from
mid-scan times constructed from the optical sensor data. This was programmed
in subroutine TIMSPN, which includes a correction for orbital angular velocity.
The intervening number of rotations and average spin period are computed
for each pair of consecutive times as follows
let E = the magnitude of the expected spin period
T = the tolerance
D = any time difference which will yield an unambiguous result for
the number of rotations between two observations
R = the number of rotations associated with D
then,
R(E+T) < (R+I)(E-T)
R < E-T/2T
and D _< (E+2)R
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Therefore,
Dli m = (E+T)(E-T)/2T v
(IfDli m = E+T, Dli m is set to E+T, and R is set tol)
All time differences greater than or equal to Dli m are rejected. Each
remaining time difference is averaged over the intervening number of rotations,
corrected for orbital angular velocity, and tested against the expected spin
period and tolerance. Those values meeting the tolerance test are input to the
sigma rejection routine to produce a smoothed spin rate.
The orbital correction is computed as follows
let R1 and R2 = the position vectors at the first and second observation
times, respectively
= the spin axis v'_'¢_r _:
* = aunitz_e0 ,ector
e = the satellite's ang_ala:- orbital rno_ion in a plane parallel
,,[ rotation (spin)
then,
cose : (R1X S_* (fi2XS) _
The true (corrected) spiq ,,_riod Pt is then computed f:',: , the observed spin
period P0 as follows
For the "forward-rollh_;" satellite (spin in s_ ,, _ " !_ ___ction as orbi*.al
m otion)l
J P0
Pt e
! l+--
J 27r
, where e is in radianso For the "backward-rolling" satelling (spin opposing
orbital motion)
[ Pt - __1 e
2r
!
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For a more detailed discussion of this correction, see "Spin Rate Com?uta-
tion" in the DATPRO documentation for TOS/ESSA (Ref 3).
Fluctuations in Magnetometer Data
Recent difficulties encountered in obtaining consistent AE-B attitude solu-
tions from magnetometer and sun data have promi:t :; examination of the
quality of magnetometer data currently being proc_:5_ud. Data from orb'ts
3510 through 3582 have been re,-_ewed and the a_titude solutions compared, both
with and without the addition of sun data. The following observations are
relevant.
a. Between orbits 3510 and 3540, unexplained fluctuations have been
observed in magnetometer data of such amplitude as to render the
readings all but meaningless. Typically, the computed magnetometer
angle between spin axis and fie!d vector varies over a spread of 80 to
100 degrees during a given message taken from these orbits (see
Figure 7). Moreover, the X-magnetometer readings change errati-
cal'7 over a wide range of both positive and negative values (2.200
miiligauss). Such data is useless for purposes of attitude determina-
tion, and should be discarded immediately if received in such form on
subsequent orbits.
b. For orbits 3540 through 3582, fluctuations in magnetometer data and
resulting magnetometer angle (corrected for previously established
misaligp_ments) appear greater than expected from random noise, but
still may be of _ome use. Here, the raw data (X-magnetometer) is ai.
least consistent in sign, and the spread in magnetometer angle is on
the order of 15 to 20 degrees (Figure 7). Data of this quality may
tentatively be retained for further processing. Manual screening of
messages is a necessary interpretive step in the s( ',ution process
although, in practice, rejection of solutions can be made after proc-
essing by CONES.
e. For data of the same quality type as 3540 through 3582 mentioned above,
a further reasonableness test can be made by comparing magnetometer-
only solutions with magnetometer plus sun angk solutions. This
approach was studied for orbits 3450 through 3582, with the following
results being representative of the two possibilities which can occur:
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Orbi__.._ta_ 6 __max (computed) (observed) Data
3579 225.1 -2-4.2 26.2° 118.3° Mag-only
3579 215.2 3.2 17.3 124.1 125.3° Mag-plus-sun
3581 214.9 -27.0 17.1 125.8 Mag-only
3581 215.4 -27.1 17.6 125.3 125.3 Mag-plus-sun
For orbit3579, the magnetometer-only solutiondiffersconsiderably Irom the
magnetometer-plus-sun solution,while for orbit3581 the two solutionsare in
good agreement. Itmay be concluded, then, thatthe 3579 magnetometer mes-
sage was unreliablewhile thatof 3581 was reasonably acceptable. In both cases
the internalfluctuationsof magnetometer data over the message were of com-
parable amplitude. Comparative solutiontestsof thisnature are recommended
for future runs employing "low" noise magnetometer data, by establishing
greater confidencein the attituderesultsobtainedfrom each data message.
PROGRAM r OR THE NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
Since sun data remains offairlygood quality,an attitudesolutionbased on
sun data alone would apparently be of value. Several days must elapse, hcwever,
before a "goo:l'intersectionof sun cones can be achieved and, during thistime,
the attitudemay not be taken as constant (asassumed in CONES). N_vertheless,
itmay be possibleto deduce a solutionifthe model of a, 6 motion with time is
taken to be simply linear(an adequate assumption over a period of 5 to 10 days).
Depending on the lifeexpectancy of the spacecraft,additionalanalysismight be
warranted inthisarea to determine the number and complexity of program modi-
ficationsrequired to give a sun-only solutionfor a lineardynamic attitudestate
model.
In addition,the evaluationofthe utilityof the magnetometer data willcon-
tinue to be studied. Daily attitude, definitive attitude, and spacecraft commands
will also be issued as required.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Magnetometer data currently contains unexplained fluctuations which cause
the attitude solution based on magnetometer-only data to vary over a range of
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approximately 30 degrees in b6th alpha and delta. Occasionally, and apparentl:_
randomly, this solution lies close to the sun cone so that the magnetometer-only
and magnetometer-plus-sun solutions are in close agreement. Such a solution
is still not necessarily definitive, however, since at other times the magnetometer-
only solution again lies close to the sun cone, but an appreciably different sector
of alpha, delta space. Here also the magnetometer-only and magnetometer-plus-
sun solution agree, yet it is not possible to explain the change from the preceding
9oint of agreement from dynamic considerations. It is concluded that any solution
which includes magnetometer data under these conditions should be regarded as
only tentative.
No rol; data is currently being received, which further strengthens the
dependence of attitude determination on magnetometer and sun data. If the mag-
netometer data continues to be erratic as previously described, the attitude solu-
tion may ultimately depend _n sun data alone. It is therefore recommended that
additional analysis be undertaken to determine the number and complexity of
program modifications required to permit a sun-only attitude solutim__, assuming
a linear dynamic attitude state model.
If attitude becomes ultimately dependent on sun data alone, it does *.lot
appear possible to continue to satisfy the "maan orbit normal" constra'_t for
nominal attitude. To do so under current geometry would result in loss of sun
data and possibly of attitude--assuming con'_inued noisy magnetometer data. It
is therefore recemmended that for the present the orbit normal constraint be
sufficiently relaxed to permit continued reception of sun data.
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Task 7
NIMBUS
DISCUSSION
Operationa 1 suppcrt for the NIMBUS II satellite continued without incident.
Two special requests v,ere made for this qu_rter_ a NIMSUM covering the first
six days of this satellite and a special definitive WMSAD from 15 May to t
September.
PROGRA ,I FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
i
Operational support will continue as scheduled and any special requests __
will be handled promptly and efficiently.
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Task 8
OSO-E1
DISCUSSION
I The OSO-E1 spacecraft was launched into orbit on 8 March 1967 at 1612 UT.
" nominal orbit was achieved with nominal injection attitude. Good data was
i being returned from the spacecraft shertly after launch.Prior to launch, ._p extensive review of the attitude determination algorithm
was performed. This was necessitated by the fact that a test tape received from
l Ball Brothers Research Corporation (BBRC), the spacecraft contractor, was
producing attitude results which were not in agreement with the reported test
l attitude. To provide a cross-check, an alternate method of computing the spin
rate was proposed and included in the system. In addition, another method of
I computing attitude was proposed, and an effort is currently under way to haveit implemented as u backup system.
I Other work thisquarter went intothe preparation of a prelaunch analysis,deliver d on 28 February 1967 and an early orbitreport delivered on 10 March
1967 (seeTask 2). Conversion to the System/360 computer was begun in order
to phase out the 7094 now in use.
Launch
i The OSO-E1 spacecraft was launcbed from Cape Ke,-nedy on 8 March 1967
at 1612 UT, as scheduled. The orbit and attitude were both nominal and thef
I spacecraft was transmitting good data from the initial orbit.
Initial attitude from orbits 1 and 12 was determined as being near nominal,
I i.e., right of 78 and of-28 °.
ascension, degrees, declination, 5 Later
attitude calculations showed an apparently unexplainable change in the declination
t of some 6 degrees, with no apparent change in right ascension. Reviewing the.
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decommutation part of the system showed that an error condition couid arise in
the process of time tagging the data. The correlation error would likely to occur
when time is imput to the system and not decoded from the real-time data. When
time is input to the programs, an associated fraJ-ne counter value must also be
input. (A frame counter is a data word occurring every 25.6 seconds, or every
40 main frames of data.) Its value has little analytic significance except that it
is increased by one every ti_c_e it _s stored. Being strictly a function of time it
is used for time-tagging the data. After the playback data is decommutated, a
search is initiated through the frame counters in the data for the input frame
counter value. When found within a given input tolerance, a data time correlation
is performed. As it happened, the frame counter inpuL was not the last one found
in the playback data. The time associated with the data was in error by some
integer multiple of 25.6 seconds.
The effect this has on attitude is limited to its effect on the value of the theta
count. The theta count represents a measure of the angle between the sun vector
and the projection of the magnetic field vector in the wheel ply,he. (See Figure _. )
Since the spin rate and pitch angle are nearly constant throughout any orbit
(barring a spin-up or pitch maneuver) a time error in their values of 51.2
seconds would be undetectable. Likewise, the SORE count value depends on an
equal time difference from one to the other. The SORE count is a count of the
clock pulses occurring between the beginning of a certain telemetry word and the
time the solar sensor detects the sur Jlse. Since the theta (0) angle depends
on the field vector and the field vector on satellite position, a time difference of
51.2 seconds could change the position in the orbit so that a noticeable change in
the angle 0 would be realized. The theta angle is the most sensitive unknown
in the calculation of the roll angle, _) , so a change in 0 could affect _b
noticeably. In the particular geometry situation of 21 March, when the sunts
declination is near zero, a change in roll will cause a change in the geocentrici
declination, 5 . This was the situation experienced on the data from so_ • of
the early orbits.
After the time error was corrected, the determined attitude proved to be
nearly nominal _ = 80 °, 6 = -28 °. Residual biases were chosen such that
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Z X, Y, Z Ecliptic Coord. System
Spin Axis _ _\
Magnetic
/ Field Vector
Wheel Plane
Projection of Mag field
Sun in wheel plane
LOS
77 - pitch angle
¢_ - roll angle
Figure 8. X, Y_ Z Ecliptic Coordinate System for OSO-E1
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the Magnetic Attitude Predictor (MGAP) model closely followed the determined
attitude before and after pitch maneuvers.
Prelaunch
A tape was received from BBRC, which contained telemetry test data
obtained during simulation exercises performed in April 1966 at Boulder,
Colorado. Along with the data, a spin axis orientation, and all other necessary
information needed to process the data, was received.
Several attempts were made to determine an attitude from the data and each
time the determined attitude differed markedly from the given attitude. A
thorough check was given to all parts of the system and every program calcula-
tion was made by hand, and the same attitude resulted. The reason for the dis-
crepancy was narrowed down to the spin rate obtained from the data and the
actual spin rate during testing. It was found that the spin rate in the data was
monitored and not simulated. Using the modified spin rate from BBRC the
given attitude was determined. This check on the system showed where some
problem areas could be expected. Thus, an alternate method of computing spin
rate (by SORE count) was incorporated, as described below.
The SORE count is a count of the number of clock pulses occurring between
the occurrence of a given telemetry word and the sensing of the next sun pulse.
Essentially it is a measure of time (see Figure 9).
The counter used to measure the elapsed time cycles at 400 cps. Thus, the
time measured difference is derived from the count by the simple formula:
C.
!
A t i 400
where Ci is the SORE count reading.
Let T be the period of one spin, and N be the number of wheel revolutions
between No and Nf. The time elapsed during these 1',' revolutions is obviously,
25.6 seconds - At 1 + At 2 (27)
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Sun Pulses
I J IIII I [ I i I I
Fixed Tim terval
Occurrence of ,Occurrence of Next
DSM Word One DSM Word One
Figure 9. SORE Count Measurement
so that T becomes
25.6 - At 1 + At 2
T = N seconds (28)
Five cases will now be considered regarding the relative magnitudes of three
i successive readings of the SORE count. Since the SORE count, C i , is directly
proportional to the time difference, At i , At i will be used instead of C i.
t
Case 1
; At > At _ At1 2 3
t
When this case arises, it is easily seen (Figure 10) that the number of
I revolutions between the first and second word gates (occurrence of DSM WO1-/D
ONE for a particular cycle) is one less than the number between the second and
t third.|
i
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First DSM Second DSM Third DSM
L Word Gate Word Gate Word Gate
Sun Pulses
f
111111111111111111111111111 I
_ 25.6 sec. _ _ 25.6 sec.
i
DSM Cycle No. I _ _ DSM Cycle No. 2 _
_t I At 2 At 3
*Word gate simply means occurrence of DSM WORD ONE for a particular cycle°
I
Figure 10. SORE Count Measurement, Case 1
1
From Equation 28
25.6- &t 1 +_t 2 ,
T = N (29)
and
25.6 -/,,t 2 +At 3
T = N + 1 (30)
or
N*T = 25.6-At 1 +At 2 (31)
N*T +T : 25.6-At 2 +Z_t 3 (32)
So that, Equation 32 minus Equation 31 yields
T = Z_t3 - 2_,t 2 + At 1 (33)
t
'1
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Case 2
At 1 < At 2 < At 3
In this case (Figure 11), the number of revolutions in the first DSM cycle
is one more _han the number occurring in the second cycle. So that, Equation
28 gives
25.6 - At 1 + At 2
W = N (34)
and
25.6 - At 2 + At 3
W - N - 1 (35)
or,
N*T = 25.6- AtI + At2 (36)
N*T - T = 25.6 - At2 +At 3 (37)
First DSM Second DSM Third DSM
Word Gate Sun Pulses Word Gate Word Gate "
,./
I I I I L I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I
"-, 25 6 "_ '- 25 6o sec° ='-- -_ , sec.
I
_ DSMCycle No. 1 _ _ DSMC;- le No. 2
At 1 At2 At 3
!
Figure 11. SORECountMeasurement, Case2
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so that, Equation 36 minus Equation 37 yields
T At 3 + 2At 2 - At 1 (38)
Summarizing Cases 1 and 2, Case 2 merely involves a sibm change from
Case 1. Thus, we have
T = ABS (2At 2 - (At 3 + At 1)), (39)
as a general formula for calculation of the spin period when either Ca_e 1 or
Case 2 occurs.
The final three eases are:
CASE 3 t1 < t2 < t 3
CASE 4 t1 = t2 :: t 3
CASE 5 t I > t2 > t3
Figure 12 shows that in any of these cases, the number ,,[ revolutions I-
between the sun pulses used to measure the succ2ssive SORE counts is constant.
DSM Word Gate
DSM Word Case 3,4,5 DSM Word
Gate : Gate
, Case 5,4,3Case 3,4,5 Sun Pulses ,
< i ;I,"I I}J I i I I I 1 I 1 I J I 1 1 I I I I I I i ! !11'1
: I
At 1 : At 3
ql- Case 3 _ q"
- Case 5 el---
-O _ Case 4 A t2 Case 3,4,5 Case 4
•--_' .11-- Case 5 Case 3 _ "elm
..... Case 3 Case 4 .......... Case 5
Figure 12. SORE Count Measurement, Cases 3, 4, and 5
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Eliminating N frem two successive equations will also eliminate T. T is thus
indeterminant in any of these cases.
The range of the spin cate is frgm 2.69 sec/rev, to 1.51 sec/rev. In a 25.6
second interval the wheel could spin, under nominal conditions, from 9.5 times
to 17.0 times. Thus, the number of revolutions is near one of the integers, 10,
11, . . . , 17 the spin period would be indeterminant fer the reasons previously
indicated. This system of determining the spin rate can be used as backup if
the current method is questioned.
System/560 Conversion
Three subroutines have been written for the System/360 conversion effort. '"
One routine handles the re_ding of the raw input tape and is the only machine
language program left in the system. A large machine language program, RUNT,
has been coded in FORTRAN. RUNT performed the data unpacking in the decom-
mutation segment of the system. With the completion of these two routines,
system testing of the decommutation segment was started.
A routine has also been written to reformat data output from the 7094
decommutation program (DECOM) to an acceptable format for the System/360.
This permitted system testing of the Attitude Determination algorithm (OSOAP)
prio_ to a satisfactory decommutation system. These two system segments and
the magnetic attitude predictor (MGAP) are in system testing. An operational
360 system is planned.
Alternate Attitude Determination Method with no Pitch Values
An alternate method for determining the attitude of the OSO-E satellite was
studied. This attitude scheme is a differential correction process using the
observed theta angle to correct a given attitude. It differs from the attitude
program, OSOAP, because it requires only the theta angle, and not the pitch
angle observations. This attitude method has applications as both an attitude
determination system and an analysis tool to determine possible satellite
generated magnetic fields.
The previously mentioned attitude scheme is as follows. An initial spin
vector, So, and the observed theta angles, 0 i , i = 1, . . . n are obtained
O
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from the OSO DECOM program. The theta angle is the angle between the vector
to the sun and the projection of the geomagnetic field vector onto the wheel plane
of the satellite measured counterclockwise from the vector to the sun about the
spin axis. Then mathematically the cos 0. are computed using the equationIC
F. = (S iX Hi)* • (S i X Gi)* = cos 0 i1 C
where
S is the spin vector of the satellite
H is the geomagnetic field wctor
G is the vector to the sun and the asterisk signifies that these cross
product vectors are normalized.
Define Qi as
co0= lAX + lAY + _ i AZ = cos 01o ic'
Using the least square method to solve for AX, _Y, AZ represented by AV,
gives the matrix notation AV = (D F T DF) -10FTQ. Defining Si as
= Si_ 1Si + AV, this iterative differential correction of the spin vector is con-
tinued until cos ( • _1 ) <Ac, where Ac is the convergence criterion.
A maximum number of M iterations is allowed in case this process will not
converge due to a bad guess of the i_dtial spin vector. This attitude scheme has
been programmed and is currently being tested on the S/360 computer system.
PROGRAM FOI; NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The completion of the system conversion to System/360 is planned for the
early part of the next period.
Any necessary system changes required to _ 'pport the OSO-D spacecraft,
to be launched later this year, will be made. A study will be made to determine
the optimum launch data for the OSO-D spacecraft. The optimum time is such
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thatthe Ft. Myers ground stationwillnever have to acquire both spacecrafts
(OSO-EI and OSO-D) at the same time.
The documentation of the system is planned for completion and documenta-
tion changes willbe made to reflectthe conversion to System/360.
I
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Task 9
TOS/ESSA
DISCUSSION
Operational Support
On 23 January 1967 a request was received from NASA to add the ROSMAN
CDA stationto alloperationalprogram runs. This request was complied with.
In the near futurethe ROSMAN stationis expected to take over the TIROS duties
from the WALOMS CDA stationand WALOMS willremain as a standby station
only.
The TGS-B (ESSA-4) satellitewas launched on 26 January 1967. The TOS/
ESSA AttitudeDetermination System suppliedexcellentattituderesultsfrornthe
initialspacecraftacquisitionon orbit1 untilcontrolof the satellitewas passed
to ESSA on 8 February 1967. One small discrepancy was noted inthe TOS/ESSA
ADS system outputdue to an error in the TOS-B Calibrationand Alignment Data
Handbook. Four telemetry channels (13, 14, 15 and 16)did not have a minus
sign printedin frontof the voltagereadings. Thi= discrepancy was corrected
on orbit1 and no furtheranomalies were noted in the processing system. TE(/
TTCC was very impressed by the improved accuracy of the new floatingpoint
relocation,and calibrationroutinesin STADEE, the housekeeping telemetry
evaluationprogram.
One spacecraft malfunction was detected soon after the launch of TOS-B.
i The gamma (sun angle) readings from the Digital Solar Aspect Indicator on the
satellite and the gamma angles computed from the horizon sensor attitude results
, did not always agree. An analysis of the available data wag conducted to deter-
mine the cause of the error. It was determined that binary bit 2 (next to the
most significant bit) in the DSAI word was always reading out a zero. Tf an
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angle was sensed that did not use this bit, the reading was accurate. However,
when an angle was read out that used bit 2, the reading was in error by approxi-
mately plus or minus two degrees.
Daily attitude results, predictive MGAP steering, and housekeeping
t}lemetry data from TOS-B were supplied to TEC/TTCC until ESSA assumed
the responsibility for the spacecraft on 8 February 1967. Also, a 180-day
gamma _ngle study, using actual post-launch elements for TOS-B, was supplied
to Mr. R. D. Working (NASA), as requested.
Attitude determL, mtion was provided on the TIROS VII, VIII, IX, X, and
ESSA-4 spacecrafts. The Theory and Analysis Office reassumed processing of
the TIROS IX satellite data on 8 February 1967, as TEC/TTCC reassumed con-
trol of the satellite on this date. Scheduling of contacts with the TIROS VHI
spacecraft has been altered to the following pattern: two weeks with no contacts,
and 48 hours of tracking for orbital and attitude data; the cycle is then repeated.
A total of 629 messages were received and processed through the ADS with
the following results:
1_ TIROS VII, 285 messages yielded 187 attitude results.
2. TIROS VIII, 45 messages yielded 9 attitude results.
3. TIROS IX, 59 messages yielded 50 attitude results.
4. TIROS X, 175 messages yielded 140 attitude results.
5. ESSA-4, 65 messages yielded 56 attitude results.
The messages that did not yield spin axis solutions were unusable due to
noise, low or no amplitude horizon crossings, incorrect time codes, format
errors or physically bad tapes from TEC/TTCC.
Operational problems were not encountered with any of the satellites except
TIROS VII. Attitude reduction and prediction continue to be a serious problem
with this spacecraft. Sun interference precluded attitude determination for
some periods, and indiscernible horizon crossings during extreme NON condi-
tions (very high or low) seriously hampered attitude processing in other periods.
At one point, the horizon crossings were usaJle for approximately ten days due
to insufficient amplitudes. During this time, TEC/TTC was contacted to supply
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hand-reduced scan ratios (earth scan length divided by spin period) to use in the
ROLLS program. The solutions from these hand-reduced ratios verified pre-
dicted spin axis movement through this interval.
The spin rate on this satellite has decayed to 2.3 rpm, and MGAP predictions
for periods of time exceeding one week are virtually impossible. Consequently,
this creates a scheduling problem because orbits needed for attitude data must
be scheduled at least two weeks in advance. If the orbits are to be scheduled on
erroneous predictions (which cannot be helped), then they may or may not con-
tain usable attitude data. When all of these contingencies are compounded, atti-
tude determination and prcdiction require constant monitoring cf the data to pre-
clude the loss of the spacecraft. Every effort will be made to extend the life of
TIROS VII as long as possible.
Programming and Analysis
A disorepancy in the confidence level computations in the ALS (Attitude
Least Squares) program was noted and corrected. This apparently was a long
standing error that was recently discovered. Also, a new ROLLS program, was
written and debugged. This program computes roll angles using any combination
of eight different methods. This program was written to replace the obsolete
program SRAC (Scan to Roll Angle Conversion). A program DATGEN (Data
Generator) was also written to generate input data to test the ROLLS program.
ROLLS is now being used on an operational basis to process hand-reduced scan
ratios from TEC/TTCC.
The operational "four-wire" DATPRO was modified to allow processing of
any value spin period for a TIROS/ESSA series satellite. This new version pre-
cludes the need for constantly modifying the program to handle the exceedingly
large spin period of TIROS VII. A subroutine CORECT was also written for
eventual use in DATPRO. CORECT adjusts the earth scan lengths in DATPRO
to compensate for orbital angular velocity. This subroutine is currently under-
going testing and analysis with an analogous subroutine, DELPHI, which is used
in ALS.
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An investigation of a buffer-sharing process in DATPRO has been initiated.
If this process is successful, several hundred core locations could be saved.
This process would be particularly desirable in the "five-wire" DATPRO, as
thc sun-masking routines barely fit into core. This technique was required
because the ESSA satellites have an IR horizon sensor that is mounted very close
to the operationally desired gamma angle. Consequently, this sensor is "seeing"
the sun, as well as the earth, a large percentage of times when the satellite is
in sunlight. The subroutine SUNB5 was added to DATPRO. SUNB5 computes
fL'om the a priori attitude the expected earth scan length, and "sun to earth angle"
i,_ sun interference is expected. An additional advantage to this technique is tbat
it inherently avoids interference from the orthogonal sensor present on some
TOS _atellites.
The program RENUMB (re-numbering program) has been completed and the
documentation sent fo_" publication. This program renumbers the statement
numbers in a FORTBAN II or IV program into an ascending numerical sequence
to facilitate following the logical flow of the program.
A new method was added to STADEE (Status Data Extraction and Evaluation
Program) of the five-wire ADS to increase the accuracy of the telemetry. This
modification eliminated errors introduced by noise, preventing the telemetry
points to remain at a constant level. New formulas were alsc added te compute
the calibration and relocation factors. Prior to launch, test runs were made
with ESSA-2 and ESSA-3 data. These results compared very favorably with the
Sanborn recordings at TEC/TTC.
ESSA IV
DTO (Detailed Test Objectives) and the launch date (25 January 1967) were
received from NASA on 5 January 1967, to begin the prelaunch analysis. All
necessary computer runs and analyses for the prelaunch report were made.
The first rough draft of the prelaunch analysis was completed 13 January 1967
and the complete printed document was aistributed (by NASA) on 25 Jammry t967
(seeTask _).
T
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As mentioned perviously, the five-wire ADS was utilized successfully in
support of ESSA-4 from the first orbit on 26 January 1967 until control was given
to ESSA on 8 February 1967. This was the first time the five-wire ADS was used
operationally, and no problems were encountered in either attitude determination
or acquisition of the housekeeping telemetry.
TOS-C
A prelaunch analysis for TOS-C (scheduled for launch on 19 April) is under
way and will culminate in a report published prior to the launch. The first item
of _his analysis is a conflicts study, similar to one performed between ESSA-2
and TOS-B. The conflicts study was requested for ESSA-3 and TOS-C and was
completed 15 March 1967. This study showed the location of ESSA-3 with
respect to TOS-C from 12 April to 12 May 1967, assuming TOS-C is launched
such that the ascending node will occur at 1500 local time. The study also
showed days TOS-C could be launched to f,,lfill the constraint that ESSA-3 and
TOS-C should be on opposite sides of the earth. If this constraint is fulfilled,
maximum picture coverage from these two AVCS satellites will be achieved.
The five-wire ADS system is being prepared for the TOS-C launch Program.
STADEE has been modified so that it will process up to and including ESSA-10,
provided all satellites are launched successfully in order. The programs
DATPRO and ALS-ARS needed no updating since these programs already had the
capacity to process TOS-C data. Initial test runs have begun and system tapes
are being generated.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
Attitude determination, attitude control, attitude prediction and opt'rational
support will be continued for the TIROS VII, VIII, IX, X, and ESSA-5 (TOS-C)
satellites. Special attention will continue on TIROS VII to extend the lifetime of
the spacecraft as long as possible. Full support will be supplied for the TOS-C
launch scheduled for 19 April 1967, and any other launches that may occur.
The programming systems will continue to be improved as needed in this area.
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Task 10/23
GREMEX
DISC USSION
All routines for the GREMEX (Goddard Research Mm, gement Exercise)
were unit tested. The flow charting and documentation drafts were completed.
Test runs were made with the GREM£X 7094 system for purposes of comparison
with the GREMEX System/360 programs. Tests were run on the 360 program
system and the comparisons made.
The task was completed with delivery of the following items to Mr. M. ,
Denault, Manager, Management Information Systems Branch, on 2 February 1967.
During March 1967, a call was received from Mr. Denault requesting help
in making some changes in the GREMEX 7094 system and re-organizing the
drafts of the 360 system. A one-day workshop was set up to help familiarize
the NASA/GREMEX operations personnel with the system. Another call has
been received concerning possible problems the GREMEX System/360 program.
One-day evaluation period was arranged for determining the extent of the prob-
lems. The results were not available at the time of the preparation of this report.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The task was considered complete on 2 February 1967 with the delivery of
the material listed ab(_ve. However, with the requests for help in using the
program, it is expected that the task may be amended to help the NASA personnel
responsible for use of the program.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The GREMEX system is a fairly l_rge complex program which probably has
) not been thoroughly tested through all plays. The plan appeared to be that
}
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NASA/Goddard would take over the program and be prepared to run it. However,
to do so requirer at lea_t one experienced programmer with a thorough knowledge
of the program. Preferably for insurance there should be several such persons
available to obtain this knowledge, which takes time and much exercising of the pro-
gram. There do not appear to be such persons available. '£herefore, it is
recommended that several persons be trained to use and make changes to the
system as quickly as possible.
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Task 11/20
DEFINITIVE ORBIT OPERATIONS AND ANALYSIS
DISC USSION
Effortswere concentrated on the processing of data from the three sateILtes
reported as of I January 1967 (QPR-2). Although the priorityof work varied
throughoutthe period, completion of definitiveorbitalresultsfor .*bestthree
satellites,I:_)GO,GEOS, and ATS-1, was of primary concern. Figure 13 sum-
marizes the productionresultsfor these satellitesindicatingthe statusas of
F
1 January 1967 and the major achievements during the qua_er.
Of specialimportance to the successfulcompletion of thistask has been the
efficientutilizationof available7094 computer time (K computer), and the
schedulingrequired to maintain continuousoperationon thismachine, 24 hours
per day. Daily monitoring of the job prioritms, and subsequent scheduling of
allphases of the work load has been completed by the grouF :8ader. In addition,
specialattentionhas been given to the preparationof weekend computer utiliza-
tionboth in terms of manpower scb3dulingand sufficientworkload for the com-
puter. Hence, overtime manpower has been scheduled every weekend to ensure
r.
that satisfactory performance and results are achieved. The following para-
graphs describe the progress and results achieved by satellite during the
quarter,
Poc,o (OCO-H
The primary objectives of this quarter were completing all phases of
processing from 21 Nove_mber 1965 to 1 March 1966 by I February 1967, mid
although some difficulties were encountered, th_s result was achieved as
desired. This total Job consisted of converging 100 differential correction (Dt_)
runs (two-day ares with one-day ,verlap), completion of the error analysis and
94
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The TIROS VII spacecraft continues to require constant attention to preclude
the loss of the satellite. A major effort will continue in this area in order to
cope with the anomalies in the data and scheduling problems.
TIROS VIII is now on a semi-monthly contact schedule, and for all practical
purposes is a "dead" satellite. However, until the Theory and Analysis Office
directs otherwise, operational support and attitude determination will continue
as the data becomes available.
The five-wire hardware at TEC/TTCC should undergo thorough tests again
before the launch of TOS-C to ensure proper operation of the equipment in
support of the launch.
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record keeping necessary to ensure satisfactory results and final generation
of an orbital vector position tape for the experimenter.
The required error analysis consisted of two steps: 1, orbit position vector
comparison between successive arcs and the recording of results necessa'-T to
generate a final output tape (Figure 1_ ) and 2, analysis and recording of range/
range rate data, by station pass, from each DC to ensure satisfactory fit of this
data and that data sets were compatib]e between arcs (Figure 15). Figures 14,
15, 16 and 17 are samples of various chairs used for record keeping developed i
for this and other satellites under consideratmn, i_
Upon comoletion of the data for the perLod outlinedabove (21NG_ember 1965 II
to I March 1966), POGO work was terminated and did not receive priorityagain I_
]
untilMarch. Since thattime, 172 additionalarcs (3 March to 24 August 1966) have
been converged inthe DC and error analysiscompleted. In all,272 days of
data were processed during the quarter.
Special effort was also given a request to complete differential corrections "
L
arid error analysis on the first nine days of data for this satellite. This
occurred during the period of satellite degaussing, and therefore required short
runs between these maneuvers. This job was completed as requested and neces-
sitated overtime manpower and weekend services.
GEOS I
Except for a two-week period in February, the objective for GEOS was com-
pletion of DC runs on a low priority basis serving to absorb unused computer
time. These arcs were the _tandard two-day arcs with one-day overlap, and
using all observation types (Minitrack, optical and range).
In February, priority centered on this satellite and 120 arcs were success-
fully converged. Ane]ysis of the first 200 arcs completed indicated many cases
with excessive observation data being rejected by the DC. As a result, a pro-
cedure was devised to rerun the poorest cases (60 arcs) and special effort
expended on a weekend to rerun and re-record these arcs.
At the end of the quarter, 280 differential corrections (period ending 1
August 1966) were completed (using all data types) and the error analysis pro-
cedures completed thrcugh 210 (6/3/66).
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ATS-1
Responsibility for the generation of [inal definitive results for this satellite
was assumed in mid-January, and work begun immediately. The project objec-
tive required rerunniug all data since launch (7 December 1966), to bring results
up-to-date as rapidly as possible then, remain current on a weekly basis.
Since the first two weeks of satellite life consisted of many orbital maneuvers,
the procedure consisted of generating short arcs between maneuvers. After this
period, the arc_ were eight days in length with one day overlap. These eight-
day arcs were generated and updated on a daily basis _nd orbital results deliv-
ered on the ninth day. Considerable overtime effort and manpower was expended •
to complete this task in an expedient manner. By 27 January all work was cur-
rent, and data has been delivered on schedule since that time.
Many special computer runs and analysis tasks have been completed
throughout the quarter in an effort to supply the project the best possible
definitive data.
PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
a. The ATS-1 definitive orbit production and analysis effort will be con-
tinued on a top priority basis; _nd the current orbital data will be
supplied weekly to the project.
b. When the ATS-A is launched responsibility will be assumed for defini-
tive orbit results on a current weekly basis.
Co The first phase of processing POGO data will be completed through
December 1966.
d. The research and analysis task of determining station biases and
station positions using differential correction on GEOS observation
data will begin. Also GEOS data will continue to be processed on a
low priority basis.
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DEFINITIVE ORBIT OPERATIONS REPORT
NAME: ARCH DATE:
PERIOD J FROM: , TO:
INPUT PARAMETERS
IIIi
I
RHO: J SIGMA : A SIGMA:
XI: YI: z i:
_._: .... YF : • , ZF:
XDOTI: YDOT I : ZDOTI:
XDOTF: YDOTF: ZDOTF:
SAT. REFERENCE:
i i By- I
OBSERVATIONS
TYPE TOTAL NO. ACCEPTED % ACCEPTED R. M. S.
COMBINE_
TOTAL
TOTAL NO.
ACCEPTED
I| I
D. C. PROGRAM
SORTED UPDATED
IN PUT OBSER. OUTPUT ELE,
CON. EDIT BCDOUTPUT
, , OBSER. TAPE ii
COMMENTS:
L APPROVAL: .
', Figure 17. Definitive Orbit - Differential Correction Arc Summary -
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T_sk 13
LAUNCH WINDOW
DISCUSSION
A launch window study, initiated in February, is being conducted for the
IMP F satellite. Two previous launch window studies for IMP F have been com-
pleted, but launch delays and changes to injection parameters have necessitated
a third.
The initial range of this launch window study was 15 April to 15 July 1967.
For every fifth day throughout this range, Launch Window Progr,.m runs were
made at 0.2 hour increments from two hours preceding to two hours following
the injection time resulting in a spin axis ecliptic plane angle of ninety degrees.f_
The results of the runs provided an initial approximation of the one-year life-
time line and all required data on the shadow constraint.
Unfortunately, this initial approximation of the one-year lifetime line
created some doubt as to whether it would be possible to obtain a satisfactory
launch window with the current set of injection parameters. A table was pre-
parod for Mr. D. Stewart (NASA), based on Launch Window Program runs,
showing the maximum launch window obtainable to be only 22 minutes in length
when 3-sigma variations in the iniection parameters were considered. A 30-
minute launch window is desirable. In addition, the spin axis ecliptic plane
angles which would be obtained with this launch window bordered on the
unsatisfactory.
The launch window study was delayed for several weeks until a decision was
reached by the IMP Project Office to continue the launch window study with the
same injection parameters. The range of the study, however, was reduced from
three months to 15 days--17 May to 31 May--due to the urgency of the study.
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Launch Window Program runs have now been made for each day within this
new range, and initial approximations of one-year lifetime lines have been made
for both nominal and plus three-sigma injection parameters. PERTAPE I runs
are now being submitted t_ define more precisely these one-year lifetime lines.
A partial check of the lifetime results of the Launch Window Program was
made by making a comparison run with PERTAPE I for an acceptable injection
time on 15 April 1967. The Launch Window Program predicted a lifetime of
444 days while PERTAPE I predicted 446 days. An equivalent PERTAPE II run
was also made which was terminated by the operator after 434 days of output due
to excessive running time. However, based on the perigee height after 434 days,
it is likely that PERTAPE 1I would have predicted a lifetime in excess of 500
days. The cause of this discrepancy is not pres,_ntly known and will require
further study.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The launch wtrldow study for the 15-day range mentioned above will be com-
pleted shortly.
A launch windo, _tudy for the three-month range initially requested will be
completed (if desireu).
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
La:mch Window Program results indicated that a 30-minute launch window
would be possible for plus three-sigma injection parameters only if the minimum
acceptable spin axis ecliptic piane angle was reduced frorr 85 to 84 degreem.
This reduction was agreed to by the IMP Project Office when it requested the
continuaticr, of the Launch Window Study without changing the injection
parameters,
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Task 14
ORBIT OPERATIONS
DISC USSION
The generation of weekly predictions for station tracking and acquisition,
the generation of refined orbital data, prelaunch and launch day support con-
tinued to be of primary concern during the first quarter of 1967.
The weekly ORB1 ephemeri_ tapes and world map data were generated for
the Minitrack section on a regular scheduled basis. Control and follow-through
procedures were maintained on this phase, and quality checks were made on all
output to ensure distribution of correct data. This data was generated for 38
scientific satellites throughout the period, with 83 regularly scheduled progr,'uns
to process each week, plus any special requests approved by the Orbital Deter-
mination section. In addition, a special task was completed in March for the
Data System Division. As requested, an analysis of the present operational
orbit determination and prediction system (including the Minitrack input/output
phases) was made and a standardized reporting procedure was devised for use
by all departments concerned. Figure 18 illustrates the flow diagrams of the
present operational system, keyed to Charts I - IV (Figures 19 through 22)
which are to be used by the four reporting areas. All operations will be
reported weekly to give management an overall view of the orbital prediction
problems.
During March, special emphasis and priority was given to the generation of
ref_.ned data for the ALOUETTE 1, ALOUETTE 2, DME 1 and the EPE-D satel-
lites. To meet the special requests, rush projects were completed on the week-
ends of .March 4, 11, and 18, requiring extra overtime and manpower scheduling.
All data v.as processed to completion and the tapes and books were distributed
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after a quality check. At this time, refined data processing, except air density,
is now completed and up-to-date on all satellites.
For refined data output, a new control log and status report was desisned,
printed, and put into operation. This summary should permit closer control of
operations (both for data in process as well as that completed) snd provide a
permanent record of the recipients of the output books and tapes. This summary
(Figure 22) consolidates all information, including period of book, date of gener-
ation, permanent tape; numbers and to whom the output was delivered and is
readily available for all to use in a central location.
Three launches were supported for which prelaunch, launc_ day and post-
launchoperations'.,ereprovided. These launcheswere INTEI._AT on Ii January,
ESSA 4 on 26 Januaryand OSO-3 on 8 March i , Inaddition,nominaipre-
lauuchdatawas processedon fifteenotherscient,ilcsatellites.
ATS-A INJUN 4 OGO F
BIOS B INJUN 5 OSO G
D1 A INTELSAT F3 RAE A
ESRO 1 IMP F S 3
ESRO 2 OAO A2 UK 3
PROGRAM FOR TIIE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
Predictive orbital data, refined orbital data and nominal prelaunch data will
continue to be provided in support of (and as requested by) the Orbital Deter-
miration section. Prelaunch and launch day support will be provided for approxi-
mately five satellites scheduled for launch in the nex_ period.
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Task 15
SCIENTIFIC DATA ANALYSIS/GENERAL
DISCUSSION
j $3, S3A Cosmic Ray SectionData Processing
Figure 24 shows the data flow of the $3, S3A Cosmic Ray Data Processing
J System (S3DPS). The final draft of the system documentxJ;ion has been sent out
for typing a' J will be published early in the next quarter.
The Encyclopedia Update (ENCYUD) and Logbook Update (LGBKUD) programswere modified. While processing the S3A Logbook tapes through LGBKUD, it
was discovered thatthe availablestarttimes of the data _¢erenot precise enough
I for the definitiveorbitaldata retrieval. The definitiveorbitaldata is retrieved
by orbitroutines (suppliedby the division)for a time specifiedin the calling
I program.
Because the available times on the Logbook tapes were not precise enough,
I LGBKUD could not retrieve the data. Therefore, LG_KUD was modified to read
in a summary tape containing the required definitive o,'bital data. The summary
tape was already produced by ENCYUD for the S3 dat_. ENCYUD was modifiedto process either $3 or S3A data and produce a summary tape for the LGBKUD
program.
While testing ENCYUD, the orbit tape could not be read. Analysis of this
tape showed that it had not been deblocked properly from the Direct Couple
"f* System (DCS) format. A second deblock attempt was also unsuccessful. The
third deblock produced a good orbit tape.
Testing of ENCYUD was resumed usi_ the new orbit tape; however, the '_
orbit routines were not functioning correctly. The problem wa_ brought to the
-_ attention of the division. A modified orbit routine was tested, but again did not
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Figure 24. $3 and S3A Cosmic Ray Data
Processing System (Sheet i of 2)
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Figure 24. $3 and S3A Cosmic Ray Data
Processing System (Sheet 2 of 2)
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function correctly. Modifications were suggested to the diviEion and another
modified routine was successfully tested.
The ENCYUD program was successfully tested for both $3 and S3A data.
The summary tapes produced were used to test the modified LGBKUD. Both the
$3 and S3A test data were successfully processed by LGBKUD. The updated
Logbook tapes produced by LGBKUD were used te test S3HELP, a plotting pro-
gram. See Figure 25 for data flow through ENCYUD, LGBKUD t and S3HELP.
The input to ENCYUD and LGBKUD are produced by S3DPS, see Figure 24 for
the S3DPS data flow. (S3HELP is described in the following section.)
Dr. Upendra Desai (NASA) had requested modifications to the microfilm
copies of the $3 Encyclopedia data, in the event that they were regenerated. The
approval to regenerate the microfilm was received only two work days prior to
the shipping of the tapes used in the production of the microfilm. The Microfilm
(MICROF) program, required to modify the tapes to be microfilmed, was
written and successfully tested. The input tapes to MICROF are the updated
Encyclopedia tapes produced by ENCYUD. All the $3 Encyclopedia tapes were
then processed by ENCYUD to produce the input for MICROF. The tapes were
run through MICROF and checked by the Format Check (CHECK) program. Due
to the priority required to obtain the necessary computer time, all programs
were run with the programmer present. Through the personal et/ozt of the pro-
grammer, the tapes were ready in time for shipment.
$3, S3A Cosmic Ray Section Analysis
Additional task modifications were received from Dr. Desai for the $3, S3A
Height and Energy Level Plot program (S3HELP). S3HELP generates tapes to
be plotted by a Stromberg Carlson 4020 cathode ray tube plotter (SC 4020).
There are two separate types of graphs generated, an orbital graph atarting at
apogee, and a one-hour graph beginning whenever the level one energetic particle
count is fluctuating in the 50-1500 range. (See Figures 26 and 2'1. )
The modifications included the separation _f the two types of plots onto
separate tapes. This allowed the creation of hard copy plots of the orbital
graphs and microfilm copy plots of the more numerous one-hour graphs.
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Energy,Level Plots for $3 September 3, 1961
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Fi_,u_re 26. SC .t020 Plol /tom S3HELP Orbital Grap_ Tape
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However, the SC 4020 software suppo, "+package did not allow _%voplot tapes to
be produced simultaneously. This was learned after two unsuccessful attempts
revealed that both the SC 4020 Programmer's Reference Manual and the most
recent listing of the software support package did not agree with each other,
nor with the actual packagc currently in use. A subroutine, CLEAN, was
written to alter the support package at execution time. This was successful
and the two tapes were generated.
At present, the plot formats nave been approved for the $3 data and a modi-
fication for the S3A plot format is being tested. The debugging of S3HELP was
hindered by a two-week down time of the SC 4020 and the consistencly slow
turnaround time of the plotter. Hence, documentation of S3HELP was delayed.
$3C (EPE-D) Data Processing
The EPE-D Data Processing System was delivered for production during
the last quarter. However, Mr. Leo Davis (NASA) analyzed the results of the
first few production runs and requested several modifications to the Roll Equa-
tion Smoothing (RES) program. These modifications concerned the criteria
used to determine if a smoothed roll equation was to be calculated. The modi-
fications were incorporated into the program and released for production.
The final program in the system, MAOD (Merge and Attach Orbital Data),
produces a one-line summary printout for each wheel revolution data block.
Mr. Davis requested that the printout be created on microfilm, rather than the
1403 printer, as originally planned. The modifications were incorporated into
MAOD and it was released for production.
The microfilm summaries are obtained from the Stromberg Carlson 4020
plotter (SC 4020). After several production runs, it was evident that the tape
produced by MAOD for the SC 4020 did not always produce a good microfilm
copy. This was due to SC 4020 problems and problems with the tape drives on
which MAOD produced its tape. It was suggested to Mr. Davis that a program
be written which could read in the final Encyclopedia tapes produced by MAOD
and create a one-line summary tape for the SC 4020. This would eliminate the
requirement of having to rerun MAOD (a comparatively long computer run) to
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regenerate a tape for tlm SC 4020. The plan was approved and a program was
written by the tecimicians in charge of production, ,,mploying the coding used
in MAOD.
The same technician suggested that the system should be modified to produce
a system that could be run more easily through production. Modifications were
made to enable the system to be executed in two computer runs, rather than five.
Also, the number of intermediate sum,nary tapes created was reduced from five
to one. The changes made were mainly in control cards associated with each
program, thus enabling the technician running the system to use the same object
decks regardless of the system configuration used. (See Figure 28.)
The documentation fo: the system was delayed due to the system changes
and their implementation.
S-3C (EPE-D) AttitudeDetermination Study
In processing several sets of data itwas found thatthe present Phase 1 of
the attitudedetermination system was unable to recover from the erratic
behavior thatthe satelliteundergoes at perigee. This problem was discussed
with Mr. Leo Davis and the followingapproach was decided upon.
a. After each perigee or data dropout a specialsmoothing subroutinewill
act on the data.
b. The smoothed data will be used as input to a harmonic analysis pro-
gram. This program will recover the amplitudes, phases, and fre-
quencies of the component waveforms.
c. A pattern searching subroutine will scan the output of the harmonic
analysis. It will identify the various frequencies as being precession,
spin or sun-difference signals.
d. Outputs from item c will be used as starting estimates for the attitude
determination parameters. These values will be used to fit the raw
data to the calculated curve using GLSWS as was done before.
Work on the above modifications was begun.
Late in the quarter, it was suggested that the number of variables that enter
into the calculation in a non-linear way can be reduced by two if three linearly
dependent parameters are introduced. This should have the effect of improving
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the speed of the fitting process as well as enabling copvergence with poorer
starting estimates.
K
Plots of calculated versus actual solar patch data exhibit a non-linearity.
This implies that a linear calibration curve, as was assumed, may not be cor-
rect. On the basis of these plots a calibration curve was generated and the root
mean square deviation of th,_ calculated versus calibrated 0ata showed a 30 to
35 percent decrease as compared to the same calculation using uncalibrated data.
Tests have begun to delermine if this calibration curve is constant through-
out the period of time of interest. If it varies, periodic recalibration will have
to be includedin the calculations.
EGO-A Data Processing
! The EGO-A Encyclopedia program was modified to accept experimenter
decom tapes directly, eliminating the need for the tapes to be blocked. Pre-
viously,the decom tapes were blocked on the 1410 comp,,terbefore itsremoval
in October 1966.
i POGO-II Data Processing
The specifications for the POGO-II Data Processing System for Dr. R.
Hoffman (NASA) were completed, and two of the programs in this system were
written and debugged. The first program, PGPRNT, reads and unpacks datal
1 from the experimenter decom tapes and prints this information out. The
records and files to be printed are selected with parameter cards. The second
I program, CONDENSE, reads attitude-orbit tapes, converts the parameters
required for further analysis to System/360 internal representation, and writes
the resulting parameters on a nine-track tape. One record is written on this
J tape for each orbit processed. This greatly reduces file number of attitude-
orbit tapes required for further processing.
IMP-OGO Analysis
A request was received from Dr. V. K. Balasubrahmanyan (NASA) to write
a program thatwillproduce plotsof Geiger Telescope Data from IMP-A,
IMP-B, IMP-C and OGO-A againsttime on a three-hour basis. A plotof KP
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(geo-magnetic activity index) values was also required on the same graph. The
three programs, KPTTPE, IEDAS3, and KP3HPT, required to produce these
plots were written and debugged. The first program, KPTTPE, reads cards
containing eight KP values per day, reformats these values and writes them on
a binary tape. The second program, IEDAS3, reads the five geiger telescope
hourly average print tapes for the four satellites, averages the hourly averages
on a three-hour basis combining the data from all four satellites, and writes
the results, along with the original values, on a binary tape. A printout of all
the data processed, along with the resulting averages and the number of points
used in computing these averages, is also produced. The third program,
KP3HPT, reads the binary tapes produced by the first two programs and pro-
duces a plot tape for the Gerber plotter. Each plot covers a period of one
month. The satellite data and the KP values are plotted with separate pens on
the same plot. The scale used for the satellite data is adjusted to give maxi-
mum resolution for each set of data.
Users guides for the plot programs in the IMP Data Processing System
were written in preparation for turning these programs over to data technicians
for fu_re production runs.
Conversion of the SUMOGO program to System/360 operation has been
completed. The System/360 version of the subprogram BIMAT was modified to
produce a second output tape which could be read by the IBM 7094. The tape is
in the same format as the tapes which were generated by the IBM 7094 version
of BIMAT. Minor differences in the printouts of the System/360 and 7094 ver-
sions were found to be due to errors in the 7094 version. The seven-track
BIMAT tape produced by the System/360 version of SUMOGO was run through
the At_ALOGO program on the 7094 and the results were correct. Dumps of
the nine-track BIMAT tape produced by SUMOGO were checked visually and
found to be correct.
A modification of the SUMOGO/360 program was requested by Dr. Hagge.
The following specifications were reques_d:
a. Produce separate output tapes for rates information and PHA data
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b. Produce printouts and BIMAT tapes for PHA data on an orbital basis
instead of a daily basis
c. Continue to produce rates information on a daily basis, but store rates
information all the time rather than exclude dead time rates data
d. Calculate perigee time for ah orbit, given just the orbit number rather
than read in orbit numbers and their corresponding perigee times
Additional modifications are being made to provide for:
a. Eliminating unused variables and logic
b. Reorganizing existing logic
c. Changing the logic numbering scheme
d. Reorganizing the common storage area.
These changes were made to conserve storage, optimize running time and
increase logic readability to aid in program understanding and debugging.
The analysis for the requested mcdifications and additional improvements
has been completed. About 80 percent of the coding has been completed.
Gerber Plot Package
The Gerber Plot Package has been documented and a copy of the documen-
tation has been given to Mr. Bracken of the Laboratory for Space Sciences. To
make the Package more convenient to use a copy of the object decks has been
placed on a tape at the DCS computer. Using the IBSYS editor any desired
Gerber Plotsubroutinesmay be insertedintotheinputstream by naming the
desireddeck. This procedureeliminatestheneedforcarryingand handlinga
largebinarydeck.
S_b_b__ark Chamber
The Spark Chamber program has been modifiedtoprocesstapesreceived
from CornellUniversitywithspark inputdata. The flagwhich indicatedthe
terminationofa spark eventwas missingon theCornelltapesand anothermeans
ofdetectionsought.Itwas decidedtoconsiderthecyclicactionofthegriddata
as a termination of one event and the beginning of another. These modifications
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were incorporated into the Spark Chamber program and the Corpell tapes
were processed.
! A program was written to plot housekeeping data from the Spark Chamber
experiment on the Gerber plotter. The analysis, coding and debugging has been
completed using sample data in the debugging runs. Production has not started!
due to experiment problems in generating correct times on the data tapes.
I However, the program is ready for production.
J
At the request of the Nuclear Emulsion Section the Lab-Module program
was converted for use on the IBM 360. Considerable analysis was required to
t
' convert one subprogram because the program existed only in object deck form
and no listing was available. The subprogram logic and its functions had to be
determined from the calling programs.
Konradi Plot Program!
I The program (AKPLT) is designed to process $3 biuary MERGE tapes, for
Dr. A. Konradi (NASA), cop.taining data readouts for channels 8 and 10, and
then produce hardcopy plots in the Gerber-800 series plotter. The plots are
drawn onto _ pre-formatted sheet of vellum (see Figure 29), one orbit per file,
consisting of 26 hours of data, The various sections to be drawn are as follows:
a. The Eighth Dynode Channel Readings for Wheel Positions (WP) 2 through
t 9, utilizing the conversion formula for all WPs, except 3
L-1100 )
18 = 10 100 AMPS.
[ for WP 3,
I 18 = 10 100 AMPS.
I set up on a linear scale ranging from 0 to 700.
b. Eighth Dynode Channel Readings for WP 9, and 12 through 14, using
i the co_version formula above.
c. Tenth Dynode Channel Readings for WP 2 through 9, utihzing the con-
version formula for all WPs, except 3
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L + 226.6
-- 10 100 ) AMPS.I_0
for WP 3.
L )100 AMPS.I10 - 10
set up on a linear scale ranging from -123.5 to +576.5.
d. Latitude for geomag._etie and solar-magnetospheric systems
e. Magnetic Local Time (MLT) for the geomagnetic system computed by
the difference between (Sun-Satellite) longitudes, and tne solar-mag-
netospheric system definedby itsactualsolar-magnetospherm iv
longitude.
f. Z(RE), defines attitudeforboth geomagnetic and solar-magnetospheric
systems utilizingthe conversion formula:
Z(RE) = DIST (RE) *SIN (LATITUDE)
In addition,the followingitems are accounted for on the plot:
a. Satelliteheading with orbitstart/stoptime information
b. Universal time listingsfrom the startof the orbit
c. Distance and McIlwains parameter marked in integerand tenth of earth
radiiintervals.
During implementation of the program, itwas necessary to modify the
wheel positionacceptance criteriafor channels 8 and 10 several times in an
effortto filterout unwanted noibe .roddata.
A furthermodificationwas needed in the conversion criteriaused for plot-
tingMLT and altitude,and a method was added to overlay and labelP/N values
on a positive00-360° plottingsurface.
Due to the large input data arrays and the Gerber plotter input package, t_e
prograrc ,,tilizes all available core locations on the DCS computer. In making
modifications to the specifications, core usage had to be taken into account to
prevent core storage overflow. This was remedied by removing those Gerber
routines which were not being used in the plot package, grouping I/O buffers,
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and dividing the plot area into four seven-hour sectior, s covering a maximum of
28 hours of d_ta per pre-formatted sheet of plotting paper.
D_iring the testing phases, the criginal pre-fermatted graphs proved to be
inadequate due to errors incurred by the tools which were _lsed by the draftsmen
who produced the mask. A program to provide a more accurate, one-time mask
for pre-formatting was written, plotted on the Gerber, and then delivered to the
draftsmen for special labeling. This mask will be copied onto vellum, on a
one-to-one basis, for use in producti3nplotting.
Further program testing resulted in the addition of a lettering routine to
the Gerber plot package, rather than the normal print-wbeel printing routine.
Computer problems evolved on both the DCS and Gerber machines. A
number of genera!ized subroutines which were furnished for this task were in
error and resulted in DCS core stor_Lge overflows. After a series of core-
dumps, the errors were located and corrected. The plotter encountered mE=
several down time problems which delayed program system testing, and mal-
functions developed with the pens and ink which were used in the plotting. Both
problems }lave since been resolved.
The plot program is now capable of producing one full orbit of data (40,000
points) per 3.2 minutes of DCS time and 1.5 hours of Gerber IP_otter time. By
means of building arrays in core containing locations of the data points for both
X and Y values, rather than the MERGE data itself, core storage was conserved
and plotting time reduced.
Production for this task will be handled by Dr. Konradi. There will be 102
orbital plots produc_.d, utilizing 54 hours of DCS time and 150 hours of Gerber
plotter time.
Balloon Flight Data Processing
The modifications to the Ba'Aoon Data Processing System were completed
and tested in January. Operating procedures were written and the system was
turned over to Vitro Laboratories, Inc., for production. At that time, although
these were only five basic programs in the system, there were as many as four
versions of some of the programs in production. This was due to th_ fact that
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there were different formats on the input tapes and at times it was required to
process only high gain or low gain data.
In March, it was discovered that several of the programs were inadvertently
skipping over one in every hundred records. While this malfunction was being
corrected, it was decided to consolidate the various versions of the program
into a single program. As a result, the system now consists of six object decks
as opposed to fifteen before. The procedures for setting up jobs has been sim-
plified, there are fewer decks to maintain and the response time for future
modifications should be considerably reduced.
A request was made by Dr. Balasubrahmanyan that an Extended Back-
ground program, capable of producing 80 by 80 matrices, be written. The pro-
gram was coded, debugged and placed into production.
A program to perform a least squares fit on two short sets of data was also
written and delivered.
Power Spectrum Analysis
Several small modifications were requested and made during the early part
of the quarter. All documentation was completed thus completing work on this
subtask.
GeneraILzed Tape Manipulation Subroutine - FILE
A task request was received to provide a subroutine which would backspace
over and read forward over files on a tape mounted on any FORTRAN logical
unit. FILE was released for production us. and the documentation has been
completed. Several programmers and scientists have successfully used the
routine in existing programs.
Program EXTRA
After completing seven hours of production runs on the IBM System/360, it
was decided to further analyze and, if possible, optimize the EXTRA program,
because at the current time rate it would have been necessary to use 44 more
hours of computer time to complete the task.
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Some improvements have been ircorporated into the program and tests per-
formed to ensure the accuracy of the results. Further modifications are being
studied to reduce the amount of computer time required.
Nuclear Cascade
Several modifications to the Nuclear Cascade task were received during
the quarter:
a. The task was exp_nded to include another major program which will
calculate the losses that electrons suffer in passing through successive
layers of scintillator and absorber. The program ELK (Electron
Shower calculation) (see Appendix A) will use a Monte-Carlo technique
which will require the running of thousands of test cases. Coding of
the program has begun.
b. A request was received to include a program to calculate certain
absorber information for different types of absorbers. Results of this !
calculation are needed for the ELK program.
c. A request was also received to make a modification in the method used
for the Nuclear Cascade calculation. Integration was performed by a
subroutine. The new method eliminates the use of the subroutine and
also stores intermediate results that are useful for later integrations
in the program. Tests indicate that the new method produces an
increase i_ speed by a factor of 15 with little loss of accuracy.
Modificatior in the output format was also requested and completed. An
additional modification has been requested which will require the production of
graphic output as well as printed output. Work on this modification has been
started.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
System testing of the LGBKUD and S3HELP programs will be completed and
the processing of the $3 and S3-A tapes through these programs will also be
completed. All documentation for the $3, S3A Cosmic Ray Data Processing
System will be completed and published. A study will be undertaken to deter-
mine the best method for modifying the $3-C Data Processing System to enable
it to process S3-A and S3-B data tapes. Assuming no major bottlenecks, the
modifications will be made and processing of the data tapes will begin.
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System testing and documentation of the POGO-II Data Processing System
will be completed.
The SUMOGO-B program will be converted to process data on an orbit basis
rather than daily as is presently done. The ANALOGO and SOLOGO programs
will be converted to System/360. Any changes in the ANALOGO program,
required as a result of the modification to SUMOGO-B, will be incorporated.
Production runs through the Spark Chamber Housekeeping Data Plot program
will be set up as soon as corrected data tapes are received. Documentation for
all Spark Chamber programs will be published.
The Nuclear Cascade program should be put into operation after the graphic
output section is coded. The Electron Shower Calculation (ELK) program
should be ready for testing early in the quarter.
I
I
!
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Task 16-A
GENERALIZED SATELLITE DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM
DISCUSSION
Motivated by an increasing interest in the Generalized Data Analysis System
(GSDAS), the scope of the task was expanded significantly. This led to the for-
mation of a NASA working group composed of potential system users to direct
design efforts by providing IBM with functional requirements. The group is
headed by Mr. Larry Hya_t and includes experimenters from the Laboratory
for Space Sciences and Dr. Vette from the National Space Science Data Center.
The expansion of GSDAS' scope occurred in two areas:
1. The number of GSDAS services was increased.
2. GSDAS is to be designed for System/360 and the 7094.
Since GSDAS is still in the early design stage, an analysis of differences
between GSDAS-360 and GSDAS-7094 was not req.,ired. Work was, therefore,
concentrated on redesign of system concepts, published in December 1966
(Ref 4), in view of the increase in the number of GSL_S services. The following
is a brief description of current design status and problems. It is emphasized
that the design is still subject to changes as additional detail is developed.
General Description
GSDAS is designed to assist the experimenter in handling data files of dif-
ferent formats and to maintain organized data bases with a minimum of pro-
gramming. The primary functions performed by the system are:
a. I/O operations for any data base whose form and structure can be
defined to the system
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b. Preliminary overlay analysis to determine potential data redundancy
(Actual redundancy determination will be left for a user coded routine. )
c. Ability to reference data items by name without regard to format or
location of the item in a data record
d. Automatic maintenance of data record sequence and data set sequence
within a data base if specified in the user description of that data base
e. Cataloging of data for ease in retrieving a particular sequence of data
f. Ability to create data sets with macro instructions, thus eliminating
the need for user programs to deal with data structures or output
programming
g. Automatic calculation of time for every variable in a record based upon
start time of the record and time factors given in the directory for
every data item
h. System maintained communication between user subroutines
System Use
The GSDAS functional flow is shown in Figure 30.
To process data within GSDAS, a procedure is written consisting of GSDAS
language statements which may reference machine language subroutines and
other compiler language routines. This procedure definition will be processed
by the GSDAS translater, tested for consistency and completeness, and trans-
lated to a compiler language and/or machine l_aguage for compilation. In the
course of translation from the GSDAS language, the data base directory and the
storage medium information in the catalog will be used to set up all the I/O
code to handle data elements and to plan and set up the processing required to
maintain the output data base in the structure defined. When the procedure
calls for a subroutine, the subroutine library will be used to determine the ]
working area required by the subroutine, the form of the variables to be II
stored in that area, and the location and form of the code for the subroutine. I
Next, if the data sets being input are cataloged, the catalog will be I
isearched to determine the location of the data to be read in. If it is not on
$
DASD (Direct Access Storage Device), a message will be sent to the operator !
!
i
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Statements j Programs
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Translator I
i
Data _ Appl ication _ Catalog
Program
Reports
Figure 30. GSDAS Functional Flow
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identifying the tapes, data cells, or disk packs to be mounted. With the data
base mounted, the processing begins.
If data is being created for a cataloged data base during the procedure,
preparation will be made for sorting and merging with existing data. Sorting,
merging, and updating of the catalog will be performed automatically for the
user. If redundancy elimination is also desired, a user subroutine (which must
be on file in the system) will be invoked to make decisions on redundancy and/or
data errors.
Language
The purpose of the GSDAS language is to provide a mechanism for:
a. Referencing data by name and other attributes (such as time of observa-
tion), without concern for location and format of data
b. Simplifying passing of data between subroutines
c. Simplifying creation of data sets and logical records
d. Simplifying the task of specifying data base maintenance procedures
(such as sorting, merging, elimination of redundancies, etc. )
e. Converting data base formats
The syntax and vocabulary of language statements satisfying these objectives
is being investigated. GSDAS statements will be similar (but not identical) to
t
FORTRAN or PL-1 statements. A GSDAS Translator will convert these state-
ments into statements which are interpreted by existing compilers to produce
t an object deck.
Catalog
As stated in the preliminary specification of December 1966 (Ref 4), the
i catalog will maintain a record of tape reels for each data base. In addition, the
• expanded scope requires the maintainenance of a record of data bases which are
stored on data cells and/or disk packs. Also, an index of catalogs and data
i base names will be maintained.
{
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Directory
Every file which is to be read or written by the GSDAS system must have a
directory describing the format and attributes of the file. The directory will
contain a unique name for "cataloged" and "to-be-cataloged" files and names for
each element or array within each data record. All data records in a file must
have the same format. Contiguous data elements or structures may alsc be
named. This will enable a program to call for a single element or a set of e!e-
ments with a single name. The program can then operate on the set. For
example, a data record may contain three fields--year, day, minute--each of
which can be called and processed. In addition, by naming the three fields--for
example, TIME--the program can call for TIME, compare it with other data
and move it to an output area without referencing the individual fields within
TIME.
In addition to naming each dat_ element, the directory will define the length
of the item, its position in the record, and its form (e. g., BCD, binary integer,
packed decimal, single-precision floating point).
Some of the data bases have a header as the first record of each data set.
It will be necessary to indicate this in tLe directory so that when the system
reads the first record of a file, it will unpack and process it as a header and
not as a data record. The directory should accommodate a definition of the
contents of headers, which are analogous to the content definition for a data
record.
Data Base Structures
The two basic types of data base structures are single data set data base or
multiple data set data base.
For the multiple data set data base the following sequencing combinations
are allowed:
a. No sequencing
b. Sequencing within data sets only
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c. Sequencing between 4ata set8 on time of first logical record in the data
set (No sequencing within data sets here implies the user must be par-
ticularly careful that the time of the first logical record is the earliest
time in the data set. )
d. Sequencing both within and between data sets
No elimination of redundant records is possible with the above structures.
Moreover, the user is responsible for retaining the identify of the data set
during processing by using apprcpriate language statements to end data sets
and to open new data sets. L:
For the one data set data base, the following sequencing is permitted:
a. No sequencing (in which case no elimination of overlap is possible)
b. All records ..:c in sequence (In this case, if the sort key is time,
elimination of redundant records is an option. )
System Communication
Subroutines must be defined to the system as follows:
a. Subroutine name - this will be the name used in an EXECUTE statement
wtthin GSDAS language when the subroutine is to be invoked.
b. Parameter list - this must give a dummy name to every parameter
required by or output by the subroutine. It must also specify the form
of the parameter and whether it is an input, output, or both.
This information is stored in the subroutine library and must be present
before a subroutine can be used in GSDAS.
To call a subroutine within a GSDAS procedure requires an EXECUTE (_alb-
routine name), followed either by a list of actual data names corresponding to
each dummy variable in the subroutine definition or by a LIST, reference to which
points to a list in the procedure giving this information.
Example 1: EXECUTE SR (P1, TIME, NAME)
Example 2: EXECUTE SR (LIST3)
LIST3 (P1, TIME, NAME)
The system will set up a working area for the input and output variables
and, for every variable marked as input in the parameter list, it will g,.t
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the current value of the variable (either from the input data or from the output of
another subroutine) and convert it to the form specified in the parameter list.
At the exit from the subroutine, the variables marked as output will be stored
in fields of that name.
Case Study
As an illustration of programming complications caused by lack of stand-
ardization of data formats, processing of the variable "TIME" is described
below since it impacts many of GSDAS's services. Normally, tiff,, is a multi-
field structure which gives, for example, year, day, millisecond, rime must
be handled as a numeric quantity to perform such functions as determinir, g
potential data redundapcy (overlap) and computing time for each data element in
a record, based upon the time of the first element and a factor for each subse-
quent element. To retain the generality of the system, this problem can be
handied best by indicating in the directory those fields which together contain
time information and, further, by indicating in the directory the format of the
time data (e.g., year, day, millisecond; or days, minute.s, etc.). For each
format, a corresponding GSDAS subroutine will be referenced to convert the
time structure into a single numeric quantity.
Computer Experiments
In addition to system design work, experimental computer programs were
written and run to provide answers to programming problems uncovered during
discussions on system design. Experiments were performed using the Operating
System/360 in the following areas:
a. Job Title Control Block use in processing multi-data set volumes
b. Multi-data set volume reading and writing
j c. Label writing and processing
d. Positioning to the start of and within data sets
1 e. Linkages to and from subroutines
l -
!
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f. Volume switching
g. Specifying data set definition parameters at execution .time
Resu:ts of the experiments indicate that
a. Multi-data set volumes can be processed under OS/360 with one data
definition statement by reading and modif']iug the Job Title Control
Block for the data set.
b. Standard labels can be written and used foI both automatic volume
checking and for supplying data set characteristics.
c. OS/360 contains the capability to automatically position to the start of
a requested data set. Positioning within a data set is a user responsi-
bility. Basic Sequential Access Method (BSAM) contains a positioniog
macro; Queu¢d Sequential Access Method (QSAM) does not.i
d. Automatic volume switching on input i.,3only useful when processing a_,_
i single data set volumes.
e. Certain data set definition par_neters can be supplied at execution
time. Others, such as UNIT = and DEFER must b,: contained in the job
i control language.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The design of a GSD/ "stem will continue and a prc-;i_,: _ary functmnal
specification will be pub!_.,;l:ed Also, meetings with the _,._ ::ing group to dis-
i cuss the acceptability of G_:r_AS and revisions will be he •
CONC LUSIONS AND RECOMME NDATIONS
t GSDAS will eliminate much of the progra:Y_mi_ _::lo_t presently req_:Lred
for data management. F.rmcifically, it will obviate lnany programming tasks
l involved in:
• Data base creation
• Data base cataloging
• Sorting _nd merging
• Data retrieval
[
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It is recommended that experimenters and their programming staffs con-
si& r standardizing procedures and data structures. This could lead to signi-
ficant simplification of data handling and corresponding cost reduction.
For example, sync finding--now a formidable problem--could be simplified
if programming difficulties were considered in the experiment design stage. ._
Another example is the form of the variable "time. (S_e "Case Study" above.)
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Task 16-B
= !MP-F COSMIC RAY DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
DISCUSSION
The program specificationsfor the IMP-F Cosmic Ray Data Processing
!
System were completed and delivered. The proposed system is a one-pass
program for operationon the System/360. The system willprocess the data
J tapes containing information from t_'o experiments, the Low Energy Detector,
by Dr. D. E. Hagge, and the Medium Energy Detector, by Dr. F. B. McDonald.
The system will produce four output tapes: an edited data tape with no overlap
in data, an hourly rates t.o.pe containing rates i,fformation from both experiments
and t,vo matrix tapes (c;,e tor each experiment). The matrix tape for the Low
Energy Detector contains information from four E versus DE arrays for each
orbit and the matrix tape for the Medium Energy Detector contains information
from two E versus DE arrays.
i Detailed flowcharting and coding of the system have begun.
i
IMP-F Data Processing System
i Program specifications and flow charts have been received from Dr.!
1
Williams for his experiment onboard the IMP-F. Addenda to the specifications
: are to be given at a later date. Analysis of the current specification was corn-
, pleted and additional flowcharts were drawn. Test tapes were received, how-
{, ever, the data record was not the length indicated in the specifications. Cor-
] rected test tapes should be received towards the end of the quarter.
Coding of the read subprogram, IMPID, which reads and formats the data
| for main program processing, has been completed and a program to list theI.
data tape has been written.
d=
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PRO(:RAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The D_ Processing Systems for the experiments onboard the IMP-F will
be completed anC willbe ready for production in time for launch.
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Task 19
PERTAPE
DISCUSSION
APMTR2 - RAE Apogee Motor Program
Program testing of APMTR2 was completed on schedule. A description of
the testing lcrocedure is given below. The method employed by the program is
described in QPR-2.
Two program tests were designed and successfully completed by APMTR2.
The first test consisted of integrating the equations of motion of the satellite
without including the effects of thrust and perturbations. Under these conditions
the motion of the satellite is reduced to simple Keplerian. For Keplerian
motion, (pure elliptical motion) the orbital elements never change with the
exception of the mean anomaly which can be computed from Kepler's ecF_ttion.
The orbital elements resulting from the integration of the equations of motion
agreed to at least six significant digits with the initial orbital elements with the
exception of the mean anomaly which was updated correctly as determined by
Kepler's equation. The length of the integration was 20 seconds which closely
approximates tb(" actual apogee motor burn time. This test, in addition to
proving APMTR2 operational, further established the accuracy of both the t?
numerical integration procedure and the computation of the earth's gravitational
effect, i:
The final program test of APMTR2 consisted of a comparison with APMTR.
APMTR is a simplified version of AMPTR2 which computes neither the effects
of the earth's gravitation nor the perturbative effects. It computes the final
position and velocity vectors from which orbital elements are determined by
adding the position and velocity increments resulting from apogev motor burn
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to the initial position and velocity vectors. To make the comparison, an
APMTR2 run was made neglecting the effect of the earth's gravitation and the
perturbations. The thrust table input to APMTR2 was the equivalent of a con-
stant thrust for the duration of the apogee motor burn. This facilitated the
computation of the equivalent velocity increment which was input to APMTR.
The results of the two ,Jrogvmns agreed to the same degree of accuracy to which
the velocity increment was computed from the thrust table.
t, PMTR2 runs w_re also made to determine the extent to which the earth's
gravitation and the per_rbations ir_fluenced the final orbit resulting from apogee
motor burn. The maximum observed effect of the earth's gravitation was 5
percent on the eccentriciw and mean anomaly of the final orbit. Because of
tolerances on the final orbital elements of RAE, this effect illustrates the need
for APMTR2. The effect of the earth's gravitation on tbe other orbital elements
was negligible. The effect of the perturbations on the final orbit was, as
expected, insignificant. Specifically, it was on the vrder of one part in 107.
LNRORB - Lunar Orbit Program
Program LNRORB determines the lunar orbit resulting from satellite retro-
rocket fire, given the posi'Aon, velocity, and time of retrorocket fire in addition
to the magnitude and direction of the induced velocity decrement.
Work on LNRORB was resumed this quarter sfter a delay of five months.
Analysis, coding, and unit testing have now been completed.
NORAD - Modified Rapid Prediction of Satellite Position Program
The work effort on NORAD has been resumed after a half-year delay. All
coding has been completed but debugging and testing remain. Current emphasis
is on the debugging of subroutine TINC which computes the start time, end time,
and time increments for the data records on each VTPV 2 file.
PERTAPE I Conversion to System/360
The conversion of PER'rAPE I to _ystem/360 has now been completed.
Test runs will all frequently used progrmn options were made successfully and
final listings, decks, and documentation were delivered to the Theory and
144
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Analysis Office. The following is a list of the individual steps in the conversion
effort which were completed:
a. Debugging of the FORTRAN IV versions of the UMPLOT Program and
the SC 4020 Plot Program w.qs completed although system difficulties
with the SC 4020 subroutine package have caused some plots to be
unacceptable.
b. UMPLOT (University of Michigan Plot) Program was converted to a
subroutine of the Perturbations Program rather than have it overlay--
as it now does on the 7094--the Perturbations Program when that pro-
gram has finished execution.
c. Due to the infrequency of their use, the Calcomp Plot Program was
eliminated from the PERTAPE I System, and the SC 4020 Plot Program
was made a distinct program completely independent of the PERTAPE I
System. The SC 4020 Plot Program will obtain plotting data from an
output tape of the Perturbations Program.
d. The new FORTRAN IV version of OETRV (orbital elements to range
and velocity conversion routine) was successfully tested and incor-
porated into the System/360 version of PERTAPE I, thereby correcting
all PERTAPE I results previously in error because of their dependence
upon this routine.
e. The FORTRAN IV version of TERP (sixth-order Newton forward inter-
polation routine) was completed. Agreement with the FAP version was
to six significant digits.
f. A method of including the update node option of PERTAPE I in the
System/360 version of PERTAPE I was devised, and the necessary
program modifications were made and tested successfully.
i PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
Documentation of APMTR2 and LNRORB, and debugging and testing of
i NORAD will be completed during the next reporting interval.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1 The magnitude of the effect of the earth's gravitation, as noted earlier, on
the final orbit computed by APMTR2 dictates that APMTR2, rather than
_. APMTR, be used to determine the conditions necessary to achieve an acceptable
final orbit for RAE. APMTR, since it does not consider earth's gravitation, is
l not capable o, computing final orbits to the degree of accuracy required for RAE.
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Task 21-A
ATS-A DATA REDUCTION
DISCUSSION
Analysis, coding, unittesting,and system testingwas completed on all
programs and subprograms in the ATS-A Data Reduction System. This includes
the ATSAMN normal mode option (Figure 31) and the [our reprocess options:
unsuccessful redigitization,successfulredigitization,time/ID correction,and
redecommutation. Successfultestruns were conducted using allavailabletest
data and the program system is fullyoperationalfor launch.
The Command Verification(COMVER) program was completed and was
used to process data recorded while the spacecraftwas atthe Magnetic Test
Facilityat GSFC. The printoutwas sent to the EME coordinatorfor evaluation
of the EME package.
Several requests were received for modificationsto the IBM 1401 PHASE0
program. This necessitateda rewritingof the program for the IBM 7010
because the 8K core storage on the 1401 could not accommodate the required
changes. The new PHASE0 program _ fullychecked on the 7010.
The ATS-B Solar Cell RadiationDamage Program was modified to process
ATS-A data. In conjunctionwith thiseffort,240 ATS-A solar cellcalibration
curves were plottedon the SC 4020 plotter,verifiedfor accuracy, and delivered
to Dr. Waddell, the SCRDE experimenter.
At the directionof the NASA task monitor, the LINETEST program was
dropped as a requirement.
Unit testing of the Buffer Tape Print and Sequence Count Print programs
was completed. The output of the former was used to assist in the checkout of
the ATS-A A/D line and was useful in detecting a potential EME package problem
where one of the experiments was out of the prescribed frequency range.
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At the 14 February ATS-A Experimenter's Conference, several tape format
changes were requested by various experimenters. These changes as well as
some important procedural changes were implemented in the system and are
documented in two changes to the original ATS-A specification.
Test tapes for the ATS-A experimenters were produced ahead of schedule
and delivered to the Task Monitor for shipment.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
Pre-launch and post-launch support will be provided and the publication of
the ATS-A Program documentation is planned.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The ATS-A Experimenter's Conference was held on 14 February 1967. The
experimenters requested that many changes be made to their tape formats,
t including requests for additional data. All of these changes required program-
ming modifications which, in most cases, were made; however, some changes
would have required extensive program modification 8nd correction and, there-
fore, could not be implemented. Had these requests been received two months
earlier, they could all have been made without difficulty and with no program
code modifications. Therefore, it is recommended that the experimenter con-
ferences L3 held from four to six months before launch so that all experimenter
requirements can be satisfied with no reprogramming and/or redesign effort
required.
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Task 21-B
ATS-B DATA REDUCTION
DISCUSSION
The method of automatic time analysis developed by Mr. R. R. Rosner
(Ref 5) was implemented for the first time in the ATS-B PFM Telemetry Data
Reduction System (ATSMAIN). The automatic time correction algorithm fur-
nished the necessary tool to implement an accurate one pass telemetry data
reduction system. This type of system provided greater efficiency and offered
several distinct advantages over the multi-pass system, namely:
a. It reduced the probability of operator error by minimizing the number
of operator interventions.
b. It was more efficient since the production delay, until the manual time
analysis was completed, was eliminated.
c. It was more reliable since the 1301 disk is used as the intermediate
storage medium instead of the more error-prone tape storage. Relia-
bility was also increased by reducing the number of passes through the
data to the absolute minimum, i.e., once on input and once on output.
Previous systems have required at least two complete passes through
the data.
At the close of the first quarter of 1967, sufficient ATS-B data groups have
been processed to corroborate the following observations:
a. The desigu premise that time errors will be the exception rather than
the rule has been substantiated. In fact, the sequence count-time
relationship has been so stable that the automatic time correction
method has been one of time verification ratheI than time correction,
as anticipated.
b. The files with an unstable sequence count-time relationship require
independent parameters to make the necessary time correction. These
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parameters are the Analog Start Time and Analog Stop Time and are of
paramount importance in effecting an accurate correction. Thus far,
there have been no problems with the recording of these parameters.
c. The results of the automatic time analysis can be closely monitored
using the system produced Time Plots (see Figure 32). The first plot
shows grossly the results of the time corrections applied, if any. Two
curves are plotted using the same axes: the sequence count-time rela-
tionship for each fde in PHASEI (time is uncorrected} and the sequence
count-time relationship for each file in PHASEII (time errors are
corrected}.
The second (residual} plot on a modified semi-log scale of the difference
between PHASEIII (corrected - smoothed} time minus PHASEI (uncor-
rected} time versus PHASEII (corrected} time is produced above the
time sequence-count plots. Tile PHASEIII time is calculated using the
coefficients obtained from a first degree least squares fit of the PHASEII
time versus sequence cc_mt. Consequently, the residual plot has served
as an excellent tool for Quality Control to closely monitor time con-
sistence and ,,-tability. Deviations to the nearest millisecond can be
rapidly identified by inspection.
Rigorous examination of the output from approximately 55 groups of data
pr._cessed since launch has resulted in minor changes being made to the PKASEI,
PHASEII, and PHASEIV subprograms of ATSMAIN.
The PHASE0 pre-edit program was modified to produce a File Log Card for
every file on the buffer tapes; however, those files for which no Analog Account-
ing Card exists will only be partially completer
Minor modifications were made to the Command Verification (COMVER)
and Solar Cell Radiation Damage Experiment (SCRDE} programs.
Daily morning meetings were held with Quality CGntrol Persov.nel to help
reach a better understanding of the significance of the statistics on the output
from the ATS-B Data Reduction System. At the sane time, the programmers
were able to identify potential problems and co_'rect errors with a minimal
delay in production.
The ATS-B User's Guide was written and will be published by 15 April.
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PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
Program maintenapce will be provided as requAred and publicat:on of the
User's Guide will be completed,
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Most reprocessing of the ATS-B PFM data through ATSMAIV was caused
by the following:
a. Quality Cor_tro] personnel were not familiar with the important print.rots
of the system, namely:
• PHASE0 data quality report
• PHASEI data discontinuity report
• PHASEII time plot
• PHASEIV decom listings
b. In the early stages after launch, the program_ -rs _' re net on the dt$,-
tribution list of the ATS-B Data Reduction System's output. [.
c. Batch processing of groups of data caused redundant errors. (A group
consists of the data recorded over a 24-hour period. )
The following recommendations will eliminate most of the reprocessLng:
a. Process data on a daily basis during the first month after launch.
b. For the first month, Quality Control and the programmers should work
daily as a team to examine the previous day's processing results. This
would serve two purposes.
1. Familiarize Quality Control with the computer output.
2. Programmers could correct program errors, if any, prior to the
next day's processing as well as anticipate potential problems.
! .
!
!
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Task 22
PAGE
DISCUSSION
The specifications, unit testing, system testing, and final documentation
for the PAGE Computer Program for the IBM System/360 were completed.
The specifications, source decks, object decks, listing, and documentation
were delivered to NASA.
The PAGE program is designed to extract schedule data from the NASA
PERT "C" program output tape, update the scbedules from cards and/or
master data tape input, and produce a new master data tape and a plot tape for
the SC 4020 display generator which will create SARP milestone charts. Also,
output from the program is a listing of any input cards containing errors. The
flow of data through the PAGE program is shown in Figure 33.
: { The details of the program operation including the input and output data -
formats and sample SARP milestone charts generated on the SC 4020 plotter
are contained in Reference 6.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
" This task terminates with the current reporting interval.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The system testing phase for PAGE lasted one week longer than anticipated
i due to attempts to locate the cause of an error on the milestone charts generated
from the plot tape produced by the program. After three days of investigation
| an error was discovered in the ERRLNV subroutine of the .qC 4020 Plotter sub-)
1
routine Package contained in the system library. Mr. W. Foman (NASA) was
notified of this problem and it is recommended that the error be corrected to
avoid any additional loss of time through the use of the plotter subroutines.
I
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Task 24
SDA DOCUMENTATION
DISCUSSION
One report "Sync Finding Techniques" was completed, reproduced, and
deliveredto NASA.
The organizationand format of the SDA finalprogram documentation volumes
was outlinedto show the various programs thatwill appear in each of three vol-
umes: Volume i, Program Systems; Volume 2, SpecialPurpose Programs; and
Volume 3, Generalized Subroutines. Completion and delivery schedules for a
totalof40 individualprogram writeups were prepared, projectingthe work load
through July 1967.
Four program writeups were prepareclindraftform, edited,and sent to
finaltyping.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The firstdraftsof approximately 37 program writeups are scheduled to
reach the technical editors for processing. Of these, it is expected that 30 will
be edited, final typed, reviewed, corrected and delivered.
t.
/
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Task 25
DEFINITIVE ORBIT DETERMINATION
DISC USSION
Subtask la - SpecifiedOperational Requirements
Between 15 February and 8 March, a rough draftof the SpecifiedOpera-
tionalRequirements (SOR) was received from GSFC in four parts. The SOR
was reviewed and questions and comments were sentto GSFC in three parts
between 28 February and 13 March.
Although the final version of the SOR has not been received, work has begun
on systems flow, input/output, data base, data file maintenance, manual input
processor functions, OS/360 review, and certain processors, as directed by the
rough draft of the SOR and supported by the various documents on the existing
programs.
The first of a series of meetings between GSFC and IBm personnel was held
to discuss various areas of concern. Meetings began on 27 March to discuss the
final draft of the SOR. The next step is to specif:r the subset of the final DODS
as its Model 1 for initial implementetinn.
Subtask lb - Systems Flow
On the basis of the GSFC's SOR rough draft, an overall DODS flow diagram
was drawn (See Figure 34) identifying the major subsystems and indicating the
computational flow through those subsystems. These include:
• Manual Input Processor (MIP)
• Differential Correction (DC)
• Continue Differential Correction (CONTDC)
• Compare (COMPARE)
• Satellite Ephemeris Generator (EPHEM)
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Not shown but included in the overall design are such major subsystems as:
• Date File Maintenance (OFM, EFM)
• Data Display Processor
• System I og Processor (SLP)
A particular path through the system is defined by a set of manual input
requests (MIR) by the user for specific processor(s), option(s), parameter(s),
etc., which are presumably punched on cards, loaded from an on-line card
reader onto a disk by OS/360, and processed by the MIP. The most commonly
used paths can be stored as cataloged procedures to which the user can simply
refer by names without having to punch many Job Control Language cards.
Most of the subsystems _re quire large. It is evident that the Definitive
Orbit Determination System (DODS) will all fit in the problem program area of
the core memory simultaneously and, therefore, will have to be segmented. To
solve a system of up to 60 normal equations, room for two 60 x 60 symmetric
matrices, namely, about 30,000 bytes of core memory will be needed. Partial
derivatives of 18 different types of observations with respect to some 300 un-
knowns, namely 5,400 partials, must be programmed; of these, up to 1,080
partia!_ for the 60 unknowns will be actually computed for any one DC iteration.
It is desirable to hold the matrices and the currently operating program in high-
speed memory. Thus, any other data sets which may be required are best
brought into core in sections as needed. This ]eads tothe following program
structure:
a. DODS constitutes one 'job' which processes one satellite at a time.
b. One DODS job is likely to be broken up in a sequence of 'job steps';
each job step being approximately the size of a subsystem of DODS.
c. The most commonly used sequences of job steps shall be stored as
catalogued procedures for the convenience of the user.
d. Built-in values of all parameters and constants shall be pzovided in the
DODS as a default option. Any of these values may be overridden by
the user by means of MIR.
e. Many jobs of different options for different satellites may be batched
and loaded one after another with specified priorities in an arbitrary
158
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order, waiting to be executed in the order of the priorities under the
multi-jobbing environment (OS/360, option 4).
f. DODS must be so programmed that its subsystems, such as DC and
EPHEM, are most efficient in the operational mode, and are most
accurate in the R + D mode.
The "hands on" conversational ability specified in the SOR can be classified
into two categories. One is the semi-automatic mode in which a restart with a
different set of parameters and options or continuation of the computation is
done after a halt. This can be accomplished by terminating a job and submitting
a new job with new options. The flowchart shows how CONTDC, for instance,
can be performed in the semi-automatic mode. The other is the fully manual
m,_le, wherein the job is put into a WAIT until intervention is made from a con-
sole. Since, during the waiting period, computer resources are tied up and are
not available to other jobs, use of the fully manual mode should be minimized.
A first e._timate has been made of the size of the data base and it is quite
large; nevertheless, it is within the capability of the Operating System/360 and
the Model 75 hardware, as can be seen by the following breakdown.
By far, the largest file will be the file of observation data. About 60 bytes
are required per observation. Assuming that data are kept for a two-month
period on 100 satellites (minimum is 50), each having an estimated average of
100 observations l_r day, approximately 36,000 bytes of information space will
be required. This vol me of information could be stored on one data cell of the
data cell drive. Thus, while it is premature 8t this time to decide upon data
storage, it is easy to visualize that even with a data base of this magnitude, one
could easily move the information pertinent to a given satellite from the data
cell to a more rapidly operational device, such as a disk or drum in preparation
for a differential correction run.
The orbitalelements come next. About 60 bytes are needed to containa
singleset of elements fgr a satellite.Assuming that,of the 100 satellitesin the
system, one-halfof them are updated daily,a new set of elements willon the
average br created every,second day for each satellite.To hold a one-year
history inthe system would thus require 60 x 100 x 1,080,000bytes.
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The ionospheric refraction index tnble for 400 stations during a two-month
period requires 150,000 bytes. The lunar ephemeris fcr a ,,lmilar period is
perhaps 85,000 bytes long. The coe[ficients oi the tesseral and zonal harmonics
require about 4,000 b_tes. Twice this amount is needed to hold the location data
for 400 stations.
There are data sets required only during the DODS computation. The 60 x 60
symmetric matrix ofthe double-precisioncoefficientsof the 60 normal equations
is generated by the DC procedure. Two such arrays are needed to solve the
equations. Storingonly the upper (or lower) triangularpart of the matrices still
requires about 30,000 bytes. There are many other such data tablesrequired,
but under preliminary examination these do not appear to be prohibitivelylarge.
Im summary, the demands of the DODS program for such a resource as
high-speed storage appear to be satisfiedwith a Model 75 having over 500,000
bytes of high-speed storage. Itshould be remembered, however, thatthishigh-
speeficore willbe shared with the Operating System, System Output Writers, a
Reader Interpreter,and other jobs running in parallelwith DODS. Thus, in
order to produce an efficientsystem, care must be exercised in planningthe
ttilizationof hardware resources such as LCS, the drum, disks,tapes,data
cells,etc.
Subtask 2 - Documentation and Programming Standards
The followingdocuments were deliveredto GSFC on the due date of
March I0:
a. Documentation Standards, including Module Performance and Design
Specification, Module Performance and Design Description, and Module
Flowcharting Standards
b. Programming Standards
c. Change Control Procesures
The documentation standards ana programming standards form a reference
handbook for the DODS personnel involved in the design and programming of the
system. The documentstion standards specify the format and content of the
160
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module* performance and design specification (PDS), Module Performance and
Design Description (PDD), and module flowcharts. The PDS serves as the docu-
mentation standard for the DODS design effort, and as the basis for evaluating
the adequacy of the completed system. The PDD, in combin,a_.ion with the module
flowchart, will provide a complete description ef the finished (and operational)
DODS modules.
Programming standards have been established for DODS to ensure that a
uniform self-consistent computer program system is developed. These stand-
ards will assure that (1) the many complex DODS modules will interact properly,
(2) a consistent set of preferred programming techniques is used by the pro-
grammers, and (3) the completed system and its individual modules will be
easily understood by others. They will be updated and expanded in the future as
more knowledge is gained about the operational requirements of the system and
the design objectives for DODS, Model 1 are confirmed.
The appendices of the programming standards will also be provided in the
future as part of the subtask they affect. The appendices describe the details
(which the main body of the report summarizes) of such standards as terminology,
physical and mathem-*ical units, mod,le and flowchart updating, input/output
isolation and formats, s-stem parameters, and types of printouts.
Change control procedures allow for joint NASA and IBM control of changes
to the system. They establish a uniform system of controls to ensure that the
system meets the specified operational requirements and provide mechanisms
for controlling the interactions and the effects of changes between the various
modules in the system. Such procedures are required because of the complexity
*The term module will be used during the DODS effort to denote a functionally
related set of instructions and data. Its development is specifically identified
for documentation and monitoring by NASA-IBM concurrence. A module may
be a highly complex mathematical routine (e.g., a Brouwer orbit generator) or
a simple utility routine (e.g., a vector dot product module or a linkage contro;
module). A module is also separately compilable, i.e., can be converted (from
source language) into machine language independently. Thus, DODS will have
executive module, I/O modules, mathematical modules, etc.
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of DODS, the need for the concurrent development of DODS modules to meet the
implementation schedules, and to ensure that all modules will fit together
smoothly during the implementation phase.
Subtask 3 - Math Processors
Development of the DODS basic mathematical library, the orbit generator,
and the differential correction processor is under way. Presented below are
some details of that development.
The writing of functional specifications for the mathematical portion of the
DODS system is being developed in three phases. The first phase consists of
identifying and developing the basic mathematical library. Inc,uded in this phase
is the definition of standard computational units, mathematical symbology, coor-
dinate systems, and the force model. "
An effort is being made to identify the functions of the Orbit Generation
Processor and the Differential Correction (DC) Processor. The program iden-
tities are then used to establish a program development sequence. Identification
of other DOD5 mathematical requirements must also be pursued.
The second phase of development consists of writing the functional speci-
fications for !:hose programs which are most easily defined based on current
knowledge. These are listed as "unl-_odified processors" on the milestone chart.
The third phase of development consists of writing the functional specifica-
tions for those programs whose requirements _.re nox nebulous. The writing of
functional specifications for this group of programs will take place as the
requirements become known. These are listed as "modified processors" on the
milestone chart.
The following paragraphs present a more detailed discussion of the mathe-
matical library, the force model, and the orbit generator.
DODS Mathematical Library
The DODS Mathematical Library will consist of Jubprograms required by
the DODS Mathematical Processors and belonging to one of the following
categories:
$ Standard mathematical functions such _s the SIN function.
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• Subprograms having simple computational requirements, such as a
Julian datc to calendar date subprogram.
• Mathematical or statistical subprograms having wide application in
engineering and science, such as a vector package subprogram.
• Subprograms which solve a frequently encountered elementary problem
in celestial mechanics, such as the conversion of position and velocity
vectors to orbital elements.
A list of subprogram functions to be contained initially in the library has
been assembled and functional specifications are being written. The list consists
mostly of functions which now exist in the present Definit;.ve Orbit Package. The
list will undoubLedly be subject to considerable additions and deletions as the
requirements for library become better defined.
Force Model
The basis of the COWELI, orbit generator is the force model, which is a
mathe,natical representation of all the significant forces acting on an orbiting
satellite. In gener,ql, the characteristics of the orbit and the satellite govern
the significance of a given force. For this reason, the force model must be
general in that it includes all forces which may have an effect on one or more
satellites; yet, it must be flexible to the point of tailoring the force model for a
particular type of orbit or satellite. The generality of the model will be :
ensured by including all forces that affect the motion of a satellite to a degree
which is observable with the present observational equipment: i.e., perturbations
which are not obscured by the noise in the system. Flexibility will be achieved
through the use of input parameters, program option and modularity. The input
parameters will include such things as astrodynamic constants, satellite descrip-
tive constants and option control parameters. Program options will allow the
exclusion or inclusion of any force from the standard model, a choice of atmos-
pheric models, and the use of a standard force model. Modularity will make it
possible to make gross changes in the mathematical definition of any one of the
forces. The use of an entirely different force package may be the rule ratherthan the exception in the case of velocity impulse, due to the large variations in
the design and use of the rockets and thrusters on different satellite,,.
I
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The mathematical expression for the force model in it,_: most general form
will be three non-linear, second order differential equations representing the
three components of the force vector in the inertial geocentric coordinate
system. The forces to be included in the mod_l are:
a. Gravitational attraction of the earth - The earth's gravitational field
will be considered in its most general form as a spherical harmonic
expansion. The series expansion will be considered out to a maxirr um
n,m = 30 for the zonal harmonics, Jn' and tesseral harmonics, Jn,m"
Options will be provided to input the harmonic coefficients and to specify _
a particular subset of the harmonics to be included or excluded from the
model. It will also be desirable to have an automatic selection of the
subset of harmonic coefficients to be used based on expected accuracies
in the observational data and the orbit char_-,teristics.
b. Atmosoheric drag - The standard drag equation will be used with atmos-
pheric densities computed from one of many possikle drag models, lh_
first s:_stem will have available a model which will account for the
diurnal bulge. Means of inputing and/oc computing the satellite attitude
will allow a more exact calculation of the cross sectional area for
irregularly shaped satellites.
c. Extra terrestrial gravitational attractions - All extra terrestlial bodies
taken into consideration, initially including sun and moon, will be
modeled as point masses. The design will make it possible to input
ne-essary information to model up to four distinct bodies.
d. Solar radiation - This force will be expressed as a funotion of the in-
stantaneous solar radiation pressure. The solar rad,atton pressure
will be expressed either in tabular form or as an analytic expression
which gives the pressure as a function of distance from the sun, solar
activity, a_d elevation of the sun above the horizon. Therefore it will
be necessary to enter data concerning solar activity on a daily basis.
As in #2 above, since cross sectional area is important in computing
this force, provision should be made to input or compute attitude of the
satellite or both.
_. Velocity impulse - Changes in satellite velocity due to rocket or thruster
impulses over finite time spans will be modeled with the ability to handle
ap to 10 such maneuvers in any trajectory. Thus, means must exist to
input thrust profiles as specific impulse and mass variation tables. Also
it will be necessary to input or compute the attitude of the rockets or
thrusters to properly model the force. Due to the varied configurations
to be expected for different satellites, this portion ot the system should
be modular and dependent on only the most general of input to facilitate
its replacement with a minimum of effort.
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The force model package, then, will be designed to ensure a maximum of
generality and flexibility controlled by the operator or analyst primarily through
input parameters. It will include all forces deemed significant, modeled in a
manner to utilize all available _pacecraft and orbit information such as space-
craft attitude, in normal operational mode a standard model will be used
requiringa minimum of inputparameters.
Orbit Generator
The orbitgenerator isdefin(d interms of a set of functionalalgorithms
(Figures 35 and 36). These funchonal algorithms are, in turn,extended and
enlarged intodistinctprogram definitions.Before enumeration of the programs,
a discussionof the basis upon which the initialdefinitionsand subsequent
extensionshave been made willbe presented.
Two sources provided the specL'icationswhich were necessary to define
and extend the functionsofthe orbitgenerator. One was the preliminary GSFC
specifiedoperationalrequirements (SOR) document. The other was a group of
assdmptions relatingdirectlyto the task of orbitgeneration. All specifications
in the SOR document pertainingto the ozbitgenerator were incorporated. They
are as follows:
a. The Cowell orbitgenerator isto be used. Itwill incorporatea Gauss-
Jackson predictor/correctortechnilue,and a modified Runge-Kutta
starter.
b. The capabilityof integratingforward and backward willbe included.
c. An ephemeris which includesvehiclemaneuvers, as well as the free
flightportionof the trajectory,willbe produced.
d. T_e ability to vary either the order of the Cowell formulas or the size
of ¢]te integration step, or both, w:ll be available. This will be done by
input parameter, or dynamically by the orbit generator.
The assumptions are an outgrowth of several activities and considerations,
some of which are: conversations with GSFC personnel; investigations into
related, current'analytic GSFC techniques; and the formulation of the various
algorithms with modularity a. l_rime concern. This last item will afford the
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flexibility that is needed in order to proceed with development in the absence of
more definite specifications.
The assumptions accompanied by pertinent remarks follow:
a. There will be only one set of epoch elements, and one interval over
which the orbit is to be generated.
b. The time associated with the epoch elements can fall outside of or any-
where within the interval. This includes the possibility of beginning
integration during a maneuver.
c. Input to the orbit generator will always be a set of classical osculating
elements _poch. Modification to handle variable input, though lacking
motivatio, ould not be difficult. L
d. The initial direction of the integration is fixed when both forward and
backward integration is to take place. This is due to ease of revision,
effectively no restriction at all. However, it avoids either an additional
input parameter, or additional computation.
e. Integration step size is to be less than and a fractional multiple of the
output record interval for position and velocity vectors. This is con-
sistent with the variable nature of the integration step size, and with
its ir, trinsic lack of certainty within definable limits. In the absence of
such convention, a non-trivial interpolatmn scheme must be employed.
f. Each maneuver is to be defined by a maneuver table. This table will
contain the end points (in time) of the maneuver, and an array of velocity
impulses versus time. The maneuver is effectively broken down into
subintervals over which a given velocity impulse is applied. Non-
alignment of subinterval points with integration points is resolved via
linear interpolation.
g. A Runge-Kutta numerical integrator will be used to integrate through
all maneuvers. This routine will be distinct from the modified Runge-
Kutta starter used in the Cowell integrator. In addition to handling
maneuvers, it will constitute a second integration technique (in addition
to Cowell) in the orbit generator.
h. The step size used in the Runge-Kutta integrator will be variable but
the order will be fixed. From the specificatio_ s and considerations
just discussed, the following programs have ewdved. They represent
a solution, in discrete program form, to the problem of orbit generation
in the context of the DODS.
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Orbit Generator Programs
Figures 35 and 36 show the system data and functional data flow of the orbit
generator. The programs are:
a. Supervisor: Maintains the first level of control in the orbil: generator.
b. Elements Conversion Routine: Converts the classical osculating ele-
ments to position and velocity.
c. Trajectory Control Table Generator: Generates a table which, via its
parameters, describes the entire trajectory of the satellite and from
which the generation of the trajectory is controlled.
d. Cowell Integrator: Integrates free-flight motion.
e. Start Routine: Starts up integration for the Cowell integrator. It incor-
porates the modified Runge-Kutta technique.
f. Re-Start Routine: Re-starts integration for the Cowell integrator.
This is needed when st-p size modificat'on occurs. This program will
either use the modified Runge-Kutta approach, or a special "difference
table" modification algorithm.
g. Step/Order Computation for Cowell: Computes dynamically the inte-
gration step size and order of the difference formulas.
h. Gauss-Jackson Predictor/Corrector: Performs prediction and cor-
rection ;or the Cowell integrator.
i. R_unge-Kutta Integrator: Integrates powered flight motion.
j. Output Program: Handles all output from the orbit generators. The
output goes to direct access storage or tape. It is expected that this
program will use standard I/O routines of DODS.
k. The Force Model: Although this is a major mathematical processor by
itself, it is listed here because its entire utility is realized by the two
integrators, above, which use it as a sub0rogram.
Subtask 6 - S/360 Revi,_w and Augmentation
The ultimate manner in which DODS will be implemented will be influenced
to some extent by the operating system within which it must operate. This is
particularly true of problem programs running in a multijobbing environment.
It is therefore planned ta work closely with the systems programmers at both
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Goddard and IBM to evaluate the OS/360 capabilities in light of the d_ta manage-
ment, I/O processing, and user control requirements unique to DODS.
Contact has been established with the GRTS system group within IBM _:nd
systems problems common to both efforts have been discussed. It has been
agreed that such items as the man/machine relationship, use of the 2250 and
remote terminals, system core, disk, and dlum requirements, LCS utilization,
etc., will be examined in an effort to obtain effective utilization with a minimum
of redundant effort. So that this be achieved it is most likely that certain system
standards will have to be set and adhered to by the users of the operating system.
One of the more desirable DODS objectives is to be able to run as a back-
ground job on one Model 75 during periods when Apollo support is running. In
order to ensure this, it is necessary that both DODS and the Apollo support pro-
grams be abl J to function under the same operating system (OS/360 Option 4).
Preliminary discussions have been held with the GRTS group regarding their
plans for the operating system. A pre!iminary version of OS/360 Option 4 has
been mailed to them and they plan to begin experimentation and familiarization
with the system shortly. In addition they are preparing an outline of a GRTS
interface notebook, a copy of which will be sent to the DODS group. The material
which is entered in this notebook will be reviewed _¢ith zegard to the DODS
requirements.
Subtasks 7 & 10 - Command and Control Input Formats and Manual Input
Processor
A study was initiatedon methods of implementing the requirments for the
Manual InputRequests (MIR) and the Manual InputProcessor (MIP). Preliminary
discussionshave led to considerationof a design which utilizesthe OS/360 Job
Control Language (JCL) and cataloguedprocedure techniques. This would involve
dividingthe DODS MIR's intotwo categories: (i)processing optionswhich &fleet
data sets and devices,and (2)computationaloptionswhich affectthe internal
settingof parameter values. The processing optionswould be implemented as
self-containedcatalogprocedures which would be referenced by the JCL EXEC
card. The computationaloptionswould be implemented as parameter cards
followinga processing option.
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CONC LUSIONS A ND RE COMME NDATIONS
Conclusions
Achievement of a Model 1 DODS by December 1967 is completely out of the
question. Most activityon thistask during the quarter has been centered around
the development of the "SpecifiedOperating Requirements" (SOR) to serve as a
baseline of systems requirements from which a program system can be defined
and specifiedfor coding. To date,the SOR has not been finalized.Furthermore,
activitiesindicatethat:
a. DODS encompasses a scope far greater than originallybelieved
$ Lunar trajectoriesare now to 1:3included.
• The quantity of unknowns at, _ [ements require_ derivation and
coding of 5400 routines to e_: ,uate _ :,rtial derEvatives.
• Correction factors for raw data and for, :ctary perturbations,
atmosphere, etc., require acquisition of eytensive sets of data and
processing routines.
• A major portion of the Cowell integration system is still under
analytic development and experimentation.
• The system is now to be also used for support of early orbit deter-
mination, following spacecraft launch and injection.
• Implementation of a new metric unit standards requires review of
, all formulation to re-insert the constant _ since it will not have
a value of one in the new units.
, • Inclusion of the Brouwer theory for the PCE function is now indicated.
b. GSFC needs and system boundaries are not well known. Many opera-
tional aspects of the present system should be included but these fea-
tures can only be discovered and defined by a stud9" of the usage of the
present system. Furthermore, future needs are not well enough known
to enable a clear statement of the system boundaries and options.
c. Due to lack of complete documentation, most communication of system
uses, formulation and background is by way of meetings and personal
conversations. This is increasing the time and manpower required to
formulate the SOR and will similarly impact the system design.
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d. A minimum of GSFC cognizant personnel have been able to devote time
to the required technical meetings and conversations. To date, about
50 manhours of time on the part of GSFC personnel has been supplied
where 250 manhours over the past eight weeks would have been useful.
e. Present activity is centered about finalizing the SOR and is preparatory
to week no. 2 of the Design and Implementation Plan for DODS. In
effect, the effort is close to six weeks behind schedule due to lack of
the finalized SOR.
f. GSFC emphasis continues to center on the I_ & D features which under-
standably creates a lack of definition since only general requirements
and capabilities can be described. This is inconsistent with the need
for: (a)a definiteSOR and specificprogram system design, (b)forma-
tionof the specificoperationalsystem design and inparticularfor
detaildesign ofthe Model 1 system originallyscheduled for December
1967.
Recommendations
a. It is recommended thatthe deliveryof Model 1 be rescheduled for
June 1968 to permit an orderly and thorough definitionof SOR and the
system design. Model 1 design should center upon definiteoperational
capabilities,not R & D. Itshould includea minimum of the new mathe-
matical formulation stillunder investigation.
b. GSFC technicalliaisonsupFort should be increased significantly,in
particular,cognizantmembers of programming and user groups who are
familiarwith the present system, during the next I0 weeks.
c. Specifically,those analyticimprovements currentlyunder development
should be deferred while includinginthe design means for lateraddition
of them intothe system.
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Task 26
ESRO II
DISCUSSION
The European Space Research Organization (ESRO), wbich consists of ten
countries, will launch a solar astronomy and cosmic ray satellite, ESRO II, on
17 April 1967. GSFC has been requested co wri2e an attitude determination
system for this satellite as a back-up for the system being written by personnel --
of ESRO. This back-up system now has been coded, debugged, unit and system
tested. Figure 37 is a flow chart of the system, which is being programmed for
the IBM-7094. All tests were successful and the system is now ready for launch.
The system consists of three parts, attitude determination, attitude prediction
and control, and manual method.
Attitude Determination
The main progrmn, ESRO, is used to determine the attitude by finding the
intersection of a number of space cones. This method is based on the idea that
from a variety of sensor data which relates to angles between the spin axis and
known spatial directions, such as sun vector and magnetic field vector, the spin
axis is constrained to lie simultaneously on a number (n) of space cones having
known unit vectors Vi as axes and known angles 0i as generating angles (i = 1,
2, . . . , n). Thus by finding the intersection of two or more cones it is possi-
ble to ascertain the right ascensi.'m and declination of the spin axis. This is
: done by finding the intersection in the sense of weignted least squares by a dif-
ferential correction approach starting from an a priori attitude. Details of this
.! procedure, togetherwi_h associateerror analysis,are given under subrout:ne
I
CONES inthe AttitudeDetermination System for AE-B Satellite(Ref 7).Included
as part of thisprogram is a subroutine,PESROD, which firstcallson subroutine
i
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Figure 37. ESRO H Attitude Determination System Data Flow
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PESROT to read and unpack the data tape. The data returned are triads of
magnetometer readings (x,y, and z), pairs of sun angles,and associated times.
Also, bitsare setto note when the magnetorquer is on. PESROD converts the
times intominutes from DREF and converts beth the sun and magnetometer
PCM (pulsecoded modulation)counts from the tape intodegrees and milllgauss,
respectively,using linearfunctions.Then the magnetometer data is screened
so thatitis used only when the magnetorquer is off,when sense switch six is
up; when sense switch six is down, there is no screening of the data. Next the
sun data is processed. At each sample time there are two readings--one from
each sensor. Ifthe two readings are not withinone degree ui each othe ",both
are ignored. The sun data is then averaged over either 20 m lutes or untilthe
sun angle ((_)has changed two degrees. Finally,the sun angles and magne-
) tometer readings are returned to the mair i _ m.
Attitude Prediction and Spacecraft Control
An attitude prediction program, ESRAPP, is used to predict the attitude,
r.
steer the spacecraft, and track the automatic magnetorquer. ESRAPP will pre-
dict the attitude of the ESRO II satellite whether the craft is operating under the
automatic magnetorquing system or under the manual override. Due to the
characteristics of the ESRO II spacecraft it was found that TIROS MGAP could
be used, with some additional logic, to track the satellite. Thic logic tracks the
setting of the magnetorquer coil which operates much like the QOMAC coii in
TIROS, with the exception that the magnetorquing coil can be initiated automati-
cally from within the spacecraft. Whereas, the QOMAC coil il_. TIROS operate_
in two cycles/orbit. That is, the coil is positive _nd negative twice per orbit.
1 ' The QOMAC coil starts with a positive sign and then changes to negative after a
1 quarter orbit and then positive for the next quarter orbit, and negative for the
last quarter orbit. In this way the satellite retains the proper attitude.)
I All the logicfor TIROS MGAP has been retainedin ESRAPP with some addi-
tionsbeing made in TORQUE (a subroutineof MGAP). The _dditionsdisablethe
I QOMAC cycle magnetorquing process.
and enable the automatic
ESRAPP predictsautomatic and manual switch _ettingsof the magnetorquer.
I Under automatic control the magnetorquer is enabled when 80 ° > a > 100 °.
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The magnetorquer coil is turned on when the strength of the e'lrth's magnetic
field exceeds a threshold of 100 milligauss, as opposed to C,OMtC which is
turned on for an enhre orbit. This action of the magnetorquer applies a torque
to the spin axis to force gamma to 90° . At this point the coil is turned off and
the automatic system is disabled until such time that the gamma angle again
exceeds the above values.
Under manual control, magnctorquer coil settings are input and the auto- I
matic logic is bypassed. In this mode of operation, ESRAPP predicts when the
magnetorquer is to be turned on and off. Various other options have been _dded
to the ESRAPP routine. These include variable input time intervalr and an
extensive debug system via sense switches 5 and 6.
Numerous tests have been p3rformed on the ESRAPP routine. Among these
are a long range (90 days) drift study, a smaller integration pe,'iod (.05 rain),
long range steering using *.he automatic and manual systems, testing for a
gamma of over 100 ° and under 80 °, and testing for a variable magnetic field
threshold. All tests were successful.
Manual Method
This technique permits the manual search of a comp,,ter printout of the raw
digital tape for sufficient sun and magnetometer data, each with the time of --
observation, for input to the attitude determination program ESRO. This method
was devised as an emergency procedure.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
To prepare for the laurie., sch.,duled for 17 April 1967, and to make any IF
changes to the system thatmay be requii-eabecause of hnrdware changes or •
unexpected contingencies. A two-week support task willcommence on the day
of the launch.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ._=:
The ESRO II att;tude determination system is now operational and ready for
} launch. It is recommended that as soon as all the spacecraft elements are _
available, another system test be conducted with these elements.
.I
.t
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Task 29
ATS-B PFM PROGRAMMING SUPPORT
DISCUSSION
The ATS-B PFM Programming Support task is a new task which was
approved 30 March 1967. Initialanalysisbegan on redesign of the ATS-B,
PHASE0, COMVER, Sequence Count Print,and Buffer Tape Print programs
for the UNIVAC 1108.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
The analysis,coding,and unittestingof the PH/tSE0, COMVER, Sequence
Count Print and Buffer-Tape Print Programs are expected to be completed. •
Also scheduled for completion are the analysis on the redesign of the ATSBMN
main program and writing and pub} [cation of the specifications for the new
ATSBMN program.
I[
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SectionIII
NEW TECHNOLOGY
This s_.ction describes items of new technology which have been selected "_
from work performed during this quarter. These potential new technology items
are being submitted formally for acceptance via prescribed procedures.
One item from last quarter (Computerized Teletype Data Message
Scheduler for Satellite Launch Support) has been withdrawn. This item was
not of sufficient scope to be regarded as new technology.
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ABSTRACT [
D_termination of Magnetometer Mounting Angles
Problem
Part of the hardware designed into the Atmospheric Sxplorer-B (AE-B)
spacecraft was an orthogonal triad of magnetometers m_ .anted with one magne-
tometer of the triad in alignment with the satellite spin axis. This configuration
was intended to provide an important parameter for attitude determination.
It became apparent after launch, however, that the triad was neither orthogonal
nor mounted oroperly with relation to the spin axis. As a result, analyses were
performed to determine the magnetometer mounting angles and equations were
developed to utilize the data from the nt)n-orthogonal system. The analyses arid
formulas are derived in the following description.
New Concept
This concept describes a process for evaluating sensor mounting ar, gles for
a non-ortl_,ogonal triad of magnetometers on a _pin-stabilized satellite and a
method ot determining the ,_ngle between the satellite spin vector and the
geomagnetic field vector using the magnetometer readings.
Technical Merits
Most magnetometer systems are designed as orthogonal triads for simplicity
in computations. The development in this paper gives the equations which must
be used with a non-orthogona! system.
Other Applications
The equations are applicable to attitude determination computations for any
spin-stabilized satellite using a magnetometer triad.
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ABSTRACT
r.
Development of a One-Pass Telemetry Data Reduction System for the
ATS-B Satellite.
Problem
Existing saLe!]ite data processing systems require interruptions of computer
processing for analysisof tim_ ccntin,,ity.These interruptionsmay resultin a "_
shipment delay of up to fivedays before finaldecommutated tapes can be sent to
experimenters, even though 90 percent of the data isoftenperfect. Moreover,
the human applicationof corrections is subjectto error, because of the
extremely large volumes of data being processed by these satellitesystems.
New Concept
Computer processing "nterruptions may be eliminated by the implementation
of a one-pass data reduction system which utilizes the concept of an automatic
time analysis and correction procedure as described in the IBM publication
"A Generalized Approach to Correction of Time Errors of Spacecraft Telemetry"
by Mr. R. R. Rosner.
Technical Merits
The ATS-B system stores all the data on a disk and writes only one set of
tapes for record retention. Thus error prone tape handling of data is reduced."
The time correction algorithm is faster, more accurate and more consistent
than present methods. The accuracy and consistency are derived from a history
that is kept of every file processed. Previous manual methods compared only
those files currently being processed.
Other Applications
The algorithm described by Mr. Rosner was designed for the Application_
Technology Satellite (ATS) series; however, the generality of the time correction
proced, re allows its adaptation to similar telemetry systems.
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ABSTRACT
Positioning a Magnetic Tape Data Set Opened for QSAM Processing wi_h
OS/360
Problem
When reading magnetic tape data sets (files} it is often desirable to start
processing at a record other than the first one in the data set. In many cases
the number of records to be spaced over is in the hundreds and sometimes in
the thousands. The System/360 QSAM offers no facility for spacing over records
within a data set.
New Concept
Magnetic tape data sets opened for processing with QSAM can be positioned
to a desired location within the data set using the EXCP macro and an appropriate
series of channel command words (CCW's).
Technical Merits
The advantage of this technique is that tape movement is continuous and
only one START I/O is executed for one CCW series. Thus, actual tape movement
is optimized and the total time required both of the channel and of the supervisor
is kept to a minimum.
Other Applications
This concept applies to any user who selects data sets under QSAM of
0S/360.
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Section IV
GLOSSARY
ADS Attitude Determination System
AE-B Atmospheric Explorer Satellite B
AEPI_OC Data processing program for AE-B
AEB-MGAP Magnetic attitude prediction program for AE-B
ALPHA Right ascension
ASP-MGAP Attitude prediction program
ATS Applications Technology Satellite
ATSOCC Applications Technology Satellite Operation Control Center
AUTODOC Automatic documentation
AVCS Advanced Vidicon Camera System
BBRC Ball Brothers Research Corporation
BIOS Biosatel!ite
BLUEBIRD One of the COMSAT satellites to be launched
BSAM Basic Sequential Access Method
CDUST Core Duplicating System Tape
COMSAT Communications Satellite Corporation
COMPARE Compare two trajectories
CONES AE-B subroutine for attitude determination
CONTDC Continue DC
CORFOE Program to compute orbital elements
DATPRO TOS/ESSA attitude determination program
!
db Decibels
DC Differential correction r
DCS Direct Couple System
DECOM Decommutation routine
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DE LTA Deelinauon
DHE Data Handling Equipment
DODS Definitive Orbit Determination System
DREF Day of reference
DSAI Digital Solar Aspect Indicator
DTO Detailed Test Objectives
EFM Element File Maintenance
EGO Eccentric (Orbit) Geophysical Observatory
ELK Electron Shower Calculation
EME Environmental Measurement E_,periment
Encyclopedia
Tape Records of detailed scientific satellite experiment data
EPE Energetic Part_",les Satellite
EPHEM. Satellite Ephemeris Generator
ESRO European Space Research Organization
ESRO II European Space Research Orgar_zation satellite
ESRAPP FORTRAN II subroutine to predict attitude for the ESRO iI
satellite
ESSA Environmental Science Services Administration
FORTRAN Formula Translation - the language used for scientific
II AND IV computer programming
FUSIT Hughe_ Aircraft Company programs for determining time and
location for igni!ing apogee motors
GAMMA Sun angle
GAMWIN Program to compute launch window
GMT Greenwich Mean Time (Universal Standard Time) Time at the
zero meridian, Greenwich, England; also Zulu or UT
GREMEX Goddard Research Engineering Management Exercise
GSDAS Generalized Satellite Data Analysis System
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
HAC Hughes Aircraft Company
H202 Hydrogen peroxide
IMP Interplanetary Monitoring i-'lafform
INJUN Rocket booster for small, non-orbiting payloads
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IR Infrared (sensor)
JCAL Julian calendar program
JCE Jet Control Electronics
JIFFY Program to smooth MGAP results
KP Geomagnetic activity indexes
Launch Period of time in which favorable conditions exist for launching
Window a satellite
LCS Large Core Storage
LNRORB Lunar orbit program
Logbook Tape Summary records of scientific instrument data
LOS Line of sight
MAC Magnetic Attitude Control
Magnetorquer Coil on board the ESRO II satellite _at produces a torque to
Coil force the gamma angle to return to the desired position
MAS Multi-Application Subroutines
MCC Master Control Console
MGAP Mmgnetic attitude predictor
MLT Magnetic Local Time
MIP Manual Input Processor
MIR Manual Input Requests
MODULE A functionally related set of instructions and data applicable
to DODS effort (see Task 25)
O1MERG ORB1 merge program
OA Optical Aspect
OFM Observation File Maintenance
O-C Observed minus computed
ORB1 Orbital position tape; contains satellite position vectors and
velocity vectors at discrete intervals
OS/360 Operating System/360
OSO Orbiting Solar Observatory
OSOCC OSO Control Center
OWSP One Word Storage Programmer
P Elliptical orbit period
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P Earth s:dereal period of angular rotation
e
PACE Phased Array Control Antenna
PCM Pulse Code Modulation
PDD Module performance and design description which zs the
documentation format for *,he completed DGDS modules
PDS Module performance and design specification which is the
documentation format for the DODS design effort
PESROD FORTRAN IV subroutine to calibrate and screen data for
ESRO II satellite
PESROT MAP subroutine to extract data for ESRO II satellite
PFM Pulse Frequency Modulation
POGO Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory _[:
POLANG B.F Signal Polarization Angle
PREPRO Processing program for TOS/ESSA
PUP Prelaunch and Utility Programs
QOMAC Quarter Orbit Magnetic Attitude Control - coil on board the
TIROS satellite that produces a torque to force the sun angle
to return to the desired attitude
QPR Quarterly Progress Report
QSAM Queued Sequential Access Method 1
RAE Radio Astronomy Explorer
RES Roll equation smooth
SFL Southern Frame Limit
SCO Subcarrier oscillator (real-time)
SDA Scientific Data Analysis
SIN Sine
SLP System Log Processor
} SOR Specified Operational Requirements
SORE SORE Count
i STADAN SatelliteTracking and Data-AcquisitionNetwork
STADEE StatusData ExtractionEvaluationand Reduction program
_j STARSII Satellite Telemetry Automatic Reduction System IIl
TAPRE Program to read ORB1 tapes
TEC/TTCC TOS Evaluation Center/TIROS Technical Control Center
185
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TIMSPN AE-B subroutine to compute the spin rate using mid-scan tim,_s
TIROS T_elevision _Infrared O_bservatory S_atellite
TIROS MGAP FORTRAN II subroutine to predict attitude for the TIROS
satellite
TOS TIROS Operational System
TORQUE FORTRAN II subroutine of ESRAPP
V Orbit velocity
VCO Voltage controlled oscillator
W Earth side,'eal rate of angular rotation
e
WMSAD World _vL_pand Station Acquisition Data program
WMSUM World Map Summary program
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SectionV
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Appendix A _i _
ELECTRON SHOWER CALCULATION
The electron shower calculation (ELK) program calculates the losses
suffered by electrons or photon (gamma ray) upon passing through a multi-laye,
absorbers
f_
Losses occur in several ways:
a. Electronsmay interactoproducesecondaryelectronsand secondary
photons,
b. Gamma raysmay interactwiththematerialtoproducesecondary
electronsand photons.
c. Secondaryparticlesofhighene':gymay interactas :n(a)an.:l_')).
d. Compton Scatteringmay producephotons.
A random number generat_risusedtogenerateparticlos(mathematic_.Uy)
in pr,_portion to their probability of occurrence. Intera_t':ons are generatea m
proportion to their interaction probability.
Losses are thus calculated as a function of depth in the absorber m,d
numbers of each kind of particle.
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